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A SyLstems Analysis View Of Thir 7i-tnýz ar 1965-1972

This volume, plus the other eleven -;c11=es in the seriez, contains
every article ever printed in the Southeast Asia Anm-tysis Report (a few
additional papers not printed in the rev.ort --re occasionally included, too.).

Fifty issues of the Southeast Asia Analysis Re-.7-t were published
from January 1967 through January l•72 by '"-e Souteast Asia office under
tite Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems Analysis). The Report had
two purposes. First, it served as a vehicle to distribute the analyses
produced by Systems Ar.al.-sis on Southeast Asia. It thus provided other
agencies an opportunity to tell us if we were wrong end to help prevent
research duplications. We solicited ana received frequent rebuttals or
comments on our analyses which sharpened our studies and stimulated better
analysis by other agencies. Second, it was a useful management tool for
getting more good work from our staff -- they knew they must regularly
produce studies which would be read critically throughout the Executive
Branch.

The first page of the Report stated that it "is not an official publi-
cation of the Department of Defense, and does not necessarily reflect the
views of the Secretary of Defense, Assistant Secretary of Defense (Systems
Analysis), or comparable officials." The intent was solely to improve the
quality of analysis on Southeast Asia problems -- and to stimulate further
thought and discussion. The report was successful in doing precisely this.

We distributed about 350 copies of the Report each month to OSD (Office
of the Secretary of Defense), the Military Departments, CINCPAC, and Saigon,
and to other interested agencies such as the Paris Delegation, AID, State
Department, CIA and the White House Staff. ?-cost copies circulated outside
OSD were in response to specific requests from the individual person or
agency. Our readership included many of the key commanders, staff officers,
and analysts in Washington and in the field. Their comments were almost
always generous and complimentary, even when they disagreed with our
conclusions. Some excerpts appear below:

"I believe the 'SEA Analysis Report' serves a useful purpose, and
I would like to see its present distribution continued." (Deputy Secretary
of Defense, 31 May 1968)

r "We used a highly interesting iter. in your May Analysis Report as

the basis for a note to the Secretary, which I've attached." (State
A Department, 28 June 1967)

"Ve were all most impressed with yo',-_ first Mnthly Southeast Asia
Analysis Report. Not only do we wish to continue to receive it, but we
would appreciate it if we could receive 4 (four) copies from now on."

- (White House, 9 February 1967)

Best Available Cop' ..
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" Ambaa_• _' has 3z::le me to tell you that he has much appre-
ciated and bene~tTei Tro= t`- s.u•ina and analyzes of this publication."
(State D.partmn./, -te Hcuze, 24 January 1969)

"Con"... tulationz on y.r January issue. The 'Situation in South
Vietn:•m' article ezpecia3iy interesting and pro-vking." (State
Department, 24 Jan'v.szry lV5)

,,_ le .- ba3sador take a swing at the paper. Ha made aeveral
coirments *.*hich -.-ay be o67 inerest to you. Many thanks for putting us ba.ci:
on dtitribution for your r'.port. Also, despite the return volley, I hope
you will continue sending your products." (MACV-CORDS, 17 June 1968)

"As an avil reader (and user) of the SE.A An is.Report, I see a
need fcr =ore rz'-.el analyzes in the pacification field eae fewer simplistic
constructz." (IJACT-DE.PCODS, 17 April 1968)

"The SZA Progr=s Division is to be commended for its perceptive
analysis of topics that hold the continuing concern of this headquarters...
The approach was thoughtfully objective throughout and it was particularly
pleasing to note a =ore incisive recognition of factors that defy quanti-
fied expres.ion." (Commander, US Army Vietnam-USAERV, 29 November 1967)

"In general, I think it is becoming the best analytical periodical
I've seen yet on Vietnam (though there's not much c mpetition)."
(MACV-DEPCORDS, 21 April 1967)

"- - "Statistical extrapolations of this type serve an extremely useful
purpose in many facets of our daily work." (cTA, 6 February 1967)

* "One of the most useful Systems Analysis products we have seen is
the monthly Southeast Asia Progress Report.... 1ndeed it strikes many
of us as perhaps the most searching and stimulating periodic analysis
put out on Vietnam." (President of The Rand Corporation, 22 October 1969)

In November 196a, 55 addressees answered a questionnaire about the
Report: 52 said the report was useful, 2 said it was not, and 1 said,
"The report does not meet an essential need of this headquarters;"
nonetheless, it desired "to remain on distribution" for 7 copies. From
148 questionnaires with complete responses, we found that an average 4.8

*; people read each co.y -- a projected readership of 500-950, depending on
whether we assumed 1 or 2.4 readers of copies for which no questionnaire
was returned.

Readers respon!ing to the questionnaire reported using the Report
for the following purposes:

Information
Analysis 31%
Policy Making 11%
Briefings 7%

. etaOther
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In aadtion, readers renorted about e;-..- "ntcrst in each of the seven sub-
SJect mrea. norm'ally covered in the Pe;3r-.

Air Opere-t-.ons 204
R•V.• 17%
Pacifica.t .zr, 13%
Friendly Forces 12%
Deploy.=er:xz 32%
Logi.stics/Construction 8%

There vms some negative reaction tc the Report. Concern was expressed
about "the distorted impress1ons" the ?e-crt left with the reader and its
wide dissemination which "implies its acceptance by the Secret.ry of Defense,
giving the document increased credibility."

Given the way in which the Southeast Asia Analysis Report was used,
the important responsibilities of many of its readers, and the controversial
aspects of the report, I decided to inc.:'•de in these twelve volumes every
article ever published in a Southeast Asi& Anal!sis Report. This will allow
the users of these volumes to arrive at their own conclusions.

Thomas C. Thayer
February 18, 1975

i iBe.' Copy
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Viet Coug irregular famoes are organized into gn1flas, self-datoenae
amA secret self-defense elementa• ubordinate to village and hmalet Viet

mog arlapizatama. Gdewrilla are full-tin. foer** orgnized into • quads
an -toma steW Lok not auvap atay In th basis villap. or buast.
Typical missions tc guerrillas wte collectiom or tame, pxrmgapaa, pro&
teootA of YLU paty c"tta.n, and terror and sabotage activitiesee . 4
Ow self-defense fore. is a peam..ilitaxy atruatue reapomaible for the
defemue of hanlet an villae in &ose cemtollad t the VC. esea ftomes
do not leave their hasisa , and they peoris tbair •utiea an a peat-tIn-
basis. Self-defense foresa conduct propoogan muxtnuat fortificatle ons,
ean defend h areas. T*h secret self-defense foAm In the claMestlne VC
corenasatioc which perform the &am general fio1tlm in CMI-ontroll-d
villages aMn haleta' as do the self-defeae fmaes in VO controlled ane"a. S 4
Their qperatiem include intemipgence col,,otica1 as vwll as abortage omd
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The nature of the irregular force structure does not lend itself to
the more precise measurements which can be made for conventionaly organized
a.Litaty forces based upon identificatiozw, cozand structure, and 1uit
bih•trical data. Even the captur-d Viet Cong records that are available
for sace provinces are obviouely I etimstese rather than statistical tabu- I
lati=3 of strengths foz" spacif~iAL identified Irregular platoons and
squads. Lackin precise accounting data, it is necessary to use an esti-
zate to Ascertlan the overall strength of the VC irregular forces thoughout
SVN. These estimates consider the type of VC inrastructure, the density
of population, scale of ensi' ilitary activity, and extent of VC control
in the various districts, villaal5, !mad --oe;s : -ti Ln saah pioivinris. I

MACL'I Vpssent estimates of the strength af tz •C IrreguArs a.re
derived frn estimates provided by GVU province chit-s. Du:ring the past
fev months MACV, in coordination with GVN and other US agencies, has laid

round-&ork to obtain a more valid estimate of irregular strength by meas
of a combined collection, proram. Preliminary indica.•ions point to an
increase in the number of irregulars to be carried in the order of battle.
This will not, however, indicate that the actual Ix~elaeler strength has
increased, but rather that MACV has refined its knowledge of it. The noy
strength figures will be retroactively adjusted. The present MACV order
of battle carries approximately 113,000 irregulars. DIA re2orts, a0out
100,000 to 120,000 irregulars in SVR and the mean, 11O,000, .3 frequently
used for cmplthtions. A.' taUblatic.u of 'irregular strength 5inty the frirst
quaarter of 1965 (as carried by DIA) la shown in Table 1. The tabulated
strengths suggest that either the VC irregular forces have reiln ad almot
constant or that the estiates have been revised infrequently.

VsC IMOULAR - DIR REPOR-
Sof Personnel b Quarters)

1965 1966
lst 2nd Id 4th Is &d 3rd th

VC Irregulars 90 90 110 110 110 110 110 3±0

Source: Table IM, CD SEA Statisticel S•aay

This artiole presents two different set. of irregular strength esti-
=tas derived from applying two form•las to paiulation control data. The
reculting data oW shed soe light on possible trends in the VC irregular
force strength.

Formila #1

Tba basiu for 7onasla #1 was reportedly developed by the intelligence
&ts1 of the RVN Joint General Staff from VC planning factors (RVN document
Ministry of Defense, J-2 Nigh Coamnd, RV7IA #269/fl'L/2/9.) The formula

( reles pri•Lnz.y on population .2wtrol as a basis tar estimating VW.
irreular strength.

Al, 2S•; ',



TABLE 2

PEORTE VC PUMMMM ?ACTORS FOR
IRREGULAR FORCE SMENGTH3

Disputed Area
VC Controlled "Undergoing C ewain RYX Controlled Areas

Area or Seaurinz) eced

Guerrillas l totw (30- 1 Squad (10-12) p None
e 1000 VC 1000 VC population

0!: atoa351 (11/100 VC controlledi)
1000 VC controLld)

Self- 1 plat am (3grO) 1 Squad per vlaea o

0 V75W V trolled.) ~c
controlled)

Secret 30 persi 1118.61./W 15 per vi"L.- 1-3 tbreemnwr
Self-Defenme (7.M/1000 VC (3.75/1000 VC coa- per village 21

controlled) ~'trolhed) (1.5/1000 Ve can-
tro~lled)EI- u-:" " . . .. " "."."*"*".

Total Irrgux-
lars per 1000
VC :ctrolled

4 population 51.25 11.51. *
h( Average village population of 4000 Is uasumd.

Pianing factor for Secret Self Defense (SSD) in VC controlled areas
appears to be at variance with definition furnished by MACV, which indicatesthat 8SD operates only in GM areas.

TABIZR 3

NU'm FACT•m - FORMA, #1

VC Undergoing UMEdrOiUg
Controlled Clearin securin Seee

x/reralwMoo0 VC 51.25 17.5 17.5 1.5

(times)
% ve otrol 90% 6% 30% 10%

(gives)
Ir~regalas/ 100
Total Population 4~6.1 10.5 5.3 .2 5

-4- __ 9 9 @ 0 _ 0 9
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TALi 4

4• VC ImEGV_ýR STRE.IGI• - FROM FOR.I'IA +1

61965

1964 4th 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 1st 2nd 3rd Oct-
Sec0 Qtr Q~tr qtr qtr qtr qtr qc qtr Nov

VC Iregula.rs 179.8 183.8 187.9 192.2 203.8 191.0 189.2 182.5 171.9 160.44

Tnible 2 shows the presu=•e VC planning factors upon which Forzmula #1 is
based. For the purpose of relating the self-defense and secret self-
defense of factors to ?.Acv/GVN population control data, we h&ve assumed
ean 5VrS4e village population of 4000. This yieldn the gross pla.nning
taectors shown in paxrent-hese* for the two grops.

TTo calcu'.ate irregular force strength the gross factors in Table 2
"are refined in Table 3 for application egainsi the various categories of
pcpulation control data reported in the month3 v MACV Report .of Population
and Area Coatrol. Application of the refined factors ("irregulars per
1000 total population") developed in Table 3 to the MACV population con-

J trol data yoelds the VC irregulaxr strength estimates shown. in Taue 4 .
I, .aa Graph #1. Ior ,xsaples" Wlk 2 indicat, s that 17.5 irregulars are

planned for each 1000 of VC contolled population located in areas which'
MACV reports in the, undergoing clearing category. For purposes of For-
i g #1, we have assumed that 60 percent of the population reported in
that category is under VC control; thus 60 per'!ent of 17.5 yields a
refined fActor of 10.5 irregulars per total p, ?ulation undergoing clearing. • *
Similar percentages of VC control have been P.. umed for the other cats-
gories, as shown in Table 3.

Rather than being stable, as suggested by the DIA statistics In Table
1, Forila 1 yields an increasing irregular strength which peaks at 204,000
in the 3rd quarter of 1965 and dimashes to 160,000 late in 1966. it in
:interesting to note that the estimate of 182,500 irregulars closely oasres- p
pon•a to a statement in a recently captu.-"d VC domcment which implies that
VC irregular strength bad declined to abont 180,000 by mid-1966. The
decline of Irregular strength shown in Table 14 is primarily a function of
the increasing amount cf the popilant. or which reportedly o•me under Gil
control during the period under consideration.

SAny conclusions drawn froe Formula #1 results in Table 14 should be
tempered by the following considerations. First, the formila is based on
supposed VC plawing factors, but it is applied to MACV/G"IN population con-
trol data and the VC probably do not viev the population distribution in
the same way as MACV. Second, uncontested azeas have been ignored in
arriving at tC.. number of irregulars; however, the inclusion of these data
would probably not change the results significantly.

CONFIDEXTIAL 4
*1
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* ~~~~By abbreviating Formuila #1. resul3ts are Obtaain" which more a.a3)
apprmi.nts the DI.A and MANV 02t41=83. Fer~ma~a A is developed from the
same sot of VC plamnnzlf factokrs as Formlla #1. 2his V*asion assumes,
however, that a p1.atoon haa =4 30 ;ersons and a squad 10. In AdditiOnt
it =42. aasumoa tt there is I ;1.ateou ;er 1000 population in VC controaled.
azeas, a squad per 1000 population in diaputed are"s MA 3-mn Celia in
MM! contraled areas. This tormaa as.ao ignome the uncontested. areas &an
the ew * VC controlled" factors axe applied.. ft Yozia& 02 fsctmz
wre givmn in 'abla 5. * ish 6 and. Graph #1 obw the results of sAyinga

Formula. le to the NA&V populAtion, controa daft. fte trands sugjested by
thease A*&u~ta we identima2 to those of Jzarma A.. but the mapituda of
the nmbare is vezT cloe to that of curnant D1& sad MCAV estimates. When
FauII #2 and the NACT estimates are ca'ers tar may 1966 (the wt
recemt zevisama of the VACY estimaets) axtrmeme good agremat is aesm
(112.760 for WYC and 132,0045 for Pormala 2.)

X =2ZA MS OU - I fAeQ
VC ~Umdergoiag Unadergin

Irrepilars/100D VC 30 2.0 2.0 9
Controlled.

(time.)
% VC Cotrol90&43%*

(gives)

20tal PolpUlatm 27 6 3 .9

66
V W OL SA TJ02= -FMWN

1961A kth Ist 2nD 3rd 40t 1st 20A. 3rd Oct-
L03L Qtr -It- Qt -%L Q-r Am Or.1- O

VC Irregmiars 107.6 110.3 122.9 115.7 123.0 U16.0 W251 111.2 105.2 98.7

CONFIDENTIAL 4
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An c-, Da•-.-.,er 31. 56 of t'll. ::.'A b.-'..i ... carried in the MACV
Order of 'Battle had not been - . ipent.:'ied as contacted during
CY l96. 0?0 these 56 , 47 .:u'e"so 4-.:o:.La.:ted as of Au;ust 32,1966.
Table I :ho'Is that 43 o. the 47 b.?:-t.:-icns &.:e c-t-ried in the :.'CV Ordler of
Battle as terfirned, 1 as probable, &.nl 3 as ;cz:sible. Twenty-four of the
battalior. are support units (Artillcry, Anti-tircroft, Engineer, Signfl,
Traspa:tititon, .eiical) and the rerAini:; 23 are co.•bat (Inf-.ntry and Sapper)
battu.lioma. - All of the 21 confir-i c:bat -inits shan in Table I have been
lis%2d in the YMCV Ordar o! Battle s-n:3 June 1066 and 11 have been licted
since 1.:&rch 1i66. Only 4 of the 147 b"tttlions (all support types) are located
in the Laos/Ce.-bodia/SV, border area. :.c--e of the uncontacted co-.bat battal-
ions are from either the 324th or the 3-lst Divisions located in the D*.Z area.
The 47 battalions acco-nted for a total ;ersonnc-i strength of 14O,82o.

Table I

Confirmed 7,,270 (21) 6,700 (22) 13,970 4)
Probable 200 (1) W.. 200 1
Pos sib le 15 0 1 ) 500 ( 2) 6 50 3)

Total 7-Ao (230) 79200 (P4) 4.,Mo 6C . ..

l/ Infantry ani Sapper bittalions.
/' •/ Signal, Engineer, 'rrisportaticn, :.:e•sal, Artillery, Anti-aircraft,

"and M~ort=tr Battalions.

Current infor•_aticm (since October 1960) Was received by MACV (from
prisoners, defectors, and/or ca.)tu-red docunents) concerning the location of
26 of the 47 uncontactel battalions. Of th2 21 uncontacted Iattalions
lacking current information, 12 are ecz.b-t and 9 are 3upport battalions.

Table 1 shows the 47 uncontztt.l blattalions by Corpe area and identi-
fies the units as either VC or i;A. C0ly 2 of the units shoring no positive
contact are frem IV Corps, with the re.airzer being distributed almost
equaXll between the other Corps areu.

Table 11

UNITS WITH VO R.P.v.."T OO' .O3ITI1,'7 CONT.ACT

I II III IV Total Strength

VC 1 3 12 2 18 5,3265
WIA 16 11 2 -

Total 17 14 1 4 2 47 1,02O

44
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REVISED ITD.LES OF VC/VA ORD7 9T BAT',

MACV has dropped three types of V'7/:.•VA forces from Its new order of
battle estimates ari has revised its ea:-i~tes of VC/NVA force atrength. As
a result, th. MACV now carries 236,000 .,"/:yIA personnel in its new October
l1917 VC/NVA order of battle versus 294,cCo in October under the old system.
Bfsed on the retrospective data, VC/I'A =ilitary strength is down 48,000 since
the beg nninS of this year.

New VCMVA Order of Battle Presentatic_..•n

MACV has dropped VC/MVA political, self-defense sad secret self-defease
personnel froa its order of battle reporta on the grounds, that they are nt
a military threat. This eliminates 114,000 personnel of the 294,000 previously
counted for October. The new format counts only combat, administrative service,
and gu.rrilla personnel in the VC/TVA military order of battle. The estimate
for these forcea increased from 130,000 in the old system to 235,852 personnel
in the news primarily due to a doubling of± guerrilla strength. VC•/VA c¢mbat
strength remained unchanged at 116,552. Table 1 shovs these changes.

Operations into former enmy safe havens and base area.during early 1967
uncovered docue•pts reveaingC large n.•bers of administrative service personnel.
Accordingly., MCV has revised its estInat.e of administrative service perso•nel
upward from 25,753 to at least 35,000 - 40,000 full time personnel. Table 2
and Graph 1 show the new MACV retrospective view of administrative service
strength since Deceaber 1964. Administrative service strength reportedly peaked
at 51,100 in June 1966 and declined to 38,000 by October 1967.

TABU~ 2S *
(Now MACV Presentation Format)

Dec June Dec June Dec June Oct

614 65 65 66 66 67 6
Combat 5"4.6 7o.6 92.3 122.6 116.0 1.1 1..

Admin Service 35.0 38.5 41.3 51,1 41.7 37.8 38.0

Guerrilla 81.2 90.3 21.2 102.2 126.2 94.7 81.3

M71.0 199.4 224.8 275.9 283.9 250.6 235.8

1/' 'Prom jthU4 l Order of Battle S,'=ary, k). October 1967.
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4Tota and Military--o-m" OB CoMLvared

1 2 3
Old EiatiatIA/ :;ew Estizato/ New Fatiaate'/

Total 03 Military OB Total OB

Combat Strength -/
S62,852 62,852 62,852

NVA 53,00 23Lp5

Administrative Service 25o753 38,000 38,000

Self Defense a

Secret Self Defense ".73 75v174t~90
Total 1..56,413-R30

Political Cadre
(VC infrastructure) V --.----- 84.000

4 Totl All Cateories 294,2•0 235,852 395,C2-,5-8,i52

SThe presentation and trnlWth estimates used by MACV before 31 October 1967.
The pro 31 October 1967 total O presentation with the new estimates of
administrative service, puerrilla ad political cadre strengths.

cILWACV's naw presentation, without self-defense, secret self-defense, and political
cadre enA his new strength estimates of administrative service and guerrilla strengths.

"n/ oe old data divided the 100,000 to 120,000 Irregulars, roughly putting one-
tlrdt of them into the guerriL.a and the other two-thirds into self-defense
and/or secret self-defense personnel." - MACV brieflog on Enemy Order of Battle,
24 Nov 67.
The self-defense forces provide a bass for recruitment as won as for political
and logiatical support, but are not a fighting force comparable to the guerrillas.
Althouah secret self-defenae forces cus* some casualties and damage, they do not
represent a continual or dependable force and do aot form a valid part of the
enemy's military force. The political cadre (infrastructure) has no malita•.y.
function. - MACV briefing on Inemy Order of Battle, 24 Nov 67.

V Includes confirmed, probable, and possible.
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Recent capture4 documeqts lndicate *.nt the guerrilla forces may be larger
than previously estirnated.!-/ RACV estimates that their current strength rangeP
from 70,2qOC to 90,000, muL-h largor tha:., its previous estimate of 33,000 to
40,000.-V Table 2 and Graph 1 show strength increasing steadily from Decemher
1964 through December 1966, peaking at 126,200 and then decliniag sharply to
81,300 by October 1967. While this new eatinata is an improvemant over previous
numbers, additional data in the future can be expected to modify it.

The old MACV estimate of 39,175 political cadre was based on an early OVR
study. Although MACV has dropped this category rrom its military 03, it now
estimates that political cadre have nu=.bered between 75,000 end 85,000 since
December 1964. (Its beat estimate is 8&,000.)

Summary Effects of the' Chanaes

Column 3 of the Table 1 shows what happe.s whun we place the new strength
estimates into MACV's old format. If we asasum that the self-defense and secret
self-defense estimates have not changed (MACV did not revise the figures) we get
a total strength of 395,852, about 100,000 greater then the old estimate and
about 160,000 greater than the new esti=ate. If we assme that secret self-
defense and self-defense forces still constitute two-thirds of the irregular forces./,
we geot an estimate of about 480,000 VC/1TVA, or twice the new ailtary 03 estimate.
Thus the.new estimate is 395,000 - 480,000 on.& basis o=erble to the old
29P,000. The computations do not show that aneomy strengtA haa increased., but
that previous estimates of enemy strength were too Ilo.

The new MACV retrospective estimates of VoAIVA strength are presented above
in Table 2 and Graph 1. They show a peak VC/NVA military strength of about
284,000 in December 1966 on a quarterly basis (strength actually peaked in S)
October 1966 at 288,000) sharply declining to about 236,000 by October 1967, an
average of 4800 net losses per moath. The 45,000 guenilla declUne accounts
for 944 of the total reported drop of 48,000. We not, howeer, that the Hamlet
Evalustion System, from March to August 1967, reports a net inerease of only
five hamlets where the guerrilla''s military control has been broken.

Definitions 4

MACV's definitions of the enemy's forces included in the old and new
estimates are provided below.

F/ eximple, enimy documents (CDEC Log 01-2552-67, 02-1846-67 a"d 05-1704-
67) captured in January and May 1967 sugjest that guerrilla strength was •
between 150,000 and 180,000 at the outset of 1966.

"I/ "tse old data divided the 100,0O0 to 120,000 irreulars, rouhly put'dn one-
third of them into the guerrillas and the other two-thirds into xelf-defense
an secret self-defense personnel." - MACV briefing on Enemy Order of Battle,
24 November 1967.

S/ se* footnote Y, Tables.
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GRAPH #1

NL RETROSPECTIVE ESTIM4ATE
OF VC7/NVA ORDER Oi- BATTLE STRENGTH )
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Definitions of Enemy For:÷: Included in the. OB

Combat: Combat forces are the enemy's rmpneu-ver and combat support unita.,
Maneuver units are infantry, armor, sev.,rit7, sapper and reconnaissance ele-
ments of platoon level upward regardless of subordination. Combat support
units are those fire support, air defense and technicalnervice units organized
at battalion level and above, and not classified under administrative service.
Separate fire support companies are classed as combat support.

Administrative Service: Military perso.-el in identified COSVN, military region,
military subregion, province, and district staffs, and rear service technical
units of all types directly subordinate to the headquarters.

Irre ulars: These are organized forces composed of guerrilla, self defense and
secrat self defense elements subordinate to village and hamlet level VC organ-
izations. These forces perform a wide variety of m•ssions in the support of VC
activities and, in fact, provide a training and mobilization base for the VC
maneuver and combat support forces. Guerrillas are full-time forces organized
into squads and platoons which do not as.d'ys stay in their home village or
hamlet. Typical missions for guerrillas are collection of taxes, propaganda,
protection of village party comi•ttees, amd terrorist and sabotage activities.
Self Defense Forces are a VC para-military structure responsible for the defense
of hamlet and village areas controlled by the VC. These forces do not leave
their home area, and they perform their duties on a part-time busis. Duties
consist of conducting progagad•da, constructing fortifications, and defending
home areas. Secret Self Defense Forces are a clandestine VC organization which
performs the sam, general function in GV. controlled villages and hamlets as do
the self defense forces in VC contrlld areas. Their operations involve in-
telligence collection a weill as sabotage and propaganda activities.

Viet• Cong Infrastructure: The Viet Cong infrastructure or political cadre is
designed as the political and administrative organization through which the
Viet Cong control or seek to control the South Vletnamse people. It embodies
the party (People's Revolutionary Party) control structure, which includes a
command and administrative apparatus (Central Office South Vietnam) at the
national level, and the leadership and administration of a parallel front
organization (National Front for the Liberation of South Vietnam), both of
which extend from the national through the hamlet level.

Source: XACV Monthly Order of Battle Suzary, 3U Augt 1967.
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Enemy Guerrilla Forces in 1967

MACV J-2 pre-Tet intelligence estimates indicated a steady drop in
VC Suerrilla strength during 1967. This was reportedly the result of
heavy combat losses and mounting recruiting problems. However, the Tet
offensive raises questiociabout the validity of the decline. We have
developed an alternative estimate of VC guerrilla strength based on VC
planning factors and Hamlet Evaluation System (RES) data. Instead of
the decline from 115,900 L March to 78,900 in December as estimated
by MVAV J-2, the HES based estimate shows a force of about 155,0O0 in
March dipping to 151,000 by June, but recnvering to 1 54,000 by year end.
The two estimates are depicted on Chart 1. Our methodology is outlined
below.

CH1ar? 1

vc GUamIlLA ESTIMATES - 1967

160 IIS

14O. HES Based

120.

Dee Mar Jun Sep
1966 1967

Ene= Irregular Force Structure

Viet Cong irregular forces are organized into guerrilla, self-defense,
and secret self-defense elements subordinate to district, village and ham-
let Viet Cong organizations. Their functions are shown below:

(S
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Fnemy Ir~regl~r Forces

Force Type Role and Truical Mission Included in OB?

GuerriLas Full time forces organized into platoons and Yes
squads. They are 3rgepnzed at vllageo and
hamlet level vAd include both regular and
secret forces. Typieal missions include col-
lection of taxes, propqanda, protection of
local poltical apperat•s, terro and sabotaCe.

Self-defense Para-ailitary structure responsible for hamlet No
and village defense in VC controlled areas.
These forces generally operate only in their
local areas, and perform thei- duties on a
part-time basis. Typical missions include
construction of fortifications, h-*m area do-
fees, propa Adizing. "

•Secret Self- Clandeatsine.VC organization which perfarms the No
defense sam general functions in GMN reas ix the Self-

defense forces perform in VO areas. Thei: opera-
tions include intelligence collection as well as
sabotage and propaganda.

M&CV -Ouerrilla Estimates

MACV guerrilla estimates for Cr 67 are Sumrized below in Table 1.
These eatimtes are based on captured documents and AM and sector advisor
estimates. E atimates are required because captured documents cover only
Parts of SVN. For som provinces there are many detailed and consistent
reports; for others there are no reports. 4

TABLE I

MACV Guerrilla Estimates

December March June Septeber December S

126.7 115.9 99.7 86.7 78.9

Villaae Guerrilla Units

The aimlet Evaluation System grades hamlets (and therefore villages)
in terms of the status of VC guerrilla units. This data, sumrized in
Table 2 below suggests that the VC guerrilla fac was expanding, rather

CONFIDNITA, 13
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theL contracting during the latter part of CY 67. The number of "A"
villages, where all guer•iilla remnants have been driven out, increased
through September 1967, but dropped by December 1967 to pre-March 1967

levels. The number of A, B and C villages, where guerrillas were at

50% or less of desired strength, decreased from 1271 in June to 1267 in

September to 1249 in December. The number of D, E and VC villages, where

the guerrillas were only "somewhat" reduced in strength at best, rose I 4
from lOCO in June to 1028 in December.

TABLE 2

SVN Villages by HS
Village Guerrilla Score

Village
Guerrilla March June September DecemberScore a/ 67 67 67 61

A 239 249 270 229
B 549 518 507 494
C 471 501 49o 526
D 453 453 482 517
B 98 88 el

( TOTAL 2302' 2271 2273- 228f7

a/ Scoring criteria :or Indicator IA: VC village guerrilla units

Ratn Conditions in Villages

A Village guerrilla remnants driven out. No threat of
harassment or intimidation from guerrillas in adjacernt
villages.

B Village guerrilla control reduced to 1-2 hamlet* ca

village periphery or 2-3 hours travel to hamlet; could maee

desperation raid. Activities of guerrillas frum adJacent

villages l1ited by no havens or friendly defenses.

c Military control of village broken, most guerrillas

identified, 50% losses, havens destroyed, activity below

platoon level; can harass but not prevent GVN activities

in hamlet.

D Village guerrillas reduced somewhat in men and defenses;

can attack in platoon strength from within village or

1-2 hours travel to hamlet.

3 Village guerrillas effective though some identified or

eliminated; VC village guerrilla defenses largely intact.
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Enemy Guerrilla Estimate From PLanning 7actors

In an attempt to measure the overall guerrilla strength in SVN we
have applied enemy guerrilla factors to the HES population control data.
Our method is similar to that used in "Estimating VC Irregular Strength"
(SEA A6ayksis Report, March 1967). No approaches are pursued. Our first
estimate is based on tue enemy's planned guerrilla force structure. Our
second estimate uses the enemy's plandnig factors for guerrillas as per-
centage of "controlled" population.

Captured documents provide an abundance of statements of enemy intent.In developing the "plan"I factors" of Table 3 we have ta]',n the predoiate

positious reflected in the documents. Ecceptims can be found in ,am pro-
winces and districts, but these factors reflect the overall flavor of the
enemy's objectives.

It is important to note that i-he enemy as not expect h-12 guerrillas
to be all pri=e age males. Some documents a atate that up to 50% of the
"male" guerrilla strength can be female; others state that 50% of tbie'total.

Lerrilla strength can be female. In addition about 5-15% of the guerrilla
str'ength na be yoths.-

Each villsa4 has a guerrilla platoon of about 32 ms;i each huamet

a squad of about 10 men. In contested and GVN controlled areas the enemy
tries to maintain some covert end secret guerrilla forces. Ve have assumed

that the ES indicator la, Village Guerrilla Unit, best reflects the status
of guerrillas in each hamlet and village. In "VV" and "E" village& we
assume that the enewy planned forces are achieved. In 0 villages he gets
only 80% of his planned level, in C villages 50% and In B viLLag 20%.
Zn the case of hamlet secret guerrillas we have assumed that 30% of a
squad (1 ell of 3 men) is formed in B hamlets, 60% in C hamlets and 30%
in D hamlets. 8i441arly for village secret guerrillas we have assumed
that 20%•of a platoon (2 cells of 3 men) is acheved in B villages, 40%
in C, and 20% in D village*. Theso factors are , inarized in Table 3.

At the end of the first quarter of 1967, we estimate that 1514,200 I
guerrillas were operating in SVN By the end of the second quarter the
number dropped to 150,ý900. Beginning in the third quarter, however, they
increased to 151,100 and by the end of the Yea~,reeched 154,400. These
numbers ar reasonable in light of a document 21 captured during operation
Junction City stating that there were about 150,000 guerrillas at the
beginning of 1967.

WfIPACV, Doec 712-1525-65 and 0&-1261-66, for example.
/•'V, Dec #03-1499-67.
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TABLE 3

Guerrilla Force Planning Factors

Ic-S VILLAGE, CUERRILLA CATEGORY

A B £ D 2 V'C

GUE!RLA r= T PULIMING FACTORS

1. Villue Guerrillas - each
v lage has a 32 man platoon.
Tha folloin percentage of
this strength is asuamed: 0 20% 50% 80% 100% 100%

2. Hatlet r.uerrillas - each ham-
let has a-10 man squad. The
folaovidg percentage of this
strength is assued: 0 20% % 8% 100% 100%

3. Covert and Secret Guerri11as -
Hamlets 0 villages in con.-
tested and GO controlled, areas
have secret guerrillas. % of
32 man platoon.0 20 40 20 0 0
Hamlet secret guerrilla - 0
or10 mansquad. 0 30% 6% 30% 0 0

POPULATION PLAM= FACTOR

Guerrilla strength as a
percentage of population 2.25% Z4.9% 4.%

In VC controlled areas the enemy expects about 9% of the population to
be guerrillas. In contested areas he expects about 6% and in "weak" areas
he vmuld like about 3% of the population. Unlik the unit planning factors,
be rarely achieves his goal as a % of the population. Documents suggest
that he manages to get only about half of the guerrillas desired, so we
baye rediced the above factors by 50%.

16
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Corresponding HES categories have been chosen based or. data from

Ninh Thuan Province. V All EM "VC" and "E" rate4 population is en-
aidered VC controlled in the above sen-e. Half of the D category is
considered coutested, and half "wtak." In the firit quarter 196' we find
150,600 guerrillas, in second quarter 148,100, in 3rd quarter 145,500 and
fourth quarter 146,600. Both the trend and magaitudee are quite simi1a
to the estimates derived from unit planning factors abovy..4S

Table 4 below a ezes our estimates with the MACV guerri'lia estimatestar 1967.

TABLI 4

GUERRILLA ESTDhATE C0ICARMD
(000) I

MaSJune 67 sept 67 Dec 61

MACVJ2 115.9 99.7 86.7 78.9
Aiternata eetimatel

Unit factors 15)4.2 150.9 .151.1 154.'4
4 VC population factors 15o.6 l.] 145.5 146.6

The most iqportant difference bctween the MACV Patimte and oura in
the trend during CY 67. We showguerrilla strength changing little; MACV shows
a sharply decreasing strength. We note that same analasts feel that
Sstrenh droad come 20,000 to 30,000 during the first half
of 1967 and then either increued or remained the eam. Such a trend is
only patiaLly consistant with our estizatee (2500-3300 decline in Jan-
Jun 1967, 2500 lcease to 150 decrease in Jul-Dec 1967). The amount
of decline in early 1967 would depend on the recruitment rate and the
amunt of upgrading by the VC from guerriLlUs to main force units, neither
of which is known at the present ti=e.

48
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tNVra forcesn nn" acocowt "o,' ohoiut 70%~ nf the eno- 'it pain Ovid local forv.
Rtrnct'; amr'? for 60% o s battd • aZi•o. in rnouth Vietnam. WithdrW,.nZ of the
?YV4 b^-taZin ." " $•.3ut i Vtiotn'1rt-.l.,4, rduca the enemyJ 'I ra*n' erx.'hat foraeox
.IMe 2•2,O000 ,.en and 243 MttazZien• to ,50,000 rpernonoeZ and 96 hatt•Z,'onp;
*.vo.'ee~a o o' th~e aidt.W'Zi 13,007•-JCe000 117A Asewi,7 in VC unTetiv would Zeew-
about J.000 ro.n ao d , ovatZ ', s l ereorreinn, and iu,,,,mvi tha c•,o•,•et fe.naa-

* 0' t:c rem~ain~v la batte.aif'1A. !nt*tZ4'fl7en to exr'lain the pear betwee the A1/A
!ore#'eme and knwZmno'.brqx on t'e on* I'and znd t'eq -Yda' Za~wep PVA 'ilt,'.tir'n
on +'e other -'oes rvt 4vet eq on,.ot exyoZe'~r "her. all the 'ypopted in!J-Q
tr'tons jcmop 1cane.

lorth Vietnamese A-nw (.VA) forces in South Vietnam (sVN) have increased
steadily since their intreduction in November 1965. By the end of April 1968
there were 9 NVA divisions in South Vietnam with a combined strength of 72,000
in 147 battalions, includir4 101 infantry battalions, 43 combat support batta-
lions and 3 sapper/recou battalions (Table 1).

I Five of the NVA divisions are in I CTZ, three in II CTZ and one in III CT'Z.
MACV caar•ies no NVA units in IV Corps, but there have beeu reports of a small
number of NVA personnel south of Saigon in the IV CTZ area.

In addition to the 72,000 N'orth Vietnamese in NVA units, MACV estimates
that -ýhere are between 13,0O0 and 16,000 North Vietnamese (about 305o) in the
50,00O man VC main and local force units, bringing the estimated total NVA to 0

* about 87,000. Many VC regiments have more than 50% NVA ;arsonnel, according to
MACV.

Table1 also shows that the proportion of NVA forces in the total enem,
combat force hio. grovn from 5ý in December 1964 to about 70% today. Withdrawal
of all NVA bati-.Lions from South Vietnam would reduce the total enemy batta-
lions from 2143 :. 96. If the 13,000-16,000 NVA personnel in VC units were also
withdrawn it would reduce the current total of 121,700 enemy personnel in main
and local forcg units to about 36,000. (In addition to this force, at least
99,000 VC guerrill•s and administrative service personnel would remain, plus
the political infrastructure.) Withdrawal of NVA personnel serving as permanent
replacements in the remaining 96 battalions could significantly impair the
combat effectiveness of those units, particulzrly if NVA personnel are filling
the command positions.
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1-4 1965 1966 1967 16
S•D2 Dc D,.c Dec Matr

NVA CO.3AT BATTALIOIS
Irifantry 4 36 66 84 101
Other Yaneuver 114 3Cmlbst Support 14l 29 ... 3

Total 3; 50 9 12. 147

NVA S'IrE (000) 2.A 28.0 50.6 73.-./ 87.9€9/

VC 00 M ! BATTALIONS
Infan~try TO 94 82 a 81.
Ot•ear Xeuver 2 7 6 78

.Cmbt Suppot 1
T3t., al 79

VC iain/Local Force StrengtA (0co) 52.0 65.6 66.5 .45.7/ 35.4_/

Total nW- Combat Bittalions in SV3 83 160 192 217 243

NAAs % O• Total ]sttalioas 5 3 50 56 6O

Total Eano Cmbst Strength
in s%7 (00D) 54*4 93.6 117.1 119e5 123,~3

IVAAs OfTOWStrength 4 304 o3 62 71
0

Soure: IM atisticael Bu=ry, Table IMl, 20 fty 1968.
A11 eigurel~s Iflji the Co'lrmd, Pr~bable nd Possible categ-r.l of1
estintes.

sI Includes 14,5W0 IVA persomnAl that RACV .stiates are in VC wuits asfillers and repl•enamta. (Actual 2,ACV estimte is range of 13,000 to 16,000).
*, W 14,500 IVA 1ii VC units (mottd In footvote Z/) were removed from Tota VC

st.'entih f•gur reported in 0D S.MA Statistical Tables.

I
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Tabli. 2 sho-s zhe pitfal! ' tryinS to check th, "bslsnve sheet" -- the
consistinhy of ::VA :'arct i t -re-:c, reported infiltration, an.1 NI/A ".ses.
We cannot e.vlaln t*h- za b.t'-,..n th'z :'A force size %n:i kno,..:n lo.sets on the
one han.l and the • 1hh.er in'.A ifiltration on the othpr. For th*, i-65 -
Mauch 1$63 period, the g&P emouznts to 173,100 personnel vhlch rmuct ":e attributed
tt u:cro':n tVA losses and/or o'.'cstimates of infiltration. The i.-..llgence
data -. fill the S•p does not exist. (Only 13,000 of the body c',az losses
were ;:sitively identified as :'A personnel and deducted from MACV 03 reports
during the period; the rer.ainier of the body count figures were not iivided
bet-ween 'X and !:VA.)

In an attempt to explain the gap, we have estimated total NVA losses since
June 1,65 In t-wo ways (Table 3). First, we divided all body count losses in
the s=e proportion as the losses that MACV deducted from NVA and V• units in
the Crier of Battle re.-ports.* This yields a total of 170,000 NVA losses, includ-
ilu K)A, died of wLndsi, P0W and Hal Chanh. Thia would fill the ga; but the
NVA losses exceed the gap for 1913. This discrepancy and the reported high VC
guerrilla losses in 1967 and 1968 (not attributable to.VC or NVA. main force
units in the CB) inxicize the results of the apportionment method are question-
able.

Ve also tried to esti-ate NVA losses from factors developed from captured
dotaments.* This method resulted in only 67,000 NVA losses since June 1966,
leaving a gap of over 100,000 unexplained.

Ouw inability to exp-lain the gap between enemy force size/known losses
and infiltration estimates suggests that emphasizing infiltration figures
publicly is risky. At this stage, we cannot explain where all of the reported
infiltrators have gone.

* For details on apportio?.=ent method, see "VC Recruitment and Infiltration,"
SEA Analysis Riort, June 1967.

:Se details in "VC/;17A Pers~,nnel Losses" SEA Analysis Report, January 1968.
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Calculations Tn C-tzk '..-"i:tmn~y of M
Strength, Insnr-i:.,;i L'ssex

Thrzu Irch " )
1 1966 1967 T968 Total

Total Ini.itrat'Loa ' 35.3 89.6 93.40../ 5•.9!/ 273.2

Less NVA Strength Increases g 25.6 22.6 !3.2 14.1 85.5

Cal1cul~ated NVA Losses 9.7 67.0 70.2 40.6 18.

Smom JVA Losses
Known Mxz .: .4 6.2 6.2 12.8
Prisoners -/ M .7 1.1 .8 2.6
China Hi .2 .1 .3

Totalt Known Losses I.. 75 7215.7

Vakoii Losses amd/or over-
estimted Intiltrdtion 9.7 65.9 " .7 33.7 17T.o

of4U5 S F Statistical Swuary, 6 I~y 196.
SFroMACV IMonthly 03 $umries and •A7 03 update p• s March 10T to prsent.
. EVA and Uiproupees lncluded.

Based an NVA strength showm in Table 1.
e Extrapolated MACV data to take into &,acunt infiltration XMCV has not

yet •ouanted for. ZxtrapolatOm fattors were preseated in A ASaU rhis Report,
February 1968, pp. 13-19. In cm1culatinj the 1.068 twe, thi perxOineA
of the 3Olth and 320th RVA divisions "src removed f the extrapolatl& 'base ,
for Janwary 1968 and reinserted in the total after the calculations were coleted.
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::VA lc~out/Loso Aw,'.lj I i

(In Tlh-usatan )

l• I Total

1964 1965 196 1.967 19631 3q65-1g,68 I/
V"A C,)mblt S-ern;th MACV OB 2.4 28.0 50.6 59.3 73.4
NVA ia VC Unit• 10.0 14.5

IVA Co=bit Strengtlh in S17: 2.4 28.0 50.6 69.3 57.9

03 Sirength Chang- 17.3-&/ 22.6 18.7 18.6 77.2
Lo: Assesied by 1'..%;V 0.4 6.2 6,2 12.8

I- Input to 03 17.31/ 23.0 24.9 24.U 90.0
Aportioned BdY :ounzt Losses

:2TA .24/ 30.8 49.7 33. 6 / 126.5DOW•• 1o8 I. 8.7 d:
For'-- 0.6 0.9 0•6 2.1
Chieu Hoi - -- o.4 0.1 0.%/'.o l16. da/ 42.2 bO.5. 43.0 - 170.5

Implied Required Inpgi 34.1./ 65.• 93.4 67.3 26o.5

4 Extrapolated Infiltration e/ 23.-0/ 93.2 93.4 54.9 264.5

Difference Between I~plied Input -U.1ia/ +28.0 4o.0 -12.9 44 .0

Alternotive Loss Estimate
TIA 2.0 10.8 20.5 13.h 46.7

Died of Wounds & Disease o/ 0.6 3.7 4.1 2.1 10.5
NISa o0.6 1.0 0.6 2.2
Desertions 1 4.3 1.2 0.6

Total 39 l1•.4 27.1 16.6 67.0

Imlied Required Input 29.5 -.A 52.0 41.4 16-.3

Difference Between Implied
Input and Infiltration j/ +5.8 +50.8 +41.4 +.3.5 +1U. 5

a Second half of 1965 only. Earlier data is incomplete.
These losses are subtracted from NVA units by MACV during the period indicated.

a Follows MACV usthodology: Omit 10,000 of Tet body count which are estimated to be

from the infrastructure or recently impressed soldiert or laborers.
d_/ To account for street fighting and nature of Hue battle, we have assumed no DOW for

first week of Tet offensive. MACV doesn't apply DOW factor to i of first week's
body count, or to the fighting up to the securing 6f Hue City.

0 See footnote e, Table 2.
We exclude disabled from d1sease.
A minus (-) indicates that implied required input exceeds infiltration.
Computed from .4 times apportioned XIA, approximately the relation between these
estimates for 1967.

lQuarterly data is rounded.
Alternative loss estimate and associated calculations for Jan 65 - 1Q 61.
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PRMO3EC1 VC/NVA FORCE LEVEVLS

During the June 1 - July 13 period eneng losses dropped to a rate of about
7,5W per month. IT this level were nalntained for the ruzainder of the year,
with no change in infiltration and recruitment rates, total ensay fore* strenth
would Lorease by 50,000 to 267,000 by September and 319,000 by December.

TA= Il

E7COW FORM! AND LOSZSE... ousands)

.1. .967 1968 Average
Doec Jan Leb H~ Apr Jun JonJu

zNMW 03*
4 ~MIain Local

?*roes 123.4 144.8 130.6 132.6 132.9 129.1 129.3
Admin Service 37.6 37.6 3.5 33.5 33.5 33,5 33.7
Guerrillas 73.4 66.5 68. 63.9 60.5 53.9 552L

, Total Enemy ynoces 234.4 240.9 232.2 230.0 226.9 2:16.5 214.2

ENF,, If•nLTRTIOZO 30.6 3.5 26.9 '15.9 22.6 io.8 20.1

7.0 7.0 7.0 3•.5 3.5 3.5 5,3 5 0

""A 15.2 29.W,/ 17.4 12.2 24.1 10.3
DOW 5.3 5. 6.1 4.3 8.14 3.6
""1 1.1 1.0 .6 .3 .1 4/Chweu Ha 1.0 .6 .4 .6 .6Total 22.6 .1b.7 24,5 17.4 33.2 . 24.9

/ Utrapolated frm MACV data to take into account Infiltrat•ton YACV h.s not
yet accounted for. Extrapolatian factors were Feusted in BRA AE•ali.SO~t r• ,,r 1968 701- 1-19.

m MACV wthodolow: Oit 10,00 of Tot body count which are utifttedto be from the infrastructure or re.,enrly ispE•ossed soldiers or labarers.
ic. To account for st%*eet fighting and nature of Rue battl, we have asmead no

DOW tof first week of Tot offensive. ,.= doovi't apply DOW facto to or
first week's body count, or'to the fighting u to the euring Of H&0 city.

dW Unavailable.
Source: OM SE.A 5t~attattca 1 =r.3r?' -"l 105~~ iCi. cOfiLr=,1, r-'1
s~ad posetL to.it1 Si: e
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Table 1 shows enemy losses, recruitment and infiltration for the first
halt of 1968. MACV estimates that total enemy strength decreased 20,200
between December 1967 and June 1968. Main and local force strength increased
5,900 while losses of 3,900 and 22,200 vere registered against the administra-
tive service and guerrillas respectively. Total enemy losses averaged 24,900
per month over the period; during June, however, only 10,900 losses were in-
flicted and July levels were almost half that. Enemy infiltration is averaging
about 20,100 per month; recruitment about 5,000 per month.

Table 2 projects enemy force strength for the remainder of 1968 using
a number of enemy loss rates. If losses continue at the present June/July
level of 7,500 per month, there will be, a frce increase of approximately
17,500 per month, resulting in a Septc-he'h strength of 267,000 and a December
strength of 319,000. If losses average 11,000 per month, as they did in
June, the September OB would be about 256,000 and in December 298,000.
Losses would have to be about 25,000 per month in order to attrite the
same Aumher. as currently being added to the enemy's forces.

TABLE 2

PROJECTED TOTAL ENEMY STRENGTH

Assumed Rates Projected Strength (rounded in 000)
Losses Infiltration Recruitment JU Au Sep Dec

7,500 20,000 5,000 232 249 267 319
11,000 20,000 5,000 228 242 256 293
20,000 20,000 5,000 219 224 229 244
25,000 20,000 5,000 214 214 2VA 214

Best Available Copy

-
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PR0jE-TFD VC/NVA FORCE tMYEL.5 - A R~EBUTTAL

(omem~to have been received from the ArMy Staff (CtDCSOPS) in rebuttal
to the July l158 Southeast Asia Aa .yiis item (Page 1) which stated that
if enemy losses continue at their recent lo'v levels, the enemy will be able
to increase his forces by more than 100,000 to 339,000 by December 1968 at
recent rates of infiltration and reeruitment. 4

Commats received are as follows:

"The article entitled 'Projected vc/i L Ue , appearing on
page 1 of the July issue of your Southeast Asia Analysis Report
presents an interesting and potentially useful Lwdaris of
enemy gains, loaseii and force level cagabilities.

"Thi article provides a projection of eem forse levels
4ased on VC/NVA average 1968 infiltration and recruiting rates
versus selected attrition experience.. This approach ilds the
projection on a selected numerical approach which considers h
fluctuation of the casualty rate but discounts tho fluctuation
of the infiltration rate. Such an approach overlooks the rela- " 4
tionship between losses and re,?leniahment and. acmlete!. avoids
consideration of enemy intentions. If no statistical relation-
ship can be discovered between strength losses and gains, then
the simple approach of applying maxim gain experience and
minimum losa experience would suffice to determine the aaxim
enemy reinforcing capability. • *

"The statement that enemy force strength would increase to
319,000 by December 1968 if enemy losses contioad at the
1 June - 13 Juy rate of 7,500 per month and tbwe wer no changes
in infiltration and recruitment rates portrays a sensational but
highly improbable situation. The assumption in this instance
almost amounts to a condition contrary to fact, for this would
constitute a major change in enemy strategy. Indications point
to contimnation of an intensified struggle to topple the OVN
and inflict unacceptable casualties on allied forces. Pursuit
of this strategy cannot fail to inflict heavier losses on the
enemy than he suffered during the June and JWy lull.

"Further experimenting with enemy gain and loss rates might •
profitably be undertaken as an approach to predicting enemy in..
tentions to vary combat intensity."

* CONFJDENTIAL 25
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SEAPRO Co:ment

We agree that heavy fighting la a more likely pror.pect than an all
out enemy effort to build their forces up to 300,000 plus. This in turn
would indicate that the enemy's high infiltration rate is designed to
cover his past losses an the losses he expects in the fighting to com.

However, we suspect that all of our projected 100,000 increase can-
not be ascribed to the enemy's building a mapower reservoir to replace
losses. Up to 33,000 could be allocated to filling out the recently
expanded VC/NVA force structure. The table below shows that since
December 1966 the VC/NVA have added 75 combat battalions, (51 since
November 1967) but increased their total combat strength by only 11,8O0.
The December 1966 average combat strength per battalion was 588; by
June 1968 it was down to 471. About 33,000 men would be required to
bring the present 275 combat battalions up to the December 1966 average
strength.

VC/'M% TML CMA MATTALICBS AND ST.NGTH

Dec June Dec June Dec June

Battalions 160 202 200 214 233 275
Strength (coo) 123.5 124.6 117.6 =2.4 123.5 129.4 • •
Stre1Wth/Un 772 617 588 572 530 471

The estimated rate of enemy infiltration remained high during July
and we have no new inforzation indicatiuX a change in the enemiy' recruit-
,ent rate. Unless infiltration drops sharply during the rest of the year,
we still must kill about 25,000 enemy per month to stop an enemy force

. tbuildup. (The 1968 monthly average, counting all Tot losses, is about
S18,C000 per month. From 1 June tbouh 17 August it is about 8100).

CONFIDENTIAL 26
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VC/NVA PMO:Rh L M~T VERSUS WS5M

* 4

S•4000

; ~~Losses vsapt

5 1965 1966 !w4
VC/NVA PRS0!eML __M-EEL AVERAGE.

2nd 3rd -4th lat 2nd 3K •th,. Awr q ,
*Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr y16

lVC/WA Strength 231.5 238.3 2149.9 265.2 278.8 284.7 278.5 -

(Ind of qtz-o()=W ,
'Not 520 890 1175 10145 '145 -4"s .5",

Estimated Lossea2/ 17145 2215 2215 19145 2330 2635 2280

Required Gross Per-
sonne input 2265 3105 3390 29o 27 2160 2830

Less M"7 Accepted
NVA Infiltration 315 9145 1850 1355 4e65 4 125.-'

Calculated Residual
VC Recruitmant 1950 2i6o 154 1635 2 231 .6o5

K/ 3o0=e;: Table 11 of OSD SEA Statistical Sumayz and Augut 15s 1966
MACV SubuuKLsion

b Net quarterly gain divided by 13.
c 1.5 tims recorded "body count, plus captured, plau 2 tims deserters -

in accordance with IE3 method.
Source: DL% 4 Jan 67. Reports of infiltMtlon 002WAll' 1L- about

90 days behind actual Infiltration. Weekly average for
CY 1966 based on first 3 quarzters only.
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All of the data shown in the table contain very great uncertain-
ties. Thus, any conclusions drawn from them must be considered
highly tentative and conjectural. Nievertheless, the data suggest
that we may be approaching the point where we can expect to attrite
eretr forces at the rate he intends to introduce new ones. However,
it is still impossible to predict when we can expect to attrite enemy 4
forces at the rate he is capable of introducing new ones.

As the table indicates, an average enemy total loss rate of
2280 per week prevailed. during CY 1966, compared to the calculated
enemy input rate of 2830 men per week for the sae period. The
input rate is that required to provide the average increase of 550
per week reflected in the VC/NVA order of battle strength figures
estimated by ,ACV; it is not estimated independently. Assuming that
the infil.tration rate from NVN during CY 1966 averaged 1225 per week
as estimated by MACV (addition or the MACV "possible" category would
raise the figure to 1780), VC recruitment (input minus infiltration)
nust have beer?'about 1600 per week. • This recrn.tmant rate lies .well., "
within the current U.S. Intelligence Board estimate that the VC can
recruit and train 1635 to 2335 men per week, and can replace current S 4
losses from within South Vietnam if necessary. But it lies far
above the current MAGV recruitment estimate of 815 personnel per week.

* 4

* 4

* I
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#1_ #2
Calculated Inplut KACV Estimatcl Input
Versus Icases 30- Versus T~sr.,3a jut

Input

3 3

266

SC 5 . c!66 '67 C~

14TA0 1 4

vC/NVA CAur",JL D Pr7S0.:.L ITN WEMEKLY AVERAGE ii
3rt. 4. it. 2a. 3r(L. 4th.

VCQMA Strr tr Otr. Qtr. 0tr Jan,

(Wn or Qtr.-000)!I/ 238.6 251.5 2614.5 279.14 286.0 279.7 - 278.7
met Change Per Week 990 1000 1145 510 -485 540 -2o 2
Estimated tossesse/ 1635 1685 1495 184O 19OO 1730 25 -

Uess NAMV Accepted

NVA Infiltration 945 2095 140 595 45/ 1275!/ -A /
Calculated Residual

VC Recruitment 160 590 1500 1755 1370 995 1980

Sources: Table 101 of OSD SEA Statistical Suw.ry and Auguvt 15, Io66
MACV submission.
Net quarterly gain divided by 13.

:/ 1.35 times recorded "body count," plus prisoners of var, pius military
defectors.Source: DrA lVFeb67. Reports of infiltration normally lag about 90

(days behind actual infiltration. t
e/ Weekly average for CY66 based- nlt 3 quarters 29ay.

CJ ~29
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j:n eio fe~~* --. Lc Art;,

• ~~~elsewhere in. ohi-s ,c-.rt) .. :', ua to reo•.-;nzdcr •'.i: \C/':,%A n:

losses anq.1:*ZC of 1,-' 7, lw.X ___ ___R

1967). Table 1 rerrcene;3 a r ve;i:d .cr.::. of the Table in las', .x.,nth'ssreport. It accepts the 'c/:;7A trenrh, VCji.;VA losses, and !!,A i:filtra-

tion as ;iven. ?roc these it c.lc-Ia. thet gross persoc'.el inpkyt
requirel to maintain :he vci.T'A order of b sttie s.r~n-Gi1 in face of
losses; it also calculates residual VC recraitwnS. .

- The new- loss rates cause the gsr.,3 personnel input require;nent to
decline from tha CY66 'wee•ly a;°crage of 2,830 reported last month to 2,270,
a decline of 560. The eaiculsted C06 recruitment rate also c.clines from
1,605 per wvek t-, 995. Hx-ever,. Gjaph #1 w:hich plots the ca.zulae-ed per-
sonnel irpuA against losses, still supports the tentative co~clusion of
last znth that we may be attriting enemy forces at the ratd. he intends to
intrc*4ce new ones.v • /

STABLE 2
' VClNVk -0 M=114=- ~T !tr ?S=0::L IM. JT-WEMKY A'ERAGES• , |

1951,066
" 3rd. 4th. lst. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. Avg.
"S Qtr. itr. Qtr., Q 19 66 Jan.

VC Conscription
and Recruitmenta./ .1360. 1615 1615 1615 1615 1615 1615

NVA In•iltratio.N/ 945o .2..3 z_Ž/7_ 1275 12_75_i
TOTAL h7jT 23C5 3710 2755 2210 29- _2U05

ToA=L WSSESS/ 1635 1685 1495 1840 1900 1735 2205

Apparent (Calculated)
Strengui•/ (000) 238.6 -47.3 273.6 290.0 294.8 307.7 307.7 308.4

"Actual Strengtihe/
(o0o) 238.6 251.5 264.5 279.4 286.0 279.7 279.7 278.7 *

i/ Source: MACV J-2 estimate of the annual in-country personnel input to
VC forces (84,000 in CY66). MACV Order of Battle Reference Manual -
Strength, 12 Feb 67.

_/ Source: VACV, DIA 14 Feb 67, reports of infiltration normally lag
about 90 days behind actual infiltration. Average for first 3
quarters 1966 used for 4th qusartcr 1966 and January 1967.

si 1.35 times recorded "body count," plus prisoners of ware p.us military
defectors.

d/ Based on 3rd quarter 1965 total of 238.6 (0OO). Calculated by adding
quarterly input and subtracting quarterly losses. j

e/ Source: Table 101 of 03D MhA statistical summary.
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Since last month's report 1  hu:' re;orted its nre est!•-._e :f
VC recruitment st the level of !,6!5 w:• -eek (8515 vms fiCrae givea .1
last ronth's reporz) or 841CU for C":. "his has provided the capa-
bility to produce Table 2 which acce.-_': -. t VC/;/'iA losses a= input
(,VA i•iltration and VC recr-it-e.-t.) ?.: given, b-t calculatc the
appsrent order of battle strenth rez.:: from Zains and losses.
2his yields an apparent strength of 3?, 70 od of CY66", comared
to the actual reported strength of 27?,7C0. I--reover, a plot of the
given inpat rates versus losses indicates that in the near future, we
cannow t exeect to attrite enemy forces at the rmte he intends to intro-
duce noew ones.

TMua, the two tables and graphs .e- co.ntradictory results.
Acceptance of either result is a matter of judment, depending on which
set of given data Lre accepted as more reliable: the order of battle
strength, or the input (infiltration and redruitment) data.

* * • .., ..
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NVA INFILTRATIO"N DATA

Nv A review of data rejsrding NVA infiltration into South Vietnam indi-

cares that the monthly estimates are subject to so much continual revision
(even a year later) and that infiltration statistics alone are not useful
for revealing historical trends or for making future projections.

infiltration Reports

MACV provides monthly estimates of NVA infiltration into South
Vietn= by three categories:

Confirmed - based on information provided by at least two prisoners
or returnees (Hoi Chanh) from the unit or group, or two captured
documents from the unit, or a combination of personnel snd docuxInts.

Probable - based on information provided by one prisoner or returnee
from the unit or group, or a captured document, supported by infor.-
matioz, which can be evaluated as probably true.

Possible - based on information evaluated as possibly true even
though no prisoner, returnee or captured document is available to
verify the report.

MACV considers the confirmed and probable categories'as "accepted"p
but uses all three categories in briefings and studies.

Iu ýAdition to the above categories. MACV states that other unitsShave been mentioned in agent reports', captured documents, interrogation

reports, and sightings by free world forces, but the information isS•-1,dged insufficient to warrant inclusion in the foregoing categories.

Table 1 presents the most recent MACV estimates of NVA monthly infil-
tration since October 1965. The infiltration month indicates the month
that the infiltrators entered South Vietnam. The monthly estimates are
continually revised and updated to reflect the most current knowledge about
infiltration in any given month. The largest total monthly infiltration
occurred in March, 1966, when a total of 16,700 personnel ay have entered
SVN.

4
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Accected
Confiried Probable Total Possible Total

Ocbe~r 6000 6000 700 6700
Novtbr 1600 200 1IWO 600 24o0
Docezse? 2000 40 21o0 200 2600

J•an-' 350 1800 53o0 240o 770D
lebrwlar7 6700 2400 91M0 2400 11500w

1Mrch 1500 1300 Uft 3900 16700
*April. 100 400 500 500

waTy 4o 2900o 300 35M. 6800
Jimý *J50. 600. 1190 13Q0 a 12400...
July 4M00 100 ".V0 5M 98016
Auvmt 1600 400 2000 3300 5300
S .pter 1400 1110o 60o 2000
O ctobwer 0• 00 600 4600 5M0
November 600 600

Dsc~t2100 1100

Jamiax7700 7CO*

Rowrce: 'MAC It.~hlr Repcot of EVX IntIltrat1M into MW, 1 March 67.

Ztinfiltration etlasdte n an vr Indeflante. Table 2, baed an MACY
* ~datA, ohmi the praonouncedi chin. intlatwtation eatlaw-t.. for 6 given

sonth owr time. Th 2.efthmni colum of the table shows the intlltra-
tion month; the znmberu across ahew the muweussiwe estimst*s of inftl-
tration for that meonth as additional inteiao"' informat1io becaem
available. For amsple, the June 1966 estUite of June ltrationm wa
25W0 (olam 0). 2zee monath later, on the basis of mddtial. isLtbm- O
tics, the estimat reached U,960 (column 3), and subsequently .roe to

SK14,5§0 in the fourth maoth befm' declinin to 12,400 b the eighth month.
(Te decline %as pro•b•y due to addtt.onal Lots' ae indicating that
those pers•nel my hawe entered SV In a dULflwt mouth.)

4S
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TABLE 20

TNFILTRATION ESTl.•ATE3 . TM': (70ont'rmed, Probable anu; Poasible)
4i

0 1 25 -£ ,

Infiltration "

Month

.Jaruar• 2 600 62 4525 23

* ebim"r - 3450 14750 70 95 30 9.,

Ma)rch - 4000 6O90 V 9e4o 9240 10c

AprLl - 130 210 210 210 210

Wy 14450 14'50 'Ago 14800 9)495 93.,

June 2500 7000 11710 U960 14550 14365 12

Julyr 2120 2990 3490 "TO 71440 7576 9e'

August 350 2700 5650 X=f 5130 5250 533

September - 14,0 1700 1700 1700 2000

* October 2000 3615 1•w'" • s 5200

November - 280 630

December - 530 1100

January 700

Febru~ary-

MC1FIDENTIAL
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- 35 6 7 a 9 10 n1 12 13

%a 6225 145M5 2M12 2125 3925 6445 6W 68' 6887 7700

72M 9350 9350 9350 93.0 9058 10778 107 =7..o'8 12300

X%5O 92140 92140 loo7 i3293 11371 114141 A4761 16700

gin 210 21~ 873 791 901 901 500

MW ~48W0 99 9155 8755 8755 6800

U0 *u~ 14550 114365 12f55 12857 12400

4 1 60 714W4 M6 98W4 9800 I

sm 52.30 5250 5300

) M 1700 2000
.3 ' .. ... ' " " p
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Table 3 su- arizes the average change in infiltration estimates
(from Table 2) over time. These averages are generated by calculft!ng 5
the difference between all months that have sufficient data to be
included in the categories. For example, five months (Jan to May 1966)
were analyzed for changes from the 8th month after infiltration to the
9th month, four months for the 9th to 10th month estimate, etc. For
the 8th to 9th month estimates the total differences. are 6235, which
divided by the five cases in the sample yields an average change of
.1247 between the 9th and 10th month. The table also shows the change in
terms of percentage (21%).

Table 3 indicates that infiltration data fluctuates widely during
the first two or three months, and then settles dwn to an average rate
of 10 to 20 percent change per month. So far, this variation has not
died down, because even the change between the 9th and 10th month is
about .3 percent.

TOBLE 3

AVERAGE CHANGE IN INFILTRATION ESTIMATE OVER TIME a/

4Estimate Average Average
From To Numeric Chane Percentage Change

0 lit 2334 243
1st 2nd 1395 86
2nd 3rd 970 27
3rd 4th 1085 17 0

4 4th 5th 793 6V
~ th 6th 1005
th 7th 493 6

7th 8th 683 20
8th 9th 1247 21
9th 10th 298 13

4 .f AbsolUte change.
_/ The APil estimate Jumps from 210 to 873, an increase of 316%. This

estimate has been eliminated fran the average. If it were included
the n er would be 52%.

\S
MICV ugests that the minimum time required for infiltration data

.to stabilize a between three.mad six months. Tables 2 and 3 however,
Indicate that even a year is insufficient time for the data to dtabilize.
If we compute the average change from the third month (column 3 of Toble 2)
estimate to th latest estimate for each month, the average change is
3430, or about 80 percent. The change from the six month estimate to the
latest estimate average& 2520 or about 65 percent. Thus, the data from 5
a six month bas is apparently not much better than data from the three
mouth base, wit the reliability of both sets of data being limited.

36
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INWILTRATno:l r.73 5V7
(Corfirmed, Probable -and Possible)

17•o0

1500

1250

750
.. 5 4 " ". '"

Historical Trends

There is muh conjecture about peauiblae trends shon br Infiltration
'data. For exampqi, the data shohm in Graph #1 W*6 support the bhpothesia
that infiltration lbas been tapering off since the peak oth of March 19"s,

' the data y suggest periodic fluctuation In the Infiltration rate,
"several months 4Ln .the table 3how high infiltration rates. However,
Tables 2 and 3 have almady shown that large data f1lutuations in the
future mW drastia.lly change the shape of the ~P . Thus, the graph
caft be used to assess trends vith any scureT. 14.

ftture ProJectione

is e f'orogo a show s that projzeting ainflration on the 5
basis of pr~sent MatoricZ data Is very risk,, "s NMW carefully points
out in its infiltration repor for Februmay. In fee of pressure to
estimate future infiltrations PRCV has used a line oft regession. This
technique i. best appliedp howver, when there is sme xeason to expect

a strong linear relationship between the t'.v variablms ec•aensd (tin.
and infiltration rat*s), I.e., a straight line beat represmnts, the pattern
of Infiltration over time. Graph #1 shows how diffinult it would bo to
select and draw a line tbroug the Infiltration estimates that reasonably
describes a hinsical trend, let lon.e predict futut• Infiltration with
m ay accuracy.
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VC/NVA GROSS PLSSUNIL I,!JT BY CORPS AREA

The February SEA Analysis Report presented a.n analysis of VC/NVA
personrnl input requirements versus losses for South Vietnam as a whole.
To gain further insight, VC/NVA personnel requirements for each of the
four Corns areas in South Vietnam have been celculated in this study.

Raquired gross personnel input equals net change in VC/NVA strength
plwj VC/:;VA losses for the quarter. The total VU/XVA strength'incluies
main force units, irregular forces, and political cadre. Irregular
forces comprise about 40 q t of the current V/ /NVA strength. MACV aus

indicated that its current irregular force estimates are under review
and that substantial changes can be expected in the near future. In
view of the inadequacy of the irregular force data for analysis, the
goss personriel input for each Corps was calculated using three differ-
ent estimates of irregular strength. Each estimate yielaed quite differ-
ent results.

The results shown in Table 1. The first set of input requirements. *

uses MACV irregular strength data as given, and indicates that I Corps
had the largest required personnel input s, followed by IV, I, and. IlI
Corps in that order. The results are heavily influenced by the MACV
revision of irregular strength estimates in May 1966, which created
large differences in irregular strength between the lst and 2nd quarters
of 1966 and affected I Corps and II Corp& to a marked degree.

To neutralize the effect of the "book" change in the irregular *
* force strengths, we estimated inputs by projecting the May change back-

ward through 3rd quarter 1965. Using the adjusted MACII strength data
yields smoother quarterly patterns and shows II Corps x equiring the
highest personnel input, with I, III and IV Corps following in that order.

The third set of data in Table 1 shows the result of using Formula
#1 (February SEA Analysis Report, page 10) to calculate irregular strengths
instead of using MACV data. The final yearly averages are closer together,
and the inputs required for each Corps are lower than the other two sets.
Now I Corps leads, with II, IV and III Corps following in that order.

Finally, regardless of the set of data used, the VU/NVA gross per-
sone.l required in all Corps areas may be declinitig markedly, primarily
due to the leveling off of the VC/NVA force structure.
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VC/NVA GROSS FERSONIEL E ?MT RE..NTS BY CORPS AREA

(WeeY..Ly A;cleaie)

1966 Avg. Avg.
.st 2nrd 3rd. 4th Aug Jan

usnaM MACV STMWI0M DATA,

I Corps 585 2015 750 255 900 530
1 corps '1550 -105 330 350 550 325. 1

III Corps 465 160 550 350 380 565
IV os t . • .755 c

• lU ADI ,3TED 1A"CV
: 'sn n ,DATA . '4 , . ...

I Corps 505 1040 750 255 640 530
l corps 1545 .615 330 '350 725 325 4

III Corps 455 48C 550 350 460 565
IV corps •3 • .20 10 _420

Total 2555 22'1350 T3 15

USIN~2G FEMOL i t

STRENMU~ DATA* -

I Corps 695 3-1.40 70 180 599 n6a.
U Corps 1370 '410 435 -210 505

IxI Corps 370 395 550 0 360IV car" 440l 3.002936

Total rT7 i-Hm5i
Tabla 2 shms the ranking of the Corps u.x'va by the required Per- '

.cmnel inputs, as calculated the three l±fferent vWus. It is apparent
that the estimate of VC .rregular strength used vill greatly influence
the input estimates and the ranking of the Corps. I Corps and II Corp.
genermally how the highest raquwied Inputs and a higher- order of magni-
tufet.•ean I Corps and IV Corps.

Details of the anmaysis are set forth followiz/a Table 2.
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TAMLE 2

RA,1,C;G OF CORPS AREAS BY aaQU'ýýD P OE01LIPT,
(Weekly Average 1966)

MAkCV ADJUSTED MACV MRM

corps A EMSC o•M Corps Avg

1 900 11 725 z 595
1 610 640a 11 505

II 550 I1I 460 IV 365
I11 380 IV 420 Iii 360

Vc/INVA Strength and Loss Data

The VC/1VA strength dta' includes main force unit,,iirregulr .,
forces and. politicalL cad e. The main force data has been retroactively
adjusted to reflect the bMat current estimate of the strength actually s
present in each Corps area during the quarters indicated. Irregular
strength data has been derived by the three ways indicated above; poli-
tical cadre data is taken directly from MACV order of battle reports.
Except for the Formula #1 calculations of irregular strength, all data
is derived directly from MACV order of battle documents.

Total VC/DIVA loss estima1ts include:

1. Killed in acti on (body count).

2. Died of wounds (.35 times body count).

3. Captured (the 2023 prisoners actually in PO camps in CY 66
were apportioned over the year and by Corps areaa according to the number
of detainees in each Corps each quarter).

4. Military Defectors (since data concerning military defectors
by Corps are not available before August 16, they were ciclculated
on the basis of the countrywide total prior to August and the subsequent
data broken out by Corps area). S

For the puxrtose of this analysis, the killed and died of wounds esti-
mates, representing 70-90% of the losses in each Corps area, are reason-
ably accurate because they are based on body count. The captured and
military defector estimates are less reliable, but should not distort
the total loss estimates significantly because they represent a small .
proportion of the total.

40
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VC/hVA Losses and Input

VC/NYA Losses Per
VC/NvA Losses Per week 1000 PrienL~y Strength/Week

4000 - , 3.0 ,

* 4

3000 -- 2.5 ,

2000 2.0 0 -

1000--- 1.5

1oo66 1967 196 3967

zqTm= VC/NVA LeSE, - WMY AVMIA•

cn966 __a6

Ist 2nd 3rd i4th or 1-9676 lot

Estimated Losses

Died. ofdm350 9315 IM 2
140 14o 40 4 0 40 140

Uilitary Dettr2 220 1W80 520
11atiited Total 1Aug05s

Aveasa Fri.mmiy
Stegh (000) 930 982 1044 143 1025 31193

100 Yrimbdl str--=wW reak 2 t1.gb 1.81 1.52 1.76 1.66 1.69 2.514

-3tims rweaor4 "body cgot-. - Revised. YAV estimate.
Includes onl the MW population in aVn I/ &-M. Th fig=@•Z1.wa derived by dividing the V ~ total of 2023 by 52.
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MACV ESIVATE OF VC/NVA PERSOPTN"M IMRJT

(Weekly Average)

3rd 1 t6 is__ 2nd 3rd -4th 196 lst
qtr Qzr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Ave. Qtr

VC Conscription/
4 Recruitmenw-• 1360 1615 1615 1615 1615 1615 1615

Plus :,!ACV Ac ted
Infiltratilon- 8.5 2090 1030 590 1130 1210 1130

Total Input 2175 3705 2645 2205 27145 2825 2745

Estimated Louses*9/ 1635 1685 1495 180 1900 1735 3025 4

Stren•h (cuO e 246.1 272.4 '287.4 .l 303.3 .1

Actual Strengths/
(000) 239.1 252.0 265.1 280.3 286.9 279.6 277.3

-Soure: MACV J-2 estimate of the annual in-country personnel input to
VC/1fVA Forces (84,000) in Ca 1966. MACV Order of Battle Reference Manual -
Strength, 12 Feb 67.

S - b/Source: MACV 11 Apr 67. Avezage for . Oct 65 - 30 Sep 66.
/1.35 times recorded "body count", plus POW'sp plus military defectors.

D Based on acctptance of 3rd qtr l67 total of 239,100. Calculated by
adding q.aartarly input and subtracting quarterly losses.

e/ Source: MACV 11 Apr 67.

The estimated weekly VC/XVA losses for the first Luarter 1967 is 75%
higher than the CY 1966 average and 59% higher than the fourth quarter 1966.
Va/NVA losses per thousand friendly strength in first quarter 1967 rose 50%
above the 1966 average and 53% above fourth quarter 1966.

Table 2 atteaxet to evaluate the MACV WC/NVA order of battle using
MACV's estimates of infiltration And conscription-recruitment, by adding
total input and subtracting estimatel losses (using MACVts ground-rules for
Ions-term VC/MVA losses) from a base figure (239,100) in the third 4artwer of
1965. In the first quarter of 1967 the calovalted VC/IVA order of battle .is 41
only 8% greater tham the MACV statAd order of' battle, shoving a high degree of
consistency in the MACV eatimatew.

The absolute differences be, men the calculated and MACV stated orders
of battle are, on the average, cr.q 4,3% using the MAV estimate am a base.

The VC/NVA order of battle oa an to be leveling off and may be declining. I
We are presently attritilng the mne" at a rate higher than he is estimated to
be recruiting and infiltrating. Hoewmtr, the trend is not clear a the iuztial
MI CV degradation of the VC/NVA order of battle duo to enmy casualties was in
the fourth quarter of 1966. --
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VCfKVA ECN3I5T AMD flTILMTRA'VI

An analysis of VC/NVA order of ":&.:1e changes, losses, recruitment and
infiltration shows that the July 65-April 67 infiltratio and in-country
recruitment each have been about 5000 ;:er month. However, recently (July 66-
April 67) both inputs have been abou. 4C00 per month.

Table 1 sumnarizes an input-loss ae.lysis of MACV data. We have coipared
totil VC/NVA losses and order of bat-le (03) changes against eneur infiltra-
tior. Wd recruiting, finding a balance "zeraeen input and losses. Since the
last quarter of CY 1965, the total in.pt required to met total W/NVA and
03 changes vas 193,000, whereas in-c-"nry recruiting and accepted infiltra-.
tion reportedly supplied 199,400. If, hovever, the MACV accepted monthly
ave.-ge infiltration of 4,500 is used, as many as 190,20 additional infiltra-
tion might be found, forcing the i_-7pt loss analysis out of balance by a
total 25,600 "personnel, suggesting thaI MACV estimated in-country recruit-
mnt of 7000 per month is too high.

Looking at the VC and NVA separately, we have had to estimate the pro-
portionate VC and NVA losses based on 1X.ACV assessed. losses against enemy units.
Table 2 mnsuarizes the unit losses si=-ce '-ebruary 1966: -the* unit losses account
for only 22.1% of total IaA, but it is usabcle to divide total I.A into VC and. 9VA.

Table 3 shows VC losses as a. perce-t of total VC/NY losses (using the
data of Table 2). In the first TArter of CY 1967, fZ empl, country-wide
VC losses were 60% of all reported ene:7 losses. VC losses were 19% of all
I Corps losses in CY 1966, 24% of 11 Corps losses, 93% of IMl Corps losses
and account for all losses in IV Corps.

Our best estimate of VC and ,ZJA losses is suumazized in Table 4. Killed
"in action and died of wounds (.35 x IM.) "ave been proortioned by the ratios
of Table 3; all Chieu Hoi are assumed to be VC becse a Rand Study suggests
that most returnees are fro VC guerrilla and local force units. These loss
estimates are based on the factors of Table 3 and may overstate NVA losses

* (because of car reliance on assessed "-ni-" losses), and understate the losses
of the VC irregular forces.

Results

Table 5 shows our input/loss analysis for the NVL Since July 1965% NVA
06 increases and losses have implied a& input of 324,500, or about 5000 per
month, but accepted infiltration is only 72,900, or about 3000 per month.
This difference (41,600) .far exceeds tý:a probable errzo in pur loss estimates.
Had we projected the Oct 6 *v _6 aw.eraie infilti-tion at 4500 per-•,ithfoi•.
Dec 66-Apr 67, this difference would ":e reduced to 22,400, still a significant
difference.

The infiltration shortfall/excess :!ata (T 5) xnWest a substantial
portion of infiltration is not beir. re:orded. ..- e wre already aware that the
infiltration figures do not accv.nt for out. of country replacements. (For
example, if the 324B division gets iv:o a fight, takes substantial losses,
retreats back across the border, regr.ou;s and rebuilds its member vnits, thenj ( the replacements, when entering SVr.; with the 324B, are not counted in the
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infiltration estimates, T his =Iaubtedly accounts for some oaZ the dis-

parit.y between the implied NVA ingut ar.d infiltration, but not &iU. More-
over, recent evidence suggests that •VA infiltrators are being used as re-
placements to VC units, which would rean our methodology further understates
infiltration and overstates recruitment. In short, we mispect that infiltra-
tion has averaged about 5000 per month in the July 65-Air 66 period, and
lately has dec4ined very lttle, if at all.

Table 6 ahcws that MACV'w recruittng estimate of 7000 per annth exceeds
the implied need for personnel to replace losses and meet OB changes. Recent
captured documents and prisoner state=ents suggest that the VC are having a
good deal of trouble reeting their personnel reqdurements. This, in addition
to the decreeses in the VC OB strength over the past two quarters, sugeuts
that the VC may not be reo~uiting at the 7000 monthly rate. Actual recruit-
ment is more likely about 5000 per month. S

I.", Tables 5 and 6 together, then, suggest that infiltration at 4500-5000
per month is quite likely, but VC -er•uitmont is probably not over 5000 per
iMyth.
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IN/VA o3, MS0s9 M• lort

QMr+A. ROM.VA

De" Mar Jm a" Dee 1 w Jun Sep Dee

61" 6, 65 65 65 66 66 6 66

1.71.2 194.3 208.9 226.0 221.6 M3.7 24.2.1 243.8 240.

WA 2.1, 6.2 2.2 1,.1 26.6 .0 5. . 5.5 50.

Total 3.6 200.5 21.1 20•..7 2.2 95.1 299.3 290.;

Utremcth IZmwese 26.9 17.6 .92.6 3405 15.5 24.4 4.2 -8

V0/WVA I=63

J.A 5.8 6.3 ,0.1 13.s 13 3-.9 15.6 1

Df 2'2.0 2.1 3.5 4.7 1 .6 4.2 5.5 5
A 11taI7DefetwG .8 1.8 0 0 a 0 1.1

Total Losses U.b 10.0 133b.6 18. . b.1 .

IXMI/35.5 21.6 36.2- 3T 3. 0.5 26.7

/ .,cuintomtd/ 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0

Accepted InfMtrtt1! / 6.1 2.9 6.1 10.o M.9 1;. 5 . 1,

Total Input 27.1 23.9 27.1 JUT1 4 09 3.5 30.0

Input Shrtfall (-) -8.4 -3.7 -9.1 -1.0 -15.7 -6.0 ,+4.1 +7"
Excess +

HWY Order of Battle su=. - APril 33, 1967
Based an MACV estimts of .35 ti.s killed equals died of vound:

:eI Not availabl.e
~/Accepted )4PC7 estimate of VC in-coa-tiv raruitamet
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Dm WAR Sep Dec mar Apr
6 66 66 66 66 67 67

228.6 • 7.7 242.1 243.8 .240.7 238.0 237.7
26.6 39. 53.0 55.5 50.0 47.9 47.9

F5-5.a zro.7 295.1. 999.3 290.7 ?05.9 205.b

3.3 U3.5 24.1s 4.2 -8.6 -4.8 -. 3

13W5 13.1 11.9 15.6 15.0 23.7 6.9
-,. 4.6 4.2 5.5 5.3 8.3 2.4

1d.2 17.7 16.1 22.> 2. P-5. 11.

32.? 33.A 10.5 26.7 15-.I 33.7 10.9

21.0 1 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 7.0
10'.7:- 27.9 U.2 9.8 1.9 2.631-.T, 44L. 34.5 30.0 22.9 23-b 7.uo

-. ,15.7 -6.0 +4.1 .7.5 -10.1 -3.9

ands

SI

0t
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MACV OMSSZ-D IT

rn-DEC JAN-MA
66 67

I~ ~~ cam ••sm .

ve 65T 100 757
WVA 2T96 40~ 3292

* ' fou

*a 980 33 2023
6312 290

i Z'V amps

F. I9
36219 w1.3

zmr TOM ASom 27-o% . 22.0 %

28,. . . 92 . • 3.

•A 3

""A • _ _ M A M_ O

EVA 621953N717

66

zy cam lWM.U 3M0 U),

66 67
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A: -r 14

R~ 144 IQ b/ 3 4q IQa 2Q
65 65 66 6 66 66 6? 67

I CCR.•S
C &86 873 8 1611 "8 23314 6o

TOTAL 36 01 49 ki 33 55 LJ

11' C'ORM

ve 1394 3493 2530 2633 3667 4ý989 623 2493

N F

Li5 218 202 210 282 '2 0.

TOM 13914 377 " 2530 2633 3949 59 9623 WO"

ry come
S3426 4240 3261 2870 52o48 5449 6338 1981

IA- - - - - -

3426 4240 3263 2670 5240 5449 6335 90

rv 6715 9935 8314 77145 11797 14836 20605 5•-1.5 0
UVA6-5 25 9290 828,1 1068 gn 7882Oe

TOTAL 13- 1u01-93 17033 160MI 22'55 23951 3d4t7 112

SOWuCab :b16 2 =U

s,-gDWan -lr ci te~atrs

X1 iUt*wT defectors are not Incilued W~ore August 67
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Qiaater fl C1
BZ' DEC M0AR mU mA MF

65 66 66 66 67 67

mm air' m s 2.. 14.7 26.6 39.0 53.0 9.5 50.0 47.9 47.9

03 a o 5.5 11.9 122.4 0.o s$., -5.5 -2.1

UTIMM m lam 6.9 8.3 9.3 8.3 ULr 9.1 17.9 5.3

010 U mT 32.4 20.2 21.7 22.3 .. 3.6 35.8 5.3

AOMnZU' U •.h 9.9 11.1 27.6 13.5 U 2.t .6

Iflltmtlm SUbor-.tall -) -.. 5 -9.1 +5.9 .8"s AA -2.2 -235.2 -5.3
•€ceaa (.) '

5umU 6

Qlze ""Of t,
JUN. NOW MR i sAR APR

65 65 66 66 66 6 67 67

CM STmmaFJ 6LO 63.6 "66.7 66.9 67.9 416? 62.1 61.8

W_:AGI•'ZS SflVZ:CI5 22.2 22.2 22.2 23.1 23.9 0.@ 23.9 23.9

nZI A1MJ. 103.6 103.6 103.6 122.8 13,2.6 IA 1.12.8 132.8

nci 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 39.2 3J 39.2 39.2

1031 ve 03 msim vr 226.0 22e.6 231.7 21.2.0 A23.8 .? 238.0 237.7

Cs S RIfMAMU 17.1 2.6 3.2 10.3 18 .3A -2.7 -. 3

SVC 1 6.7 9.9 8.3 7.7 U.8 3.8 20.6 5.9

rDUT 23.8 .2.., 11.1 A i.0 133.6 -.7 1T.9 5.6

SCAPA=Th• 21.0 .. • 21.0 21..0 22.0 MA 21.0 7.0

gecruitment Shortfl.1 (-) -. 8 .5 -9.6 +3.0 .7.I. 0" +3.1 +1. 4
zxesa (+)

- CONFIDEI
a ? ,: A Ordr , Of Battle Suuu,, 30 /r -. C7NFDE
b MACY accepted lnfiltration am of 1 :A:7 6•'

a Y ,. o .,of battle ,-- -, 30 Apr 67 CONFIDENTIAL
9 IL
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66 67 61 CMU.TIVE TOTAL

""5.5 50.0 147.9 47a.9

t.5 -5.5 -2.1 - 38.7

,M.T 9.1 17.9 7.58

13U. 3.6 15.8 5.3 114.5

I 8.8 1.74 .6 - 72.9

-4-4 -2.2 -15.2 -5.3 -41.6

eP MR AMR CIVMATIVZ

. 67 67 TOTAL

.9 6k.? 62.1 61.8

.9 Sk.0 23.9 23.9

.8 =.A =12.8 132.8

. 3 M3l 39.2 39.2

* .8 me.T 238.0 237.7

.8 -S3 -2.7 -. 3 28.8

.8 S.8 2o.6 5.9 85.7

.6 nU r 7.9 5.6 n4.5

.. 1•0 20 7.0 151.O

.+. 9 *3.1 .L.1 1 '.
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CONFMDENTIAL

VCNV RECRUITMENT AN M !IIMTATI0O;

Both NVA infiltration and VC rec.ritment appear to have incrcased above
their 1966. levels, with infiltration & 7500 per ath and recruitment at
5200 per month. However, infiltration ray be und tated and recruitment
overststed within the tota:L of 12,700 ;er month.

TAME, 1

IWXLXV) UnWI~ATZON1 ARtD RECE1II
VERSUS M.AC7 ý8TM4AMT

(Monthly Average)

1965 1261967
2nd Half UIt Kalf

MA

IMplied Infitration 5605 5228 7M2
WACV Accept. Infiltration 2 5
Diff•r"eCe 2770

VC

IMlied Recruitment 5980 4445 595
YACV Estimate MR 7000,,
Difference -1202 -2555

,/ It taesat leout 6 months for VACV infiltration data to atabilix. enouM
to be useful.

t/ MWV J-4 reevaluatlng its recruitmeat estimate.

The foregoing rates te baaed on the inplt/loss analsis -how in
Table 2. We have taken total VC/NVA loeIes by Corp and divideJ them into
V and NVA losses based an MACV Order of Battle data (Detai4s a the processI ~appeas, in the June 1967 SEA Anaalysis 'Re~ort item, -W/•r• lecruitmeat and

Infiltration"). Table 3 gives the Percentages for each Corpa that were 4pp.1ad
to divide losses between VC and NA. T- Table 2 VC =A NWA strength changes
are added to the losses to yield calculated infilta-tion and re•ru.tsient mince
1i65. fte differences between imp±L±ei infiltration and recruitment Ma that
reported by HACV, arm probably greater than the probable error of ma losaS~estimates.
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TABIZ 2

i VC/VA OB, OSES AND INPJTS' ~~~~~(In TZll'z~•t)'

196 196-6- _ 1967
3rd 4tb let 2nd 3rd •4t' let 2;a

QL ZL r I= &r Atr ZE

dof of Qtr. Strength 14.7 26.6 ,9.0 53.8 55.6 49.3 55.0 514.5
Strangth Chan&* 5.5 11.9 12.4 1•.8 1:.8 -6.3 5.7 -. 5
NVA Losses 7.4 8.9 9.9 8.9 11.6 9.8 19.0 20.9

10lied Infiltritltcn 12.9 20.8 22.3 , 23.7 13.4 1 .5 :7#4. 20.4w
MACV Accepte, Infiltraticn 6.1 i 28.2 q.44 B-/.2 6 1_
Difference ---5 .33;~1 1.3 51.3 7 -1

vc

Bad of qtr. Strength 228.5 231.1 234.5 244.9 247.7 244.5 242.2 2142.0
Strength Cane 17.7 2.6 3.4 10.4- 2.8 -3.2 -2.3 -. 2
VC lsses:1 6.2 9.3 7.7 7.2 10.9 14.2 19.5 14.2

Implied Recrultment 23.9 11.9 11.1 17.6 13.7 11.0 17.2 11.0
MA0V Recrultment Factor 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0 21.0/ 21,0/

.*Difference 2.9 -9.1 -9.9 ,"3"-X -.7.3 -10.0 3-3-, -7.0

/ It takes at a13t 6 scathe for MACV infiltration data to stabLise enough to be
useiful.
/Icuditu XTA, died of vouft.a and all Military Chiou Hai.

SPositive mnmber denotes M, ACY u ilerstatementaegative number denotes MACV over-
Statement.
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VC LOBSES AS A PECMJ U2A OF CORPS ARM TOTALS )

Pre 19-67 1967
I 10 10
II 21 15

III92 75
IV 100 100

Derived ?MMACV Monthly Order of Battle 9W ries, 9brusry 1966 --I
J~aw 3967.

Table 1 ho,,s hy implied montci y averqe infiltration tapered off frM
1965 to 196 and 4reased wmrkedly during the first half of 1967 to apprci-
metely 750 p~r month. The )(ACV accepted. infiltration data suggests, howver,
that the monthly rate was significantly greater in 1966 than in 1965. (The
MACV infiltration data for 1967 is not yet considered to be complet,), These
data, then, suggest that MACV accepted In tl~tratio estimates coaistentl'y
understate actual infiltration.

A similar analysis of Vr, inputs Lad losses shown the strain on the VC
recruiting mechanim. The calculated recruiting rate decreased from almost
6000 per month IA 1965 to W145 per mnth during 1966. Curiaus8, tbe 1967
recruitment rate rises to 5200 per month, due to increased losses. However,
a rise in actual VU recruitment is um=,tely ia view of recent captured docu-
ments and interrogation reports indicating chat the VC strength shows slight * O
decreases. Or, the use of NVA replaceeants to fill up decimated VU units
ay be iqh greater thea current' Astintes, suggest. Itithat case, IVA in-
filtration la higher than estimated above. In any case, MA is in the pro-
cess of reevaluating its recruitment tsatiates.

Accepted infiltration includes contirmed and probable infiltration.

MACV alan reports a possible category, representing mins 40,000 additional
persons since October 1965. The inclusion of these additLunal persons,
however, coes not bring the MACV estimattes into line with our calculations.
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PERS0NNEL Dr, n1TRATION

Preliminary infiltration figures for the first 7 months of 1967 in-
dicate that from one-third to one-half of all NVA infiltration is coming
through the DZ.

Table 1 shows infiltration by route for 1965, 1966 and the first seven
months of 1967. While recent data is subject to substantial revisions,
there appears to be a trend towards greater use of the DMZ as an infiltration
rcute. NVA infiltration through the DMZ increased aignificantly in 1966
(from almost nothing in 1965) and accounts for 30% - "6% of all infiltration
in the first seven months of 1967. Furthermore, the figures do not include
unit losses r"planished in M (i.e., if the 324B Division loses 1000 KXA,
not counted us infiltrators).

The reciprocal of the increased use of the DMZ is a reduced use of
Laos. Infiltration through Laos plus that through the DMZ consistently
accounts for two-thirds to three-quarters of total infiltration throughout
the last * years. This suggests a shift from the "higher coat" Laos route
to the "lower cost" DMZ route, or that the enemy strateW calls for more
people in the DMZ area. The large build-up of enemy rorces and activity S
in the DMZ indicates that changed strategy rather than the higher cost of
the route through Laos is the more likely explanation.

Table 1 indicates that infiltratizn through Cambodia has fallen
off sharply since 1965. (Infiltrators through Cambodia, of course, travel
the Ltotian trails, but are not counted as infiltrators through Laos.) This
* •d , ino is suspeut in view of the increasingm enem strength in the B3 Front 0
(4•osa reported location is Cambodia); and recent intelligence suggesting
tAt there are established personnel routes through Cambodia. The lack of
Vsports for Cambodia may in4lcate that: I

1. Our intelligence -ystem is concentrating more heavily on Infil-
11ration through the DM1 and Laos, since the higher level or fighting in the
*DZ area in likely to yield more and faster intelligence.

2. ManWy of the infiltrators reported with "routes unknovn" are
entering through Cambodia.

3. The Cambodian network has not bean used for personnel Infiltration.
We would guess that lees intelligence concentration and the "route unknown"
reports accourt for the lower figures. Reports of NVA replacements for VC
units in III Corps and even soms units in IV Corps lead us to suspect that
the e*n continues to infiltrate through Cambodia,

Finally, I.afiltration by sea accounts for very few personnel, moat of
Am are high 3evel cares, medical and co-unications-liaison personnel,
political cadres and intelligence agents. 5
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Any of the trend. showin the 1967 data coul be affected by naocpac" of the large number of possible infiltrators reportedlyr enterIn brug

Lwos or by identiyig the currently uWacn4n routes through uhich one-thrd Ito a-ourt-h of the 1967 infiltrators entered. Nonetheless, it appears

that the DUZ has become an important ainfltration route.
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NVA NFlIL7RATION BY R•OZ./ -•4
(Monthly Average)

Accepted Inf11tIra-
tion ThronhSI

76 4 1318 29 712 146
Loa 11464 66 2155 47 460 30Lambosa 636 29 478 i'
Unknown

Total 2207 100 W2 10 1 100

Accepted & Possible c/
&Mfltration ThrOugh:ý'-

=a1 201 7 1582 2 812 30
Laos 1837 62 048 2j 86 3
Cambodia 813 27 66 9 jo4 4

an 33 1 14 -

Total M 00 TO 0 TA L10

Suej iAV data as of 3U J4 1967.
r..W;' Illtration of perljownel is difficult to detect and many ronpa of'
personnel are not documeote4 by KCV j2 uAtil after they have been in South

S* VietzL= for six mou4ths or longer. Therefore the figures for the period from
1 r'ebruar to 31 July 1967 are conaidered to be Lucmpleate, and even those
for 1966 can be expeted to chugse in tu future

a/ Acep-ead infiltration consists of confirmed infiltration plus probable Imfil- 4
tratLon. MACV defines infiltretioa categories as foll.'a,

Acegtea Confird. A confirmed unit/group is one which Is determined
to e•ist oi the basis of information provided by a mima of two Gap-
tivas, returneea or captured documents (any combination).

AccW eProbablfe. A probable infiltration unit/group I one believed "
to •xist on the baais4 of i'formation which can be evaluated as probably
true provided by one c*ptive, returnee or captured document.

Possible. A possible infiltration group/unit is oue which in believed
to usi an the basis of' information which can be evaluated as possibly
true, evean thogh no captive, returnee or document Is available to verify
the report or reports.
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VC RWRUITIENTg

MACV'a recent study on VC. re=ruitAent deserves detailed scrutiny
since it will form the basis for much co~ment and discussion about how
wen the war is going and how hard the VC are being pushed. The study
was generated last winter by a grow•ig voluma of evidence "that the MACV
estimate of VWet Cong recruitment in 1966, 7,000 men per month, probably
was not valid. for 1967." The key finding of the study vas:

....... during the period of 1 January to 1 May 1967, the
VC were able to recruit at a rate of 3000 to 45W men per
month, with the probable rate of recruitmant being 3500
men per month.

INethodolon

The first step in the study was to obtain reports an recruitment by
district from senior intelligence advisors in each Carps. Data also was
obtained from MAC COWS, MACJI, and other Saigon intellance agencies.
These reports covered only part of the country, so the next questions
were how large a part and how much recruitment occurred in the remal.de
This required en analysis of the total nsenpower pool to which the VC
bad access. 1

The determination of the VC manpower pool is a critical and difficult
atep. The VC themselves use a set of categories that are not amenable to
US/GiVi statistical analysis. These categories, and the percentage of
"population in each on which the IM can draw, are:

A•"eal of Redrit'ing Access

Liberated Areas
Disputed Areas •.
Critical Areas 30
M4arket TownsI
laner Sector1%

Source: Resolution by V (TAY =1H paOviiCE) For the 4th Quarter of 19661,
Sucsdtd 28 ,Aily 1966, CDBC Log #07-2551-67.

Obviously, MADV had to use "pewulation control" statistics for
vhl ch it had nubes. hile the study ves being made, the only data I
that van usable from the now Hamlet Evaluation system (1) was total
population, including men and wmcein. Thus the study" used the control
percentages fyr the MV population control system, applied to the newer
(and higher) ES population base. To compound the problem further, the
GVN redefined Its categories in March 1967, so that January and February
had to use we set and March and April another. rhe VC "access" to
popilation, than, was based on the follo-ing:

CIN . TW ST 67-C81, VC In-Country 'Recruitment of 15 September 1967,
page 1. 7
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VC Recluitment Access
Jsn-Fel lar-Apr 1967

Secure Areas lC% I"
Areas Undergoing Securing 20% 20%
Areas Undergoing Clearing

(or Contested) 301 50%,
Uncontested Areas 50% 70d%
VC Controlled Areas 90% 90%

These percentages, times the population in each Corps areas, gave the
population on which the VC could draw. The recults were multiplied by
.•49 to obtain the male. population, then by .141 to obtain the males of
in 15-45 age bracket - from wbido the VC are thought. to recruit. These
two factors were obtained from a MACJ-1 Phuoc Tuy Province Pilot Census -

one province. Finally, MACV estimatwd that 63% of the draft at, males
were physically fit - based on GVN physical st-ndards.

The reported district recruitment, totaling 9,017 recruits on a
cvurtry-vdda basis, covered 399,084 persons or 63% of the total Viet
Cong manpower pool f 628,651; thus it was neceasary to use the elaborate
set of assumptions outline above to estimate the recruitment from the
remaining 229,567 -ersons or 37% of the manpower pool.

The breakdown used by MACV by Corps tactical zone is as follows:

VC MAMOWER POOL

I CTZ II CTZ IlI CTZ LV CTZ RVN TOTAL

Manpower pool 152,14• '114,144 112,730 -249,637 '62&,651

Manpower pool covered 126,530 65,486 83,600 123,468 399,084

Percentage of total
manpower covered 83% 57$ 74% 49% 63%

Remaining manpower
pool to be estimated 25,610 48,658 29 - 126,169 229,567

Remaini.• percentage
to be estimated ]:1% 143% 26% 51% 37%

To estimate the Viet Cong recruitment from that part of the manpower
pool not covered by reports from corps senior intelligence advisors, MACV
assum•d that, within a corps tactical zone, the Viet Corg would probably
be able to recruit fruo the unreported districts at about the same rate
as they did from those districts on which there were recruitment reports.
MACV ccomp•Ated the reported number of recruits from each district as
a pernsei.tag-e of the Viet Cong manpower pool in that distriqt. Makin use •
of these percentages in the form of an array and a confidence level of
60% a minirma, median (1.robable) and maxlmim= percentage of recruitment

8 5 8
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were determized. The fol1lwing percentages were the actual factors
used by MACV to estimate the spread of recruitment.

I CTZ ir ~zrxcTz "VCII:
'Miniim,. 1.790 7389 1.30 1.220
Kejlan 3.200 1.348 2.330 1.985
Naxxi,- "9.600 2.392 3.630 3.k1o

4 1�Rported recruitment w&2 adWed to each of the extimtedujj , n+
probable end maximum recruitment to derive the total main4-a, paobable
dad maii Viet Congl recruitment for the 4 month period. Memo totals•

(divid4 by four.) providt the basis for the es a o rates of
Viet cog recruitment for te perh.od. t

4O

I CTZ II CTZ III CT2 IV M fM T

Reported recruitment 4,25•6 4+O 1, 81+r 2,4169 9,017

MI,= 4+58 189 4e 1.,535 2,5814

Probable 821 658 679 2,5(6 4j,6614

Saximum 2,459 1,164 1,058 14,303 8,98•1

Total recruitment

"Min'um 4,711+ 639 2,24114 41,004 U.,601

Probable 5*077 1,I08 2,521 4,975 13,681

4 jNaxm 6,715 1,611+ 2,900 6,772 18,001

Total recruitment monthly

Minimum 1,178 160 561 1,001 2,900

Probable 1,269 277 630 1,24 3,42O0

4axir== 1,679 403 725 1,693 14,500

The above table uses a 60% confidence interval that the actual Viet
Cong recruitment will fall between the minimum v:0 uaxiim fiviue0.
Using the same data various other coufidence Interals are indicated below: S

49
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.INfTl., PR.OBABLE M.AX!P'U,

PA% 2,683 3,:4o 5,315

70% :2 321420 4.,869
S2,90 3,420 4,500

, 2,983 3,1420 ,038

Commen.t

The MACV study is built on many assumptions. Sensitivity tests are
essential before the reader can have =1 confidence that the study is
either correct or meaningful. One can question the use of the M
population control statistics - on which the whole structure is based,
the accesa percentages in each GWV category, the percentage of draft age
males (based on a Pilot Census in one province), the assumption that only
males are recruited, and the use of the 60% confidence interval. The S
study may be right, but it in certainly not conclusivc.

As to mewning the danger in the analysis is that readers will
assume that a reduced ability to recruit can be equated with reduced
military effectiveneso. This Is not ,Aecessarily so. First the Viet Cong
use wmen for certain logistic support runctions which they can perform
about ac well as ren. In addition, some reductions in the VC/NVA force
structure could occur without serioau reduction in the total combat
effectiveness of their forces. In view of the logistic problems ther
appear to have in some areas, marginal units could be deleted with a
smal.3, impact on VC combat effectiveness.

It Is also interesting to compare VC recruitment potential vs GVN.

Applying Vw same methodology to the GVN recruitment efort, it would
appear that the GV3 has an much of a problem as does the VC.

Using tha aggregate VN population statistics, U1,593,620 represent
the total population to which the GYN has access. Wkltiplying this
figure hy .49x.41x. 6 3 gives the number of males available for GVN service
in the '14 - 45 age bracket, i.e., 1,467,ý64, from which the GVN were only
able to ierive am aveqje monthly input of 8,375 for the RVIWAI.

From a strict crmparison of recruiting as a percentage of available
manpower within Vietnam, the Viet Cong are doing as well with their
recruitment base as the GV in fielding forces, i.e.

GVN available 114 -45 ag., brraket populatlon - 1,!4I7,4 - 2.338
VC available l4 -45 age brac•-%t population - 6•2rb 65

M Vmonthly input (ave) 1 Jan - I May 1967 - 8,375 a 2.393
KACV monthly input tavel estimate 1 Jan-IMay 67 - 3,500

* ~10
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Omsv amlCysei• ioudimtes that aboz t . nine Mon•ths J• t eiopa. uhe M5 M .CV
datecte aou&t • 5• of the emmy inflAte r'tors i.nlto SYN. M • A=e developed fwtve

Sto fetrapolt• the final levelo of iiltr that for m month from the met
auwvent eetim~te. Ap~li$* the** ftotorv Wo MACY ififtmtwton flgmvea as

4 of 31 Decner' 108F, Y~et" an esimt e 75,000 iejnict- i for. U17.

Table 1 shows the lUCV estimates of NVA Infiltration into SWN since
January 1965. Infiltratioen data are sibject to coz.tinadng revawabiat±l due
to the receipt of updated information and information an undetected personnal.
MILCV considers data for the latest six =nth* to be Incomlete. While we have

4 no feel far the number of infiltrators that are. never detected, we know, that
rcplaceats provided to a unit out of tvaUt are not Incldm In these
estimates.

R• ates of infiltration of personnel iato South Vietame are updated
thl~' and listed in two major categories: accepted and possible. Total,

infiltration estimates (accepted plus possible) arw used for this study.
4 Tbe acepted category includes "coafir•-d," - pernomal wvn.o entry into SVI

is establ4shel by two asArces from the Infiltrating %W.t r lp a, - and
"pr obable.e" - personnel whose entry Into SVN Is e¢tabltsbad by a source
from the unitfusoup and other probable evideJce. Do possible category in-
eludes personnel who may hae entered M, based o re'ports evaluated as
possibly truet even though no captive returnee or domst baa veriie the 6

4 "Porta.

Table 2 contains all MAC'fs estimstes of total j lftratia tiow 196
ad 1967, through 31 Dewembea 1967. tie latest *etimate thr e#Wk math in
Table 2 is the last 0 Of the right (e.g. 5300 ma an nov bolit. to

* have infiltrated Isa April. 1961t). As of 31 A~uVAt 1967, eSIX mths after the
* send of April (coluou 6), XWV5s estimate was 1160 (or X3%) less. Table 3

4 shoM the em data aggueatel by qviartera. In Tle 4, we have 2ooked at
th total infiltration estimate for each m.thm ag & percent of the estimste
sIX mnths after Infiltration Ma nine couths ater Lna ltrsatLon. Table 4
shows the average and the range for each "maoth after period (or colum).
Us averages for mothly d"ta are platted In Grap I and for q2&ratrly data
In Orah2.

4 stimastes of Infiltration for a given moth rwiw eteadi3y for ani
oathms, an ro n within 1% of the ninth math after Inflltration estimate

during the next nine months. On versage, the estimate at niae maths is 33%
hh4e th"n t six months. "he ran Is =Au h4iher md the 6 Inot

66
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TABLE 1

NVA I'.!LTRATION INTO SOUTrf VIEMTM 4
Month of Accepted Total

Infiltration Cofirmed probable Total Poss ble Infiltratio .

jr" 1965 2,000 2,000 1,200 3,200

Feb 2,800 400 3,200 600 3,800
mar 500 4o0 900 400 1,300
Apr 2,400 - 2,4O0 700 3,100
May 30 300 00 400
Jun -200 200 300 500

Jl40040o1 1,100
Aug - - - 900 900
Sep 5,700 - 5,700 2,200 7,90
Oct 7,000 - 7,000 400
Nov 3,300 3,300 1,000 4,300
Dec 200 Wo600 800 40

Total 1965 24,300 1,700 26,000 9,3o0 35,3oo

Jan 1966 4,20( 2,000 6,200 3,000 9,200
Feb 6,800 2,300 9,100 2,100 11,200
Mar 11,800 1,300 13,100 3,600 16,700
Apr 100 500 600 600 1,200
May 1,800 400 PPn 3,600 5,800 •
Jun 12,300 700 13,000 2,200 15,200
Jul 4,000 700 4700 4,200 8,900
Aug 1,800 400 2,200 3,700 5,900
Sep 1,400 700 2,100 700 2,800
Oct 100 600 700 5,200 5$900
Nov 900 100 1,000 600 1,6cc
De~l 1 000 600 1.oo 2,500* *4l00

Total 1966 46,200 10,300 6,005 32,0OO 8,5O

Jan 1967 1,000 800 1,800 4,300 6,100
Frb 1,700 2,000 3,700 1,500 5,200
Mar 4,300 400 4,700 4,600 9,300
Apr 4,300 600 4,900 400 5,300
May 4,000 1,300 5,300 1,500 6,800
Jun 5,400 - 5,400 1,800 7,200
JUl 1,600 1,600 1,300 2,900
Aug 3,8 - 3,800 2,00 5,800
Sep 400 100 500 1,800 2,300
Oct 1,100 - 1,100 W 1,900
Fov -- 8U0 800

4 ~Dec - --

Tota 1967 2760 5,200 [32-,W 1 2, 5*0

S(UNCI: MACV

tS
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I i~.oAverage ofa 6 Mouth SstL~ste

012

44

200
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3.600

Avmerag or 6 moath ist~lati
32041800
1 00 Average % of 9 Mouth katimste
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CONFIDENTIAL TABE 2

1 o U A fter In filtr ait on

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 9 10 1. 1

re.ury:.50 i.750 7250 9350 9350 9350 9350 10778 1078 1077

Narch 00 600 54 9210 921.0 10=2 &!9il 16 60
Apr1l 130 210 210' 210 210 t173 7990. 500 5 0
Na 4450 4750 4450 4800 9495 9155 87551 6800 5300 5300
Jun* 224 70 U 960 114 11435 1285 128 - 400 124.00 124 I, :U1 7 

2 1 2 0 2 9 9 0 3 49 0 W6 6 740 ? 7 5 7 6 9 t b• • 7 • - -1 0 6 0 0 1 0 5 0 0 "

~J1W
August 350 2700 5650 5100 5130 5250 5300 5000 5100 5200 5200
Seut~emb 1.0 17000 0 700 2000 2000 23100 2000 2700 200
October 2000 3615 4615 415 5200 520 5300 53 5300 5300

2ov,,•r 28o 63o 6oo 7oo 1oo 1100 110 00 1200 1200 1200
Debw530 1100 1800 1300 2200 2500 35001o 40

jnaw"" 700 1600 1700 2000 200(0 2700 34.00 5oo 5soo 6100
Yebruary 500 300 900 21•0 3000 4200 5000 520 5200

I~~k10 0 5~ 7800 7700 8600 9300 320 __-
April 100 10 100. '.60 -N 40-
VI 500 1o400 4100 5800 620 6800 6800
J 4 q O "3600 4300 5900 7200
July 00 600 IW- 2900..
August 1.00 1800 3900 5200 5800
S,*t,.tr .130o0 100 2300

Wov~rebw 800 .0
December

jiz-1.Usqconfirmed, pro le and possible
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7 9 o0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23

15 2125 64145 6887 6887 6887 7700 7700 8000 8400 84c 9=0 9000 9000 9000 9200 9200
iO 93900778 LcnM8 WM77 11500 1500 13.10 11000 11000 11-2-00 1120 11200 112OU 11200 11200
I M 11 100 10 6oo 1670 16700 16700167'0 6700•16700 16700 16700

0 7L QL 50 5 b 60 00 1.200 1200 1200 1200 1200 1200
6i 8M55 6800 530053C0 5300 5300 5300 5300 5100 5400 5400 5800

i512ý R400 12400 124C0 12400 ~ 147 00 147 00 1 147oo 14700 15200

)0 5000 VW 5300 5200 5200 5200 5900 5900 5900 5900
)o 200 21! 270 ?00 7M 2700 2800 2800
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TOTAL I-/ I- c 3aTA. - QUA•M/

Xontha After Zmtl±1'atrt•

0 3. 2 3 4. 5 6 9 10 1

wat quarter 14,35 190565 19,115 20,71$ 20,T73 23,302 36,I34 A56 32,076 32,426 35,900

Scond quarter 7,160 11.960 16,300 .6,g0 24,918 24,311 22,51. 2,5U ?W0 18,200 18,300 18,300

IWJ4d qaater 1.2,720 14,21.0 14,4C6 16,SL4. 17,100 16,800 11,90 180 ,700 17,4W1.0 7,4600

Fourth Quarter 5,975 6,9W 7.700 7,700 8,600 8,900 9,900 *IPG 10,500 10, 5 11,200

Mgrt Quartter 2,900 8SAW 11,900 13,100 15,30 19,000 20*000 9,900 20,600

Secon Quarter t,W00 14A• a, 100 1.7,600 19,300

2biwd Qqrerter 5,800 8,3400 11,000

Fmirtb Quarter

M-WilAss con•i1=, probable asn4 possible.
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Vostba After Dnt1r.t~sma
- 9 2.~30 it. 12 . 1 4 1 I 1 20 1

a~L ~ P0~ ~32& 35o90O 35,900 3NOW Am0 AM40 36,91M 36,900 36,900 36#W Vo 3,2m 370=1

lA,100 8,3dg& 18,30M0 .8300 UAW20 21,90W t21,000 21,31M 81,300 n,=0

28,700 V1I,4i 2.7840 2.7bh.0 17,5w0 2.7,60 2.7,600

18,50 3.,0 1,0 2oO

~0 ,~20,67

dishdom 400 MO, di dM
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TABLE 14

ANALYSIS OF IVILTATIOtI DATA

C I•

0 1 2 3 5 6 7
""'. l 3 of 6 math estimate

w~b68 % of6mt stmt 2 C4 2L3 213 100 M.2 I4%wat % or 6 muth estimate 2 2 7 21 4 24 100 91 i

Average % of 9 wath estimate 21.3 30.5 512.2 60.8 68.9 77.5 814.4 88.7
fllghust 4% of 9 month estimate 38 68 LU 10M 17 1140 M 3 9 k8
Moist % or 9 math estimate 7 10 6 17 23 23 33 33

AeaeSo6 math estimate 514.6 70.8 77.5 89.2 91..5 00.0 209.0 t
liaheat % of 6 math estimate 76 63 87 M 10 20 1=

Lowest% of6 athestimte 15 46 63 72 81 100 M 10

Average % of 9 mouth satimato 49.9 6791 19.2 86.0 9.9 92.6 9 4
Kighest 4% of 9 math estimate 68 ?30 93 137 14 2214
L&Awet4%Of9 Wth estimate 114 43 58 65 65 73 8

4 S
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3 T 9 10 1. 12 u3 AJ m5 2 1? 18

.7 7.8 86.s 90.3 100.0 2d7 M20.3 3.327 130.7 135.2 127.8 13~4.9. 1,0.0 145.8 iMO.6 138.7 170.8
SS 93 13 3I 0 3 1 85 3,03 32 2 321* 3U M 7 W 94 4

22. A1 ma* 91, 96 71* 57 5 5858 58 58 56

.a 60.8 Sg 4 a$* W4. &.7 95.0 100.0 95.1 9T.2 96.3 103.1* 10.1 107.0 109.0 19.0 119.8
NO 21.7 W~i M3 3M 39 100 1M7 116h 16 119 13 I.n U33 W3 ili

..7 23: 23 ~ 6 0.55 55 67 67 67 7O 75 79 79

.8 77. ag 94 o..o 10.0 30-0.1 .112 110.5 116.2 122.1 U17.3 2.2.6. 117.7
8 m me 108301 47 138 11, 1.54 1,14 1514 153 155

63 72. a. U10N ax 81 at 9. g h

.1ig a6u .o 8p4 w9 8 99.5 100.0 98.7 103.0 3.083 1M.2 1.07.7 101.3
in I* W.7 IM810 101 U12 1M 116 I1
65 65 T3 ID 9510 93 93 93 92* 91*
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avergse than it is around the nine month average. Quarterly data are similar I
to the monthly data; the nine month estimate, however, is c•y' iT%, rather
than 33% hbighe than the six month. (This is not aurpriwing since the esi
month quarterly estimate, contains a six, seventh, and eight month monthly
estimate.)

From these average& we can make an estimate of the actual infiltration
for any month in the past, although the estimate becomes more tenuous t?e more
recent the month to be estimated. Prom the current estimate of infiltr%tion
for a month, we estimate the level for the ninth month after infiltration. We
add an additional 1% to cover infiltrated personnel picked up during the
next nine months. For erample, after three montha, on averagu, 60.8% of the
personnel that uill be reported at nine months have been identified. The
31 December 1967 (or third month) estimate for September 1967 in 2,3W (Table
3, column 3). If we multiply by 1.64 (1/ .608) we let 3,785 an the nine
month estimate of infiltration. Adding 15% we let 4350 as our estimate of
infiltration during September 1967. This I a ve uncertain process, and
our estimate could be off by more than 100%. 31-ver, it provides an order
of magnitude estimate of the total infiltration for that month.

In Table 5 we apply this process to the latest MACV estimates of infil- 4
tration for the last 9 months of 1967. As of 31 December 1967, MACV reported
that it has thus far counted 53,600 enem infiltrators into SYN for 1967.
We estimate that about 75,000 NVA infiltrated into SVW.

TAMZ 5

ESTZ14AT= NVA M'XLTRAT'I0? INTO BSW DUMflf 0 1-4P* *
lQtr Apr ? l Jun al Aug GeV Oct Nov De TOTAL

MACV 31 Dec 67
* ~imate.... 2O0)OO0A 5300 6800 7200 2900 5800 P300 1900 800

.a 95.0 88.7 84.4 77.5 68.9 60.8 52.2 30.5 21.3
Xxtra tion
Facto 1,000 1.053 1.127 1.131 1.290 1.251 1.645 1.915 3.279 14•.695 1.15/
Extrapolated
9 Month After
Infiltration
atbage 20,p9 3580 7635 8145 3740 8415 3785 3640 2625 63,565

Zitrapolated Ttao/t
Infiltration
Retimate 23,000 61420 8780 9365 14300 9675 14355 41485 3090 (73,-100
1 Fro Table 4.

l100+ (average % of 9 month eetimate).
Sun of 9 month after infiltration estimates for each mouth ef lQtr 67 - column 9 Table 2
An additional 15% are added during the follovin4 nine months.
riEtrapolation factor time the 31 Dec MACV estimate.

19
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'Analysis of MACV infiltration data indioates that aboust
Is months @tape* beforo MACV'. estimates pick up all of the
NVA infiltrator& into SVN for~ any given peri~od. We have
computed faotora to predict the final level of infiltration
feor any monrh frxom. the moet current estimiate for that mi'nth.
Applying these facztor& to the 31 October M4ACV infiltration
figures yields an estimate of id?7 000 infiltrators for
J7anuary -Sept*ember e8. The factors daveloped frow 1068-e?
infiltration data ;V roaain good for~ 1965 data.

Estimatmes developed from this methodology im 1bWUezrY 1968 Predicted
73,10 total infiltrators during the fVrAt 13. months Of 1,967. AS Of Stptimber
1968, XkCV lists 83,9W0 for the for the sem perio, 15% more than e uesftl-
Usted in February, when MACV ext1zat~d 53 s600. A comarisft Of the month-
to-amth increases between 1968 nrdod arlier years indicates that, MACV is
not finding infiltration groups after they, have entered. SW &Vy faster (or
slower) than it d±8 in the past.

_______________________________________________ Re e t I f l r t o

Table 1 lists the factors for projecting the flaal infiltration *gti-

mate for Lany Of the past 15 munths. multiplying each MAO.V monthly estiaIte

TABIO 1

Estimated NVA infiltration in-to OW - 1968

31 Oct 68/1968
Months Aftur Projection MACV projected. TotalS 0
infiltration Factor Estimate Total * huSp

O~Lct 0 7.513 NA NA
Sep, 1 14.541 4W 1,83I

Ag2 2.613 14,300 11, 236
JL3 2.008 14$200 8,14314
Jun4 1.717 11,200 199230
Ma 1.4l63 11,600 16,

Apr 6 1.353 18,100 214: r89
mar 7 1.283 19,900 25:532
reb 8 112,100 114,4814

Ja M2,0 214,966 1147,158

197De10 1.140 6,300 T,182
sayv 11 1.131 6,200 7,012 0
Oct 12 1.125 14,800 5,l400
Sep 13 1.05 6,300 6,665

1lt14 1.050 8,400 8,820
Jbl 15 1.016 7,14o0 7,518

7a TbeStatistical Summary, 12 November 19680

[ ~ ~ ~ e 3"e waawrii jIIT q t1 e.a~ry 1968, P. 13. 7
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by the appropriate factor ykelds the projected final estimate of iariltra-
tions for that montsi. By adding the 1.968 monthly estL, tes we arrivw at
an estimate of 147,15"3 infiltrators for the January through Septecmber 1968
compared to ,MACV's reported 103,700 by 31 October. (A current MAC' estimate
for October is not yet availble, so we can only estimate Jan-Sep.)

Details of the Analysis

MACV updates its estimater of NVA infiltration into South Vietnanm
monthly in two major. categories: accepted and possible. Total .Infiltration
e.imates (accepted plus possible) are used for this study. Replacements
pro'tided to an NVA unit outside of South Vietna ero not included in either
of these estimates.

Table 2 shown .ll the MACV monthly estimates of NVA infiltratica into
SVN since January 1966. The latest estimate for each month is the rightmost
number (e.g., 7803 men are nov estimated to have infiltrated in April 1967).
The monthly 'infiltration estimates a.re subject to continuing reevaluation as
MACV receives updated information and information cn previously undetected
personnel. MCAV considers data for the latest six months to be incomplete.
In August 31, 1967, for example, six months after the end of April (Column 6),
MACV estimate for that month was 4600, or 41% less than the current estimate.

To develop our eatimating factors we express the data for each month in
Table 2 as a percentage of the ninth month infiltration estimate. Averaging
each column of thede percentages for 1966 and 1967 alloys us to estimate how
many of the total infiltrators have been detected at any given time after they
have entered SMN. These factors are hbown In Table 3 and plotted in Graph 1.
Estimates of izf•iltration for any Siven month rise steadily for the next nine
months and rcmai.n cv average, within 14i of the ninth month estimate for the
next 17 months. On average, ýhe estimate at nine months is 18.6% higher than

at six months.

120 GPAPH 1

100

CX

:1 4 0

'4.0 20

0 2 4 6 8 16 12; A- 16 lA T20 2
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ANCALYSIS' OF r L~n.AT0lT DA2IL

Months After Number of west % w &bes Avg % of
WilAtratio Obaervations of 9 Ionth Est 9 Month Et 9 Month East

0 6 .37.7 15.2
1 21 1.7 68.2 25.1
,2 - 5 .8 I43 .6

S3 24 11.3 1 0.0 56.8
24 23.3 117.3 66.4
2 24 23.3 239.6 78.0

S6 24 33.0 31.6 84.37 24 33.0 228.8 80.9
,,284 60.9 2 8.3 95.2
9 24 100.0 2.0 oo0.o

010 23 55.5 ull.6 98.6
21 22 55.5 =-$.9 100.8
12 21 66.6 M1.9 1.01.3413 20 66.6 133.3 107.7""AL 19 66.6 133.3 W08.6
5 is8 77.9 133.3 U2.2

"" 17 75.0 133.3 312.4
17 1.6 79.4 133.3 .13.1
18 15 79.14 i39.6 123.2
19 14 85.3 M39.6 113.820 13 85.3 M19.6 113.0
21 12 85.3 .39.6 112.7
22 11 85.3 V42.8 U13.5
23.. 10 85.3 3M.8 113.5

S85.3 9Q.8 2.i11.3
2 85.3 W11.8 113.6

18126 785.3 114.14 113.7

* 7
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From these averages we can estimate the actual infiltration for any month

in tho oast air.. For example, the September 30, 1968 (or third month) estimate
for June 1-36 is 10,300 (Table 2, Column 3). After three months, on average,
56.8,, of the ptrsoanel that will be reported at nine months have been identified
(Table 3). This yields-a factor of 1.76 (1/.568) to obtain the nine month esti- K
mate of infiltration. MXultiplying the factor by 1.14 to cover the 14% addition-
&I personnel picked up after the ninth month yields a final factor of 2.006.
Multiplying the third month estimate of 10,300 by 2.006 yields a projected
final estimate of about 20,700 infiltrators during June 1968.

This is an uncertain process, arn our estimate could be off by more than
50% in any month; the more recent the month the more uncertain the estimate.
However, the factors provide an order of magnitude estimate of the total infil-
tration for that month; adding the estimates for several months produces an
overall estimate probably within 10 or 20 percent of the total that MACV will
eventuall..y pick up.

These factors, .while developed from 1966-67 data, are still correct through
the first half of 1968, except for January 1968, when MACV quickly picked up
both the 304th and 320th 'WA Divisions. This is demonstrated in Table 4, which
is computed from the data of 'ibles 2 and 3. First we estimate the 9th month
MACV infiltration figure for each month in 1968, using the September 30, 1968
infiltration estimates and the factors in Table 3. With these numbers as a
base, we compute the percentages of the 9th month estimate for each month of
1968. For example, estimated infiltration in Mprch, as of September 30, 1968,
(6 months after) is 19,000. Table 3 shows that for 1966-67 the 6 month estimates
average 84% of the ninth month estimates. Thus, we estimate the nine month
MACV figure for March to be about 22,500 (19,30w/.84). We then go back to
Table 2, divide each of the 6 estimates for March 1968 by 22,500 and compare the
resulting factors with those frcm the 1966-67 data shown in Table 3. The

TABLE 4

ADJusT 1_968 PERc!nAGEs

Months After Infiltration
(Thru September Only)

0 1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9

1968
Januery .843 .895 .878 .895 .895 .917 .903 .952
February .213 .380 .464 .615 .669 .737 .889
March .2%. .457 .630 .657 .710 .843
April .200 .334 .483 .683 .780
May .340 .533 .551 .664
June ."o± .276 .441 .568
ahly .168 .436
August .251
September

Avg from Feb .239 .429 .532 .652 .689

Factors from 66-67
data .152 .251 .436 .568 .664 .780 .83 .889 .952 1.0

CONFIDENTIAL 7
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I Febru•ry through July 1968 average "factcrs are essential•y the ame # the
1966-6r factors. More to the point, the mo•nth-to-math rate of increa.e in
the factors pWrallels that of 1966 and ý.67, ind.icating that mAcv is not
fining ene Infiltration groups any faster (or slower) than he d•d, In 1966
or 1967, ead that our 1966-67 factors are applicable In 1968.

L0
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- NVN XNFILTRATIOV INTO SOUTH VIETIJAM

SSum___-4, Most infiZtration into SYN occurs during the first half of
each aeau.:j t is no•ally loweest during the Zast quarter. Infiltration is
down ahrpZly this year ocmpared to 1968, and the 3rd quarter drop appear.
to be arper than ever before.

4 Aaalysis of infiltration data is complicated by the difficulty of obtain-
ing accurato information. Data on North Vietnamese arrivals in South Vietnam
are maintained by two sources. MACV publishes a monthly infiltration report
based on collateral information, such as captured documents and prisoners of
war and defector interrogations. However, MACV da A only approximate actual
infiltration because of the time lag in obtaining information on most infiltra- 9
tion gproups 43-9 months) and validation procedures which leave some groups
undetected.jJ Adjustment factors have been devl&nrd to compensate for the
ti lag, as shown in the appendix.

The second source of arrival data is the CINCPAC Intelligence Coordination
Group all-source estimate of infiltration into the RVN, developed in conjunc-
tion with DIA. These numbers are generally much higher than the MACV estimates,
and exist only from January 1968 through the present. They are probably more
realiastic than the MACV collateral numbers, but their accuracy has not been

Sverified.

Table I shows summary historical infiltration data from both MACV and
C1NCPAC. Several trends stand out:

O 1. Most infi•ltration occurs In the first six months of the year. In the
period 1966-68, infiltration in the first half of the year averaged 97% greater
than In the last half, according ti,• MACV reports. The CINCPAC data for 1968
show infiltration in the first half 73% greater than in the second half.

2. Infiltration in any given year is lowest in the 4th quarter. According
to MACV numbers, infiltration In the 4th quarter averaged only 43% of the

4 average infiltration rate in the other three quarters of 1966-68; the CINCPAC
number averages 32%.

3. The highest infiltration has always occurred in the first or second
quarter of each year. Again, both MACV and C1NCPkC data confirm this.

4 The pattern of infiltration is prubably best explained by the weather
cycle in North Vietnam and Iaos. During the rainy season (May through
September) travel is very difficult. Few infiltrators arrive In the last
quarter, because the trip takes 2-3 months and few enter the pipeline during

/ As an example, one of the primary sources of Information is POW interro- S
gatioas. However, only about I out of 11 POW's are formally interrogated
(not battlefield interrogation) after capture.
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Ithe summer (rainy) season. Since co~alitioas for travel are relatively good
fra October through March we find a surge of infiltration in the first half S
of each year. Within the weather cýcle the NVA can vay Infiltration to suit
their battlefield needs.

NS- -w7AIITn V

XC AdJusted -

7.6 10.1 5.2 12.5 7.7 6.1. 4.3
1967 8.4 9.0 7.7 8.4 9.6 8.5 6.9
1968 .123 18.5 6.2 19.9 1T71 9.5 12.9
1969 8.Ca/ 8.0 - 6.1 9.8 - -

C ZNCPAC
68 20.5 26.0 15.0 23.6 28.,4 22 7.8

1969 2.0h/ 14.3 - 10.3 18.2 3.lJc -

!/ Based on 6 months data.
/Based on 8 months data.
/ lyand August only.

Finall , the data reveal two interesting points in 1969. First infiltra-
tion is down sharply in 1969 compared with 1968, 4ccording to both sources.
The adjusted XIACV collateral estimate of 8,000 per month during first half
1969 is the lowest first half average recorded during the entire 1966-69
period, and the CINCPAC average of 14,300 is almost heal of the 26,000 recorded
in 1968. Second, the drop In infiltration in the 3rd quarter as reported by
CNOPA is sharper than any previous (1966-68) third quarter drop.

Ow reasons for the infiltration cutback are obscure. Many NVA persoun3.
asseciated with maintaining the pipeline returned to North Visetna during the
r.iiny season this year and the pipeline's capacity vas greatly reduced. Novw.
Ove*, there seesn to have been very little Input into tie system from North
Vietnam. This accompanied a relatively low level of enemy activity In SouthSVietnam and what appears to be a period of reorganization of VC/NVA forces.
Given the lover levels of combat, the NVA could havi manbaiAned their own
force structure with relatively low infiltration.

The key to the reasons for the infiltration cutback should appear in the
ceCmIA Months. Since the bombing stopped, the North Vietnamse transportation
systm hab Improved, and transit time to South Vieta= has been reduced
accordingly. The infiltration pipeline in Laos Is being reopened, d the
North VLetna•ese now have the capability to Introduce additional infiltrators
into the South rapidly. Such a move would be itenr depafture froa past
infiltration patterns and would signal no chana In Hanoi's hard line approaacO

"E to the var. On the other hand, we mould expect a continued low leve of 4th

- CONFIDENTIAL
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• •e* can compensate for the time I&& in lnfJatr&ticzn reporting by deriving average," inctosse factors to app~ly.•o earl.y reports. Such a system was presented In the November
Q ~1968 SU• Analysis Report.4-1 Table I shows reported ad• adjusted MACV infiltrstion

, ~figures for the last 13 Moatbs.

TAK 1e s Fb~e

"RepT i
Fnau(ooo) 11.6 10.1 1u.5 4.4 3.5 2.9 1.2 1.6 3.9 7.1 8.2 4.3 2.7

* Mjusntw~
Factors 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.15 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 2.0 2.6

AdjuteodFiguae(o0o) 12.8 11.1 12.7 4.8 3.9 3.3 1.4 2.. 5.5 10.7 13.9 8.6 7.*./
Source: WToibly Report of rm Zaifltration Into SVW - YACY. September 2 aW August 7,* 1969.
S_/ MWV intensified Its collateral collection eff•o-• during June and the

"aJusted figure must be viewed with cmatjon.

S p

* S

ySee Ift LitiltrtiOd Zatiaat.., SEA Anal~ysis Nenrt, November 1S681, P. 6.(CONFIDENTIAL ,
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VC/VA EXPEIENC

, "Despite incr'e.ingl high rates of losses, replacements, and additik s to

VC/NVA forces, the averege VC/NVA soldier's experience is increasing; by the
end of CY 1967 we estimate that he wvil have 2.5 - 3.5 Years of experience in
SW. Howevet, abdut 40% of the enemy will have less than 2 years of experience.

TABLE 1

VC/NVA LOSS RATES
1967

Total VC/VA Loamms 2W19 '55775 ,+760
End Year Strength

33.8% in 197. It also shows that, despite heavy losses, VC/IVA strength increased
every Year until 196 when it has leveled ofr. t h las rates and order of
battae growth imply high rates of addition and replw mate to VCJ'VA forces.

TABLE 2

V.C/IVA EaMx IO - EN OrYR CY 1967

Yrm. of •x•_rience 0-2 2-4 4, vnd over Total

Vc/nVA Personnel (o00)
By Ylethod, 1 159.6 95.14 314.2 289.2
By Method 2 113.5 111.7 614.0 289.2

,Percentage Distribution

BYHto,155.2 33.0 n1.8 1W0
By Method2 39.2 33.7 22.1 100

Ttbia 2 shows two calculated distributions of VC/N personnel by years of
experience. We derived the estimates as follows:

1. Assume that the 35,500 VC in-country at the end at 1960 becam active
daring that year. T1w, all bad 0-1 years of experience by the and of 1960.

S2. Calculate total eem strength 4 a-country during any given year by
a-ddig year end strength to enoer losses during the year aad ca1uaate the loss
rate for each year (as shown in Table 1).

3. Apply the loss rate to the 1960 year end distr.b in and to each sub-
sequent year using Method 1 and Method 2. Method 1 asu•es that all VC/NVA,

* , regardless of experience, have the same 3robability of beacing a loss during

CONFIDENTIAL 82.1V
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the year. Method v assumes that survivcl the first year significatly reduces
San enemy's ch-=e of be(,cmi.• a loss. Subsequent years of experience further p
reduce his chnce of becoming a loss, but to a lesser degree.- -

Using the foregoing rules, a table similar to Table 2 was produced for
each year from 1960 through 1967; only the 1967 table is shown. Assuming that
all VC/NVA have a equal chance of becoming a loss (Method 1), Table 2 indicates
that by the end of 196,1 more than half (55-2) will have less than 2 yearo of
S4 experience, about 12% will have 4 or more years of experience. Method 2 in-
dicates that aboat "40 would have less than 2 years experience with abqut
veterans of 4 or more years.

TABLE 3

AVG~. EXPERME (YLARaS) PER MMA/

1960 1961 196'S 19063 196~4 2065 -1966 1967

Method 1 .50 .93 1.35 1.70 '.53 1.64 1.94 2.13
Method 2 .:0 .96 1.46 1.95 1.75 1.90 2.34 .2.85

a/i The avrage, were calculated using the assumption that the VC/NVA with 0-1
4 years of experience have an average experience of .5 year.; with 1-2 year.

of erperience, on averape of 1.5 years, etc.

1Table 3 indicates that the average years of experience per VC/NVA soldier
has increased eteadily since 1964. The Method 2 average experience per man per
year in 1967 is 34% higher than the Method 1 results (2.85 versus 2.13).

4 The analysis shown so far is based solely on theoretical calculations. To 0
gain better perspective, we turned to IRAD corporation interviews of over 500
VCi/zVA defectors and risioner-of-war from January 1965, to December 1966. From
these, samples of VC/NWY operating in SWX at the end of 1964 (332 personnel) and
1965 (137 personnel) were drawn. Table 4 compares the two namples with Method 1
and Method 2 results for 1964 and 1965. The two samples show a more even dis-
tribution of personnel with two or more years of experience than either mithod.
They also indicate that even Method 2 understatea the growth of VC/NVA experience.
For 19614, Methods I and 2 show an average VC/NVA experience of 1.53 to 1.75 years;
the 1964 sample averages 2.11 yearn. For 96J.,Method 1 and 2 results are 1.64 to
1.90 versus 2.31 years of experience from the sample.

f0

W*The VC/NVA with 1-2 years of experience has 60% the probability of becoming a
loss that the Vt/IrVA with 0-1 years of experience has, 2-3 has 40%, .3-4 has 30%,
,4-5 has 25%, 5-6 has 22.5%, 6-7 has 21.25%, and the VC/NVA with over 7 year4 of
experience has 20.625% probability of becoming a loam that the VC/NVA with 0-1i
years of experience has.
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R]ESULT OF RAND SM"PL!S VS. -THiCS 1 & 2 0

Yrx. of Eperience 0-2 2- 14 &ad over

End ofCYlg1%4

Sample Peraoel Diatributiop 174 100 58

Percentage Distribution:
Sample 52.5 30.1 17.34
Method 1 69.5 22.8 7.7
MetbodL 2 63.1 2.4 114..

__,.______

Ramle Personnel Distribution 75 29 33

Percentage Dlstr'butc, 222.•:.Ba a 54.8 21.2 94.d

Method 1 73.6 26.3 10.1
Method,.2 68.3 15.5 16.2

S *

iS
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ETIV-7CWBAT E7CTIVENFSS

Cobat effe-tiveneos ratings of VC/iVA infantry battalions suggest that
the enemy tunits can easily and quickly recover from large losrnS. ThL number
of combat effective VC/mVA battalions has been increasing sinue February 1967.

Since November 1966, enemy Infantry and sapper battalions are rated on
their combat effectiveness by .M•AV. The rating cri teria employed is similar
to the US Unit Readiness Ratings. A battalion is placed in one of five cate-
gories: fully combat effective (C-l); combat effective (C-2); marginas..Uy
combat effective (C-3); not combat effective (C-4); and unknown. Evaluation
of four areas determines the overall ratingi personnel; equipment and supplies
on hand; trainiza and leadership; and morale, discipline and political reli-
ability. The detailed ratings and criteria for each area are given in Annex 1.
(The TOE strength differential for eney infantry battalions (Vc-UOO/Ba; NVA-
500/B) may bias the portoel ratings in favor of the NVA type Bn, beeause a
TOE NVA battalion appaiwently can be at 80 percent strength and still be C-1
(at an operating strength of 400), whereas a VC Bn must be at full strength to
be categorized C-1). The overall rating of the unit is the lowest knoin rating
assigned ftr a& of the four measurement areas. In cases where two or more
areas can not be rated, the overall rating will be "unknown". For example, if
a battalion is rated C-2 in personnel, C-4 in equipment and supplies, and un-
known in the remaining two arean, the overall rating of the battalion is un-

Table 1 sht-as that in November 624% of the enewy's infantry battalions were
rated, combat effective (C-1 or C-2), in Februay 51% and in May 59%. I and 1I
Corps both show a period of decreasing effectivoness followed by increasing 4
combat e~fectiveness in recent months. The trend of VC battalion effectiveness
in I Corps is particularly interesting. The number cf Bns rated as combat
effective rose from 6 of 15 in February to 14 of 15 in May. The rapid increase
may be due to more intensive support of these battalions by the NVA in the I
Corps vicinity.

Table 2 shows a small sample of data available to compare battalion combat
effectiveness rating changes with losses assessed against these unitt. Only for
the 38th VU Bn does the rating fal. in association with a sizeable number of
losses. Conversely, the rating of the 30th Bn increased after a period when
it may have had as many as 831 of its members killed. In a&l other cases, no
chA ges in the ratings were noted after substantial losses were inflicted.
This suggests that the ratings are unreliable, the loss data is inadequate, or
the enemy has a remarkable ability to replenish his losses. Thr lack of change
is probably due mostly to the enemy's ability to replenish his losses quickly.

844
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TAB=.Z 1

* COC mECTIV 'B"IMONS BY CORPS

Nov Doec Jani Fab Miu, Apr66 66 67 6 A 67
r cc•ggs

cmSt Effecti~vu: NVA 18 18 18 18 Is 20 20
Saui-Ccbat "ffetive: NVA 3 3 3 4 6 5 5
And Wkma El 14 6 7 3

a 3fmeatival IVA 28 28 17 16 16 13 16
wl 0 0 1 1 1. 3

lo.,CamAt ]f"• ie A 3 3 14 15 15 IS 18
A~.ndVknAon VC 10 10 3 9 9 9 7

C€E.tm: NVA 3 3 3 3 5 5
VC 15 15 18 15 18 114 13

IN-Combait ffectiye: NVA. 12 12 9 9 .7 7 7
Amd Vakn VC 18 18 15 18 14 19 20

' C E•fE•ective I• E 18 18 17 111 6 6 16 16
Nmoqmbat Wffactlvu:
4 'n<a, n VC 3 3 .4 '7 .6 5 ,j S *

TOTAL SWE
Mtta ctive: Im h 38 37 40 38

14 4365143 113
INw-Qmbat Effective: NVA 18 18 26 28 k8 *iO 27
AndUnkzawa VC 35 35 -~ 43 36 36 33

* VIta OYa•,. 146 146 143 )4 U1T 147 147 e

O
U
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MT.LE 2

SEUTM ENEMD LOSSES af s

Enemy Combat Effectiver'ess
Hahttlion Dat...e Losse._s .Rating Chanxe

i 38 VC W 7-10 Jaz 77 EAk C- to C-3
26 J"-7 Apr 383 Jan/Feb C-2 to C-3; lob/mar

C-3 to C-2 Xlar/i4Ir no change

7.APr-22 Apr •1 81'A Apr/NaY no change

M IO BV y 26 Yeb-7 Mar 77 KZA -no Change

85 Lz an 8 Mar-18 Apr 831 KhAe! effecitiveneas uAnlu

30 MP W1 8 Ixw-l8 Apr 831. M Mar/Ap4r no change
Apr/May C-3 to C-2

269 VC ) E 8 Zar-cozt 57 ZIA no nha- e

303 VC W 114-16 Feb 331. Ye lb/Nix no change

30P'J'VC i4A 16?b 33 0! mocacnge

TAr DO LY W ,12- 14 Apr 230hA no cange

a/ So•urces: MACV Monthly Evaluation Report, January-April 1967; Combat *
Effectiveness Ratings of Znemy Infantry and Sapper Battaliona in SW.
Losses allocated to both 38 VC M and 4 VC W. Most of the losses
occurred in Jamuar and shot.14 be accessed against the 38 VC Bff.

a/ Losses &.loated to NQ 206 VC Regt, 303 VC M aMd 209 (309) VC B1.
S'0 VCO BN assumed to be 309 V 3.

: Losses allocated to both 85 .and 30 Bas.

S
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CMOAT EKFECII-V!-.33 ?.-.=; CRAITYRIA ()

C-1: Not Less than an operating strength • f 400 persasnal are available
far duty.

C-2: r;ot leass thn an operating stre-gth of 300 paesonal are available
for duty.

C-3: Not lose than an operating strenjth of 200 perasnnel are available
for dut.

C-4: Less tham criteria establishad for C-3.

lq1Iý AND'SJPPLUS af IWI

C-1: No deficienciea exist in eaJly±•et ad supplies (food and am--t'n)
on band or within ready access -&lach wiuld reastrict the ac tamplisbont
at "asiped combat missions.

C-2: No Important deficiencie ex at in equipment and supplies on hand or
within ready access which would restrict the acc liahoant of assigned
combat aissians.

C-3: There wre 1apotant Lut not vital deficiencies in equipanent and supplies
on hand or within ready access. T"bose deficlenci%.. would substanaially
rtwtrict the accomlps hmnt of assined combat missions.

C-4•: Less than criteria far C-3.

TOLN!N AMW LEADIMWMP

C-1: Not less than 85 percent of pecso=*el available tar duty have bad at 1
least two months basic training or combat exnerience and their are no
deficiencies in leadership.

C-2: Not less than 73 percent of personnel available for duty have 1,d at
least two -ths basic traiaing or combat experience and there are no
Important deficiencies in leadership.

C-3: lot less than 50 percent of personnel available for duty have had at
least two mouths basic training =r -.- bat experience. There arn. i-
portant but not vital deficiencies in leadership. Theae deficiencies
would sub•tnially rebtrict the ac:cplis•maet of as5.gned ccbat
missions.

C-4: Less than criteria for 0-3. 3
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Mo'RAm, DySCIPLZE Ar D PO.-TICAL RELIABILITY

C-1: Ni deficiencles exist which vould restrict the accomplishment of
assigned cobat missions.

C-2: No Ipm.rtant deficiencies exist which vt.'ald restrict the acc~p]ish-
meat of u•&signed cbast sissioms.

C-3: Importact but noý. vital deficiencies exist. Theme dr'Iciencies sub-

stant•ally restrict the scoWlsbment of assigned combat missions.

C-4: Less than criteria far C-3.

4 So ce: C€bat Effectiveasa Ratiz~s of En Iafantry and Saner Battalics I

in BYZI, 12 Novimber 1966.
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MANPMER AVAILABILITY .TN NORTH 7-C:A.:

One argument frequently encvztered during discussions of the bmbing
of North Vietnam is that the U.S. air campaign has diverted manpower to
reconstruction and air defense and thereby restricted the build-up of NVA
troops in South Vietnam. Cessation of the bombing, it is stated, would enable
the North Vietnamese to use the 300,000 - 600,000'men, currently engaged
in u•econonic construction and repair, to expand their Armed Forces and
possibly infiltrate them into South Vietnam. This argument rests upon
three assumptions:

1. There is no excess capacity in the present labor force structure.

The ecnocy of an underde-reloped agricultural nation, homever,
uruaI.y contains large amounts of "disguised unemployment," labor which can S
be diverted to other tanks without decreasing overall productivity. 72% of
the civilian labor force in NVN is employed in subsistence agriculture.

2. Manpower diverted to construction and repair is unavailable for
other activities.

However, North Vietnam has aeatod "shock brigades" to repair the
bomb damge. These brigades are ccpaost4 largely of persons who work in
the vicinity during the day and when needed spend extra houra at night on
caastructiod and repair.

K 3. Manpower racruiteC for military service is accorded a low priority
in relation to the alternative manpower uses. *

But in a nation as highly mobilized as NVN, it is ual kely that
men needed on the battlefield will be assigned to marginal industrial duties
or subsistence agriculture.

The follo•ing co•parisons may provide a better appreciation of the strain
the war places on NWU manpower resources.

1. The number of NVA troops currently in South Vietnam (52,200) is only
1.2% of the M male civilian labor force, 2% of the male agricultural faree.

*" The U.S. fcaces in SEA comprise about 1% of. our male civilian labor force.

2. Nortlh Vietnam has a larger mercentage of the males aged 15-6 in the
armed services (9.7%) than the United States (5.7%).

3. The 52,200 North Vietnamese troops in SVX represent 10.9% of the
NVX army. The 46 5 ,OO0 U.S. forces in Aug 67 accounted for 13.8% of cur
total a :tive duty military personnel.

The table below xhown amary demographic data for North Vietnam.

( 3
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Total Population - NVIT (000) Mae Female Total

Persons under 15 a/3781 3 747
Persons 15-64 911, 5327 20Periona Over 64 4 -327 58q*Total 

4

Armed •'•r'e, Personnel (oo0) 473

Ciuilian Labor Fores - "NV (0 0 0 )?/ MA1e Female oaS
PzodQCt(Ma and Distribution

Agricuature 8 •41 7000
W~uAtry ~491 81T 0Consitruction 5C: 100 250

Tranaport & Comemicutioa 27149 9Other 6 2 366
Serv.¢g,

Ao7 19 76 OmConsumr Services 173 238 •411
Cultre, Education &

S•ience 76 115 191
Total Civilian Labor Fares 62 r ~

S/ Ap•. • +rx-me1 N.-t a male, reach the age of 15each year. SEA PRO estimated anmMAI EVA total losses are 80,000at Jan-Jun 1967 rates.
IftLotai CiiL=a Labor Force n (popagation 15-64.) -(re ocsS(auaents). 9,630,000 - 16,24.O7, 000 -TsOo. -.115,000

srcee: U.S. Bureu Of the Census (for Popmation)caA O/GAl (For cvilian labor fares)
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SVN Manpower Mobilization 0

In furtherance of our policy of ;:rov'-ling a wider audience for inter-
esting SEA analysis work, we are rresent~ig some of the principal con-
elusions of a preliminary study on SV.' manrozer =obilization which was 0T
prepared by the Manpower Information Staff of the U.S. Mission in Saigon.
The study attempts to answer important questions concerning actions which
may be required in the next two years to meet GVM. military and para-
military requirements; assesses the overall impact these actions are
likely to have on both the military establishmant and civilian econouW;
and considers some actions that could b2 taken to offset any harmful
impacts on the civilian sector.

In sixarized form, acme of the conclusions are:

1. Under present polinios it is easticated that RU military organi-
zations will meet less than 90% of their total manpower requirements in
Pr 68 and only 69% in PY 69. The major problem of meeting requirements is
In the 3?/PF. (See Table 1)

2. Lowering the draft age will not resolve the menpower problems
of the RF/PP unless present policy is changed to allow conscripts to be
"assigned to these organizations. 0

3. EZxteai torus of duty indefinitely might enable RVYXF to meet
manpower requirements during the next two years without lowering the
draft age, but only if tours of duty of ?2/PF, as well as the Regular
forces, are extended.

4. Lowering the draft age to 19 .tithout exteni tours of duty ' O
will not enable RVIAP to meet requirements beyond F7 68.

5. It is unlikely that total reiiirecants for the t• o year period
can be mat by lowering the draft age to 18 withor extending tour of
duty.

6. Lowering the draft age to 19 end extending tours of duty for only
one year in the Regular forces only will not meet requirements beyond 1968.
If tours of duty-in all three forces are extended, this alternative would
probably enable RVKAP to meat reqairenants.

7. If present policies continue, there will be a decline in the ratio
of NCO. in the Regular forces; the ratio of officers will increase scmiw'at.

8. Complete elimination of the systen of deferment of students would
have an adverse effect not only on RVs's long range development but also
on the ability to win the war.

9. The only obvious action to i--,rove utilization of the Chinese
in EYXA! in the short ran is to establish separate mineBe units.
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10. Under present policies it can be assumed that all para-military S

-. - organizations w;ill recruit sufficient manpower to meet their requirements.
If the draft age is lowerad and RVNAF tours of duty are extended, it is
unlikely that either the National Police or the RD will be able to recruit
the required manpo-.•er.

U. The present praccices with respect to members of para-military
organizations appear adequate to protect these organizations from losing "
members to RVLLAF.

12. Lowering tho draft age is not likely to seriously in t.rfere with
essential activities 'jut may have an adverse effect on agriculture. Only
four cu-t of every five conscripted from ti 1.8 and 19 age 6roupa wou.d
actually be withdrawn from the workforce and few would be iki .Ie4 voykers.

13. Extending tours of duty would adversely affect t., civilian
sector. A significant number of professional, teohnical and skilled
workers would be vithheld from the workforce.

14. Refugees and Hai Chach constitute a large pool of skilled and
semi-skilled workers which is at present utilized to only a limited extent.

A major roadblock to proper utilization is the Military Security Service S
(Nms) security clearance procedure. Evidence indicates clearances mist,
in effect, be purchased in most cases and refugees and Hoi Chanh cannot
afford the price. Other impediments to proper utilization of refugees
are the fact that refugees are often not located near labor shortage areas
and the mistaken notion of many U.S. and GVN Officials that few have any
potential as workers. The problem of utilizing Hai Chanh is much greater
than that of refugees. Many GVN agencies refuse to employ them; U.S.,S 0
government civilian agencies are unable to employ them due to security
regulations and U.S. Forces and their contractors cannot employ them
(except in a military capacity) becuase current regulations require all
workers to have =W clearance.

15. It is possible for the GVN to restrict non-essential activities
through the use of licensing or similae authority already possessed by
the government. Utilization of manpower by non-essential industzies could
be reduced by refusing or restricting import licences for raw materials
used by these industries; non-essential construction could be stopped by
refusing to issue building permits; the number of cyclo drivers could be
reduced by restrictiaS the number of licenses granted.

16. The U.S. government can take unilateral action to restrict some 4
non-essantial activities In SVN without infringing on Vietnamese sovereignty

* by:
a. Placing restrictions on U.S. citizens which reduce demand for

Slocal goods and services or reduce the profitability of non-essential
activities.

b. Refusing to furnish U.S. foreign exchasn for Lmportation of
rw materials for industries we deem non-essential.

c. Developing or accelerating programs which naturally lead to
rapid improvement in manuover utilization.
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- . RF PP Total

Entimated Requirements 158 6,CCO 74,900 Z2,8o0 213,700
.;-49 ;7,900 93,000 7,8500 238,700

Estimated Accessions 1S68 3,1C0 45,500 45,500 189,100
Under Present Policies b/ 1ý 53,1CO 35,300 35,300 153,700

Shortfall. 1968 (12,1CO) 29,400 7,300 214,6,0

1?59 li:,8CO 57,700 12,500 85,000

S/ Requirements consist of th ad!-:t -ecessary to reach MLCV reccmended
lawila plus replacements for ,"..rit' lon due to disch.arges, casualties
aM desertions. lHoweer, the =kC7 retnoua1ded inrease for FY69,
fromn 685,739 to 763,953, has n• yet been submitted to SOCD1.

W_ !ethods currently used to =eet =zs.npcv- re*Ui.esnts of militear
organizations are: Pegular forces - Volunteer supplemented by
conscripts; PJP/P - Volunteers czly.

TA.11Z 2
AMITION&L NO 0f• :-•f"A . AIMMMM IIoLV7

LZOMMIZ THE DRAFT AGE A-2/CR -IDI zm aw 0W DUTY 0o THE
RSGUMR PORCES, R.I0f-OL -ORCZS, AN PMWMAII J•O•RS

.Muber of Men Added if:
Iml-.s-ent;ed in M8 Ilemented

SPoliey Alternatives FY68 nY69 TotLI 68/69 in FY6%9
Extnl tour 1 yearS
no c•ange in draft 51,0CO 24,coo 76,000 76,0o0

Extended tour indefinitely
so change in draft. 1 ,00 76,0•C 127,000 76,000

lower draft to 19
continua to discharge 35,oCo 5,000 143,000 43,000

lower draft to 19
extend draft for 1 yr. 87,OC0 32,000 119,000 119,000

lower draft to 19
extend indefinitely 87,00 B4,000 170,000 1191000

lower draft to 18
co-tinue to discharge 84,0C0 ,3, 0 92,000 92,000

lower draft to 18
extend fS' 1 year 135,0CC 32,CC0 167,000 167,000

lower draft to 18
"tend indefinitely WACO e,CC0 218,000 167,000

Note.: D. e to rounding, detail ••es r.: -ecesarIl equal totals.
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,Man:r reserves in ".ort'. Viet= ý-.pear sufficient to neet current

requirements and :ould su.p-ol-t : higher level of mobilization vrithout signi-
ficant shortages. :.Mobii:ation h:s undoubtedly caused sorle strain in the
labor force. H-:ever, as sho..• belo:-r, these increased requirements he-ve been

more thaun off-set by nor=e2. pop.ltation groath, foreign labor, and the use of
unem_!c;ed. and underemployed North Vietnamese.

1I•ES I iN T M WA-RELMAT maPW! - 1965-67
(7Persons 15-64 in thousands)

j o.er Gained Fro anuower Diverted to

Popula-ion growth 720 Increase military forces 275
Forei.gn labor 40 Bb damage repair 200
SOther 81 Transportation i4

Total Other 126
Total _7W7_

The table on the following page shows estimates of the North Vietnamese

population and civilian labor force in 1968.

Population - There are approximately 18.7 million people in NVN.

SMiit= Reserves - A total of 475,000 males are currently in the armed
forces, 39 of the men between 17 and 35 who are fit for military service.
Of the 200,000 North Vietnamese that reach the draft age each year, about
120,000 vould be suitable for military duty.

Labor Force - There are 9.8 million North Vietnamese in the civilian
labor force. ApProximatelY 72% of the force is employed in subsistence
agriculture. This sector of the economy contains large amonts of "dis-
guired unemployment," labor which could be diverted to war-rblated tasks
without decreasirg overall productivity. Additional North Vietnamese labor
could be made available by increasing imports of domestically produced items.

Construction and Repair - Apprcximately 500,000 North Vietnamese and
140,000 Chinese laborers are used to off-set the effects of US airstrikes.
However, CIA estimates that less than 200,000 are occupied full time.
Construction teams are composed largely of persons who work in tie vicinity
during the day and spend extra time at night on repair activities.

The following camparisons indicate the relative strain on North Viet-
namese manpow-er reserves.

1. If NTorth Vietnam mobilized the same percentage of its population
as South Vietnam, the I',VN full-time military force would more than double
its present size.

2. Both North Vietnam and the United States have about 15% of their
active duty military personnel in South Vietnam-
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3. t1orth Vietnam's &=t!± fc,:e! _ 3e•eent approximately 3% of the
population. During World '.. a -_ -e ler-an trmed forces accountel for
13% of the population, arAd .. s: .": never considered fulJly mobilized.

POPJ•, =Il.". C=' ":= .: VI mm.•A.4 (000s) •

W.ae Female Total

Persons under 15 3865 3770 7635
Persons 15-6& 5035 5430 1O465
Persons over 64 252 353 605

Total 9152 9553 6

CIVIIAZ LA3OR!-Ca Ln VIAM"

Hole Female Total

Persons Age 15644

Armed Forces 475 - 475
Students 90 30 120!

Production and Distrbiuic=
Agriculture 280 42oo 7000

* " Industry 500 325 825
Construction 150 100 250
Transport & Commicatton 300 150 450
Other 200 160 360

Services
Consumer Services 175 21.0 415
Education, Science & :%atire 75 3.15 190
O other 270 110 380STotal Civilian L&Ihor ~'.:=.e 5-B 3W i35

Source: U.S. Bureau of :enz.s (lor population).
CIA OR/G/I (for ci•1'-_i- labor force).

Sa/ The specific allocation be.e'en male and female is not known.

I.
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* A COPAsRIC.: ,ALLI? A' VC/NVA• •" " O FF:S!,• .iG •:'V-E IN' S\*'1*T'" VIET,=A!

N.ost current "ietna= plmnning assumes (a) that U.S./Free World Forces
grcund forces are clearly superior to VC/NVA forces, and (b) that the margin
of superiority is great enough so that we can win a war .of attrition and
shift some cf the military burden now borne by the U.S. to the RVaF. This
paper .:uestions these assumptions. More work needs to be done on this sub-
Ject =nd co.-menzs and critiques of our readers would be appreciated.

The main conclusions of this analysis are:

1. Despite a 5.6 to 1 advantage in total military manpower in December
1967, the friendly forces were roughly at parity with enemy forces in rifle-
carrying infantrýyen on offensive operations. In total manpower in battal-
ions on offensive operations, the US/GVN/FWF forces had a slight 1.3 to 1.0
manpower advantage zver the enemy. Because the U.S. contributed most of the
friendly offensive battalion and platoon manpower, a decrease in its forces
would enable the inezy to gain an advantage in offensive manpower. Without
any U.S. forces, the GVN/M4P combat forces on offensive ,operations might
have been outnumbered by 2 to 1 by VC/NVA forces in battalion manpower.

2. If you exclude the AMIN, the VC/NVA were at parity with the U.S./FWF
in terms of main force manpower engaged in offensive operations, and they
had a superiority of 1.4 to 1.0 in offensive manpower in rifle platoons. With
this combat manp=.Yer advantage, the enemy's ability to use the terrain and
the population to gain the tactical initiative may go a long way toward off-
setting U.S./FW? advantages in firepower, mobility, combat support, and over-
all manpower. Thus, in December 1967, the U.S./FWF forces probably held an
offe.1sive edge over the main force enemy but it was not a large or decisive
one.

3. Since the Tet offensive, additional troop deployments and the reallo-
cation of deployed forces have probably increased the Allies' relative offen-
sive strength. HEowever, projected increases in ARVN combat strength will not
significantly add to this advantage. Possible increases in enemy main force
strength, continued enemy guerrilla and sniper pressure on the populated areas,
or the replacing of Tet drawdowns in pacification and reserves could further
erode this slight offensive edge.

Situation in December 1967

Allied military superiority was evidenced by our greater total military
manpower and total combat battalions. The following table shows that the
Allied forces (1.3 million men) had at least 5.6 times as many men in military
forces as the enemy Is estimated to have had men (230,400) in December 1967.

"96
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TOTAL AML=D .- D ;7.C :..'TiTY MAXPa'
Decemer _ In Thouzsnds '

U. S. /GVN VC/NVA

RVNAF 643. D.VA 59.2
CIDG/Nl 111.7 VC 60.2
U. S. 486.6 Guerrillas 73.4
3d ,•ation 59.4 Admin Svc 37.6

Total 1,300.8 230.4

Source: U.S./GVN - OSD SEP Stazistical Summary, Table 2, 18 June 1968
VC/NVA - OSD SEA, Statistical S,=ary, Table 105, 19 June 1968

Of this total manpower, the cutti-g edge of fighting forces are the men
in allied and ena, maneuver battal.i±s. As zbown below, the Allied forces
had a 2.0 to 1.0 manpower superiority over the enemy in maneuver battalions.

AM=L AM~ VC/NVA M7.0W.E E ~l FORCE WM liUVZR IZ
December 1967 - In Thousands

Allied _n_/

CBNS 14en' BNS Men

GVN 1514 84.7 NVA 78 45.5
U.S. 98 94.5 VC 82 55.1
3rd Nation A6 26.0

Total 278 201.2 160 100.6

1/ Included are airborne infantry, ai.!cbile, infantry, mechanized infantry,
and non-organic armored cavalry units. Combat support and combat service
support units are not included.

/Strengths are estimated at 550 men / GVN Ba.; 1200/USIC Bn.; 900/uSA Bn.;
1000/3rd Nation Bn.

Source: USIGVN - OSD SEA Statistical Summary, Table 2, 18 June 1968
VIC/NVA - MACV OB Summary, 31 December 1967.
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Ito.;ever, the U.S. an'.• -% have largc and continuin- needs for combat

forces in activities that the enemy does not, e.g., military base and LOC
security and .he pacification program. Based on an analysis of force dis-
position3 by function we estimate that in December 1-967, these activities
absorbel 17 of the 98 U.S. combat battalions and 10> of the 18- KRVN/F.TF
battalicns. As a result, only 156 battalions, or only about 5651 of our
total c~zbat force, were available to engage the VC/NVA in offensive
operations. On the other hand, the enemy main forces were largely free
to e:n!.ge U.S./luF forces as they have not committed large forces to defense
of t"•eLr base areas or LOs and hold no cities. The enemy can use guerrillas
and cther organized forces to threaten populated areas and keep Allied forces
tied d:-A.n in their protection. As a result, Allied forces committed to offen-
sive operations held only about a 1.3 io 1.0 edge over VC/NVA forces in
ba,;talion manpower and were at parity in rifle platoon manpower.

.ALLE .nD VC/IWA YAIN FORCE MA,, ,'ER IN OFF.2:SIVE OPERATIONS
December 1967 - Thousands of yien

U.S. wIGl VC/NVA
Men In M:en In Men In Men In

Bns Bns Platoons Bns Bns Platoons

GVN 53 29.2 16.1 NVA 78 45.5 27.2
U.S. 81 76.2 34.3 VC 82 55.1 35.8
3rd Nation 22 22.0

'Total 156 127.14 60.3 160 100.6 63.0

Source: U.S./nF/Enemy platoon manpower; 45% of a U.S./FWF bn. is comprised
of rifle platoons; likewise, 65% for the VC; 60% for the NVA; and
55% for ARvM.
U.S./GVN Force Dispositions-- "NWC Operational Sumary", JCS Jan 1-16
1968.

Moreover, this narrow superiority is entirely dependent upon the effective
use of the RVW for offensive missions. If the 53 ARVN battalions are not
counted, theU.S. NFT force about equals the VC/NVA main forces in total offensive
manpower in battalions and falls well short in terms of strength in rifle
platoons.

ALLIED AND VC/NVA OFFENSIVE FORCES:
TOTAL EATTALION AND INFATRY PLATOON STRENGTHS

December 1967
Allied Enemy

Men In Men In Men In Matn In
Bns Bns Platoons Bns Ens Platoons

U. S. -1 76.2 -3._ N VA 451.5 27.2
NY7 22 22.0 9.9 VC 82 55.1 35.8

Total 103 7 - 63.0

Source: U.S./W/Enemy platoon manpower; 45% of a U.S./FWF bn. is comprised
of rifle Platoons; likewise, 65% for the VC; 60 for the NVA and
559% for ARVII.
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With virtual overall .s .------y ..... ---. cr.bat talion manpower and

- I superiority in corbat ;letoon :-.:.:-r "e.. din ARV.), the VC/lVA car.
achieve initial manpower 2ni:'- n.e'!,y individual engagements, though
allied reaction forces may oa:e- dvantage. With this manpower advantage,
the enemy's ability to use thi -r- d population to gain the tactical
initiative may go a long way to'v'-sr: :_-'.-etting the U.S./FWF advantages in mo-
bility, firepower, and combat '-... Thus. in December 1967, the Allied
forces probably held an offensive ere over the main force enemy but it was
probably not a large or decisive cnr.

Situation since Tat

Following the Tat offensive, the -J.3. iwas able to both add 12 battalions
to its force levels, reallocate 4 "s=:alions to offensive activities from its
reserves and pecil'iation programz (zee table below) and increase the combat
strength through the addition of a -.h rif!e compao to its standard battalion
(ARCOV Program). Likewise, AP..V,, -w-t'_ut increasing its force size, has been
able to shift 21 battalions to o;ffenz!ive operations.

FORCE DISPOSiT0:'.: 1/ BY FUNCTION
(Maneuver Battalions)

Combat Reserves/
Operations Seer.arity Pacification Training Total

U.S.
Jan 1-16 81 13 2 2 98
May 1-16 97 13 0 0 llO

Jan 1-16 75 39 47 19 180
May 1-16 96 38 37.5 7.5 179

NMCC Operational Summary, JCS

These actions have given the Allies a Stronger offensive force though many
of these offensive battalions are staticned in defensive positions around
South Vietnam's cities. However, incl-:4ing these forces, the Allied battalion
manpower advant3ge was increased, l.3 to 1.0 during December and about
1.6 to 1.0 by May 1968. In platocn =sanower, the Allied forces had gained a
1.3 advantage over the enemy--about e.t-_i to the 1.4 advantage the enemy had
prior to Tat.
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0F.1- ::SIVE MAL. FORCES

(',fay, 1967)
U.S..;:. VC/NA'

" 14.en In t.;en In Men In MCA in

3r.s rnz . PlstoonM Bn. _ Bn_ Plztcon-

GVI 74 4C,," 22 4.oo VA 99 55,658 35,200G- 'g- c 82 46,118

U.S. 97 9 CC.c./ 52,hC(/vc 82 46,ll8 3o,CC0
* 3d Nat'-.cn 22 22, .C: 9,90 ____

Tot3. 193 159,7CC 814,70C 181 104,771 65,200

1-/11o .--eekout of 'USA and UT.5.C bns. on offensive operations was available.
Estimate of ICC, nmn/USA or US,*C bri. was used in place of weighted average.

-/With -he addition of a 4th rifle company (ARCOV program) the USA/U3MC
battalion is estimated to have 54% of its manpower in rifle platoons.

Source: NMCC Operations Su-mary May 1-16, 1968
OB Sucnazy MACV-J2 March 31, 1968

At present force levels, future increases in U.S./GVN offensive strength
will be difficult to achieve. ?irst, the U.S./GVN commitment of battalions
to base, LOC, and city security will probably increase in the face of a more

" & aggressive enemy. Second, even if the needs for combat troops in security,
pacification, or reserves do not increase, the preirently planned increases in
force levels during FY 69 -ay have to replace the Tet Qrawdowns of forces in
these activities. In total, the projected increases in Allied battalion
strength from June 1968 through June 1969 indicate a total increase of 9
maneuver battalions. As shown below, this increase cannot compensate for the
diversion of forces during Tet. To fully offset the Tet drawdowns, 17 new
battalions, in addition '.o the planned 9 battalion increase, would be needed.
Consequently, there will almost certainly not be a net increase in the Allied
offensive forces.

FY 69 Force
Increases Tet Drawdownsi1

(Bns) (nS)
U.S.

U.S. I Pacification 2
Training or

ARVN/F'W +8 Reserves 2
ARVN/FWF

Security 1
Pacification 9.5
Training or

Tot al - Reserves 11.5

!/Tet drawdowns are derived by subtracting the May 1968 forces in each
function frzm their January levels - see table on "Force D1',position
by Function".

Source: U.S./:WF SEA DeployTent Program (#6) 4 April 1968
ARVI! - Staff Esti.-ate OASD(SA) 10 June 1968 0
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Concluding -Co.•entS

SThs analysis points up cl.r -:at ".e do not now have aR
simple manpower advantage %hih : "• -.=atle uz to achieve a
de'cisiva military advantage. A..-: =:re U. S. troops is not thee
answer. The enemy, in the past, ".a. m-_ d our force buildups
and could probably continue to do sc. A. the table below points
out, the ratio of friendly to =-_=euver battslions haz remained
relatively constant since mid-!965.

ALLIED VS VC/NVA !.AZ--r--. B _ALION3
(End of t.bnth)

1965 ,196 1967 1968 Net
a Jun Dec Jun- Dec Jun Dec May Change

Allied Bas
SU. S.

ArM 2 22 33 59 62 79 86 84
UHMC 7 1 18.6 20 23 23 24 17

Subtotal !N3 T1 . 7 "•5 102 112 103

3d Nation 1 10 14 23 23 26 26 25
ARVN 134 13_•9 160 :67 164 164 165

Total 4 .1 5 a

VC/NVA Bas
NVA 1 33 64 64 71i 86 103 89vc 8683 8I 5

Total 100 129 154 1

R~atio: /5 ,/
Allied to
VC/NVA 1.4 1.4 1.5 1.8 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.7

o ; Source: Table 110, Program 5, through Change 13, dated
15 February 1968.

_/ Source: Confirmed infantry and other maneuver battalions from
Table 105 of OSD(C) SEA Statistical Sumir.

1Moreover, the addition of lO0,OCO U. S. military personnel
would only give us about 20,000 more =en in maneuver battalions and
10,000 more men in platoons. One answer may be to get a larger
share of the ARVN into offensive eoers.t-ons. This could be done by
expLnding and improving the FP/PF azn _iving them a larger role in
FM support. This could free up to 50 kV1M battalions for offensive
operations.

CONFIDENTIAL
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T-v. ne-e4 to ýet mnrn .. ,n into combat units io recinized by
MACV. The r-ý.ccnt action :" the Army to add a 4th company to each
infantry type batta) ion ",.s an important 3tep in this dire.:tion. r6
Anoth.:r related action t-ris -he addition of a 4th battalion to
some of the brigades ia Vietnam. It should be possible to do more
in t.h's regard. 'We must constantly keep watch over the size of
the logistic tail. It has a lywerfal tendency to grow almost
Indereadent of the basic mis3ion oriented units and its contri-
butiatn to their effectiveness.

I

* .
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Analysis of available population data from South Vietnam indicates that
both the GVN and VC have dug deeply into their manpower pools. However, it
also Indicates that (1) the G•i have the manpowtr needed to expand the RVYAF
to 801,000 and sustain that level, and (2) the VC can continue to maintain
current force levels at least through 1968 in the face of losses at current
rates. The estimates assume a 17,GCO,OCO SVW poUlation and 60% of the draft
eligible males physically qualified for military service. The estimate
further assumes that 60% of the population is under GVN control', and that 30%
is under VC control. Given these asnuntions, the RVF can contain and

saustain a force level of 801.0CO only if the GVX drafts men in the 35-44
*W group.

v'Vairious manpower studies have sought to evaluate the GVN capability
to e; ..an their forces. The varying conclusions of these studies, and of
manpower experts, highlight the fact that the various manpower estimates
are extremely sensitive to the assumptions made in arriving at the estimate.
We examine the GN force expansion problem paying particular attention to
the sensitivity of the assumptions needed to estimate the avLilsble manpower
pool. Then we eadreas the Viet Corg's manpower problems using the same
techniques. Can they sustain losses at the current rates? Nov deeply have
they dug into their manpower pool?

'The Pop.lation of SW

Dea aphic information for South Vietnam is scarce. Official estimates
of the size, age-sex distribution and vital rates are approximate at best.
The most recent census in South Vietnan was taken during 1959, and was only
a pilot census of Phuoc Tuy Province. The last national census was taken in
the 1930's. A partial census of the major cities was taken in 1958, but there
is no measure of the growth or urban population. The 17.2 million population
generally used of South Vietnam is at best an estimate unsupported by sound
demographic data. The actual population may be as low as 15 million, or
greater than 19 millioan.

Mhe Manpower Pool of SVN

An age-avx distribution of the po;ulatioa is needed to estimate the size
of the manpower pool. Since sound dse•graphic data is unavailable, we wil
use a series of Princeton-West distributions to estimato the SVN age-sex

0
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usditribution. A Princ-ton-;:"ýt distribution describes the age-sex charic- •
Steristics o" th _ cpulation of 'av stern Eltope butr has shorv to be a goodi l
rnre:r sentation. ,'." tho .otulVtionse of Asia, particularly Taiwan. The dis- t
tributions urc l Vscribed by specifying two of the follpwr 0.n three parameters: 0
birth rctw, d psth rate or population growth rate. The grouth rate ir thres
net of births o aer deaths. Tablem I sumo-rizes the four sets of paramltierst
used bet is a 2 ei 3 0 t rh

TABE 1
POPULATION PARAMETERS

(Rate per"1000 Ploula;-on)

10Exreced Life
iAl 3irth Birth Rate Death Rate Growth Rate

,iModel 1 32.5 yearib 40 250 20
// ' ~Model 2 37.3 Year"s 52,0

Ho0d" ha tb 1 years 45 2n .25 b
amode s 4 4 i2.1 years 50 a )0 30

These fu ae-oprhave been selected afver review hk the avaigAble
demographic datia for South Vietnam. A SIreulmats studya a has estimated thatbirth rates in South Vietnam range between 44 and 52 per 1000. This is a

hagh birth rate compared to Western experience (the US birth rate is presentld
about 19 per 1000), but not uncommon in Asia. Death statistics are probab.V

ahe warst of the vital data on bVN. Studies of the ofrtcial registry data
shov recorded death rates at approximately 15 per 1000. However, experts

feel that this is an understatement of the death rate. More realistic est1ates
are between 20 and 25 per 1000, with 30 per 1000 at the upper end of therange. The growth rate ii estimated to be between 2.0% and 3.54, or 20 to 35 per O

1000. The 3.5 rate, however, is considered hiA in light of the very low,
implied death rate. (0f the birth rate Is 50 per 1000, then the death rate
would have to be 15 per 1000. This low death rate cannot be supported by,
any studies of which we are aware.) We wil consider the effects of war
casualties in a later section.

The four sets of parameters that we have chosen should bracket the age-
sex distribution for South Vietnam. The resultant age-sex distributions for
a 1?,000,000 population are given in Table 2. Because we are interested in
annual draft classes and draftable manpower pools, our" table has collapsed the

• A Popula-ion-Survey in wiets,=, s-L/cAJ/lO/6, 33 March 1967.•
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TABZZ 2

P ,INC-WES--ýCEL A0SEX
POUJLATIUO C IT.3:0~ F SVN

(Assumes Approximately 17,000,000 Total Population)

MODEL 1 MODEL 2
'Birth Rate 5071-00 per year Birth RateZV5/1000 per year
Death Raten30/3.000 per year Death Rato-25/1000 per year
Growth Rate20/1000 per year Growth Rate-20/1000 peW year

0-1 358.2 351.1 330.2 322.21-4 1,110.9 1,102.5 10C65.4 1,052.3
5-9 1,176.1 1,156.9 1,146.1 1,130.5
10-14 1,028.8 1,015.8 1,007.7 992.0
15-12 900.1 884.5 887.1 870.4
20-24 776.4 762.5 770.8 756.5 4
25-34 1,221.0 1,202.8 1,231.8 1,211.3
35-59 1,593.5 1,641.4 1,685.5 1,897.2
60 or o267.8

MODEL3 bwEL 4
Birth Rate-5/7lO0 per year Birth Rate75q= per year
Death Ratea20/1000 per year Death Rater20/1000 per year
Growth Ratem25/1000 per year Gowth Rate-30/1000 per year

ARL _MLau Females Y&11 reg.ale

0-1 344.2 336.6 383.1 3704.0
1-4 1,135.8 I,118.6 1,247.4 1,230.0
5-9 1,209.1 1,190.9 1,298.6 1,280.1
"10-14 1,042.9 I,025.1 1,092.1 1,075.3
15-19 898.9 88.3 918.9 901.9
20-24 767.7 754.0 765.3 751.4 /",_
25-34 1,199.7 1,179.8 1,141.8 1,1'34.8
35-59 1,722.0 1,766:3 1,1406.1 1,431.460 or over 248.2 29 3?1.3

,/
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older age group. Table 2 alzo zhows our estimates of the number of males
reaching the historical 0V• draft age of 20, the current GOV draft age of 18,
and the estimated VC draft age of 15.

The sizes of the manpo,;er pools are not very sensitive to our assumptions
about birth, death and population growth rates. Table 3 swi-arizea the age 15
to 31L =eanpower pool and draft classes of each of the models. The overall man-
power pools are within 2% of each other, and the draft classes within 3%.
0aly in the age group 30-34 does the range of estimates exceed 5% of the Model
3 estimate. Because of the significantly greater variation present in the
overall population of SVN, and in the assumptions to follow, we choose Model 3
to discuss because it describem the "best guess" set of parameters.

TABLE 3

SWT .%L= MAmNPOWER POOL & DRAFT CLASSES

(Assumes 17,000,000 Population)

Age. 1- Age 20-24 Age 25-29 Age 30-34 Total

Manpower Pool
Model 1 900,100 776,400 661,300 559,700 2,897,500
Model 2 88r,100 770,100 663,900 567,900 2,889V,000
Model 3 898,900 767,700 651,000 548,7oo 2,t6 300o
Model 4 918,900 -765,300 632,200 519,600 2,836,000

DrftCls eaAge 15 Age 18 Age 20Draf't Classes
Model 1 192,900 180,400 167,700
Model 2 189,500 177,700 165,800
Model 3 194,200 380,600 166,700
Model 4 201,100 185,100 168,400 'K'

Table 34 shows the sensitivity of the estimated principal manpower pomi to
the estimated population of SVN. A difference of a million in to'tal popuilation,
changes the manpower pool by 168,600 (7%) with a change in the draft class of
about 10,000. We aaaime a population of 17 million to conclude that the man-
power pool contains about 2,866,000 men in the 15-34 age group.

C FE4
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TA3!2

MALS !-AC!a::G D~Ak'¶ AOE
Total Populatio_

16A.ooo 17ýL,,oooýo 18:4.000,oA nnMa n p ow e r - 4 0 0 1 0 0

-22,6970,7 ,866,300 3,o34.9o0
Draft Class

Age 158 Z0,000 19&,200 205,600Ageo,ooo 0 ,1oo .1,600 ISAge 20= 156,900 1M,~o 176,500

Pthysicanx1 Fit Mnoe
SNot all of the males in my draft class, oi the flfpovei pool, are~blcally and mentally qualified forz milit8ary service, Ftam at ea on CUroi renzbtatoa±cgl) acceptance experience in 8VW are u4&va&Lajbe. The G(VN have

"reported that about 30% of the 18, 19 and 20 year oJda are physically unquajcifefor the draft. Table 5 precents the "physica1Jy fit" draftable male popuAtioni -"• under various physical and mental criteria. If 60% of the manpower pool isfit, then this pool numbers about 1,719,600, and the 20 year old draft C24E 8is 100,000 strong, The population available to the draft Is v sensitiveto these fitness criteria. Each additional 5% of the pool ihicehuis acceptable,ýor unacceptable), rapresents 243,300 mon in th4 pool and some 10,000 ln a

PHyBICALy PIT MAUS$ IN SIN

70% 65% 6o% % 30% PS2,006,200 1,862,900 1,719,600 1,576,300 1,433,004

Dae 15 s35,900 126,200 116,500 106,800 97,100 SAge 18 126,400 117,4o00 18,400 99,300 900,300Age 20 116,700 108.400 100,000 91,700 83a400
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W! CX C-.ntr-,led

T~ble 6 Thows the size of the physically fit manpower pool under differ-
ing a sumptions of GoV; control. If 60ý of the population is under GVN control,
(and w.'e assua.we that the r-ipo..er pool is controlled in the mame proportions as

the total population), then a physically fit manpower pool of 1,031,800 persons
is available to the GVW. A difference of 5% in controlled population represents 0
a.proximately 86,000 men in the GVU manpower pool and 5,000 men in the 20 year
old drRft class. This is about the same as the number of men added to the
total GVN pool with a 5-. lowering of the physical and mental acceptance criteriona.
(A five percent lowering of the acceptance criterion adds 143,300 men to the
pool. At 60,0 GVN control this is an addition of 86,OCO to the GVN manpower
pool.) ".

TABLE 6

PHrSICALLY F'IT GVN MANPOWER POOL AND DRAFT CIASSW
(AZsising 17,000,000 population)

70%% L5% 60% L5 NO 2%

Manpower Pool
Age 15-19 404,500 377,500 350,500 323,600 296,600 269,700
Age 20-2Z4 3145,5 322,400 299,300 27,4 214,00 230,300
Age 25-29 293,000 273,400 253,900 23 4oo0 21,o 39305 " 1 00
Age 30-34 246.9oo 230,500 2114,000 197,500 18 64,600

Total 1,289,900 1,203,800 1,117,700 1,031,900 945,800 859,900

Draft Class
Age 15 87,400 81,600 7M,700 69,900 64,1oo 58,300
Age 18 81,300 75,900 70,400 65,000 59,600 54,200
Age 20 75,000 70,000 65,000 60,000 55,000 50,000 41

Assume that 690 o0 the males ar4 physically fit for military service.

Some Caveats

We will not consider the effects of the duration of service on the man-
power pool; ,e assume that all fit persons in the pool (including veterans)
are eligible for the draft. The effects on the economy are neglected (i.e.,
the economy is left to the physically or mentally unfit for military service, S S
and those who can afford to buy their way out or avoid the draft. These two
groups appear substantial: we cannot assess their capability.)

I,108j CONFIDENTIA'L
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Before masing our estimates of the physically fit manpower available to
the GVN and VC respectively, we =ust re-enphasize that the sensitivity of our
estimates to the assumptions we make, particularly about population size and
physical and mental fitness. A slight vsriation in the selected parameters
can change an apparent manpower shortege into a manpower surplus. The primary
value of this analysis in thau it allows the comparison of differing assump- 4
tions ani highlights their sensitivity.

OGV Expansion Capability

Table 7 shovs net GVN personnel accessions. Net personnel accessions
are re orted volunteers and conscripts less 50% of the reported RVNAF deser-
tiona (who are assumed to return to the GVN forces). During 1967 151,000 4
men wrce added to the GVN military and paramilitary forces. In 1967 the
population of SVN was estimated at a little less than 17 million yielding an
estittted 20 year old draft class of about 60,000 (at 60% GVN control). This
means that some 91,000 men had to come from the manpower pool. During 1966
an even mre wutstantial part of the G'JN force increase had to be supported
from the manpower pool. 0

TABMZ 7

M.MOwME_ L ACCESSI0•M

V0IU~MThS AV CONSCRIPTS

S - - TDOTAL
1966 100,889 24,405 125,294 46,052 171.,386
1967 74,870 27,856 102,726 0B,545 151,271

* a/ Volunteers minus 50% of deserters for same pere.od. This a"SumeB that
50% of the deserters reenter the system.

b Includes CIDG and National Police.
I To date conscripts are utilized only by AjVk S

There are presently about 900,000 ten in the C'I military (including 1W
and CIDG, but excluding a portion of thi 'Tation'l Police attributable to
normal police functioi:). This represents about 90% of the estimated available S
manpower at 60% GVN control. Under the above assumption - a manpower pool of
aCes 25-34, 17,000,000 total SVN population, 60% phbyslcally fit, and 60% GVO
control - there are 100000 physically fit males available to the GVN draft.

- CONFIDENTIAL 1 109
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This pool iz som..,a- r.,Jluced, howcver, by deaths from military action.
; The ravages of :car do not haie a particularly great impact on the total pop-

'ilatio.n figures at the prusent time. Through April there have been 10,60/
civilian de.-ths, or 0.0621 of a 17 million popilation, but deaths from mili-
tary action have a more significant impact on the manpower pool. Since 1960,
the GV.I has suffered about 63,0O0 deaths from hostile action. This reprsaents
about 2.4'2 of the age 15-34 manpower pool.

If the above assumptions are correct, the GVN manpower pool is almost ex-
hausted (i.e., 9 0 0,000 are presently in service, plus 68,000 war deaths, would
leave o.rly 60,000 in the pool). But Ti.ble 8 shows that by lowering the draft

*, fitness standards by 5 percent, %nd adding the 35-44 age group to the pool, an •
additional 337,300 men become available for militar,, service. The additional
manpower would provide the WIT enough men to expand their forces and support
a 801,000 RVLAF force structure.

TABLE 8

ADDI"TIOS TO T{ GVN MI'FOWER FOOL .11 4

5% lowering of physical standards fo; ages 15-34 86,000
Addition of men aged 35-44 to pool b_/ 251,000

Total addition to manpower pool 337,300
Assumes 70 GVN control.

E/ We assume that only 50% of these men are phy3ically fit for the draft.

VC Controlled Manpower

Table 9 shows the VC manpower pool wader the following assumptions:
17,000,000 total population, manpower pool aged 2.5-34, and 60% physically fit.
If we assume 30% VC control, their manpower pool is about 515,900. (A 10%
error in the estimate of VC controlled population represents 172,000 men in
the manpower pool.) At 30% VC control the enemy draft class numbers 35,000
or about 3,000 per month. If the VC were able to maintain their force at

the same proportion of the manpower 'pool as the GVN, that is, 90M, their
aimed strength would number about 464,30:, As of 31 May 1968, MACV estimates
a VC forceof some 123,600 (including main and local force regulars, guerrilla
and administrative service types) or about 27% of the 90% mobilization at 30%
VC control.

j( Source: 0D SEA Statistical Summary; excluding February 1968 for which
data are unavailable.
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TOLE 9

PHYSICALLY FIT VC 1bA;P0'ER POOL AND DRAMT CLA3S!a/
(Ass,,ing 17,000,000 population)-

25% 304 35% W0% '49%

M-.ower Pool
Age 15-19 134,800 161,e00 188,800 215,Y00 242,700
Ae 20-24 115,200 1,38,200 161,200 184,200 207,

g.e 25-29 7,700 117,200 136,700 156,200 175,0
Age 30-31 8 115,200 131,700 1148,.00

Thtal ~ ~ ~ 43000 5600 619 773,9W0
Draft Cl ass

Age 15 29,100 35,000 40,800 46,600 52,100
Ae 18 27,100 32,500 37,900 43,300 48,800
Age 20 25,000 30,000 35,000 40,000 45,000

_a I Aasunes that 601 of the males are physically fit for militartY service.

The manpower pool is affected significantly by casualties suffered since S *
1960. Cumulative VC/NVA deaths number about 330,000 through March 1968 of
which approximately 130,000 can be assessed against the MVA. The large losses
significantly reduce the estimated 7C manpower pool. Above we saw that the
current force left an "untapped" pool of about 340,000 physically fit me. If
we reduce thi by, 200,000 VC losses we are left with 140,000 men. If VC losses
124,800 losses will be incurred during 1968, and the manpower pool alsolt

depleted.
Ptisoners, -returnees and captured documentr report the use of omen by

Sthe VC in their guerrilla and .administrative serving units. This maafnpowaer
source is significant. The foregoing analysis i-•lietes that the VC are
pobably in a little worse shape than the GVW, gvn our assunpt ans. At S
30% control, lowerin. of physic.il standards by 5% v.xild yied3,000 men;
inclusion of the 35-44 age grdup would add another 1225,000. VC use of womn
has not b~en quantified, but could 31gnificantlV ea their manpower shortage,
particularly over the next year as losaes contims to =amt.
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Validity of Posture Jurdgents p

We hive estimated that the GV1U can sustain an RVNAF force of 801,000
(or possibly higher) and that the VC can continue to s-uffer losses at the
1968 rate at least tarough the rest of 1968. How valid are these Judgment3?
Our estimate of the overall SVU manpower pool is probably within 10% of the
trute pool; the overall estimato, of 60% physically fit manpower probably is
withia about 5%. Thus, the estimate of phyically fit marnpower is probably
godc witbhin 201. Moreover, it is more likely that we have underestimated the
ese of the manpower pool and draft classes than overestimated it, and this
tends to make our estimate conservative.
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JOI'T4•TAFP CO,.,TS ON: r.7L.--:- -...S

"l. The June 1963 S---k 1•-2.tis Report has been reviewed by
the Joint Star'. In accorlzce "'with the request for sugcestions3
to improve future reports, page i, the following co~nents are
provided.

"2. The articles in the report appear to represent three
general types: those presenting data and information; those re-
porting on analysis vith f14i.'.:s, conclusions, and sometimes
reco•.•ndattons; and those wh--ch comeingle presentation. of data
and conclusions witb-ut the associated analyses. Examples from
the June 1968 report arc:

"a. Present data and infortation - 'The War in Vietnam -
Post TET,' page 21; 'Aircraft Sorties and Losses,' page 58;
and 'Wage and Real Inccze Changes in SrV,' page 65.

"o. Report on analysis - 'Enemy Iritiated Activity
Against RF/PF,' page 1; 'A Comparison of Allied and VC/NVA
Offensive Manpower in SWT, ' page 26; and 'GVZI and VC 1.hapower
Pools,' Me 33.

"e. Comingle data and conclusions vithout analyses -
'VC/NVA tledical Material and Supplies,' page 10; 'Interdiction
of Enemy T'ruck Traffic, ' page 63.

4 "3. Articles presenting data and information can bo very
useful as a source of data for analyses by agencies which do not
ordinarily have access to or the personnel to accu=late such
data. This type of article should be continued as appropriate.

"4. Articles reporting the results of analyses can provide
useful exchange of information, ideas, and methodology related
to analysis of the war in Scutheast Asia provided the following
are included:

"a. Statement of the purpose, hypothesis, or proposition
being addressed.

"b. Statement of the assumptions made or required.

"e. Definition of ters and meaaures.

, 113
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"d. Data, rations_1c., anl m~thcdolouy used.

"C. Identified findings, conclucions, and recoiendations. iI

'These are required in order to establish a basis for any sub-
stantive excharge of ideas or co'mment on a specific article. The
article, 'G0V and VC M!anpower Pools,' page 33, is an outstanding
exssple with an additional feature in the sensitivity analysis to

4 show the effects of changes in 'estimated' values. Specific com-
ments on another article, 'A Compir.'son of Allied and VC/NVA
Offensive Manpower in SVN,' are set forth below. This type of
of article, if technically accurate and ably written, is the most
valuable to decision-makers and analysts and should constitute
the majoriti of the mosthly report, however this particular
article does not attain this standard.

"5. Articles which cciningle data and conclusions without
the associated analyses have no place in a report which has the
purpose as that stated for the 'Southeast Asia Analysis Report.'
Such articles assess the war by innuendo. They also disguise
opinion as fact. Specific cocent on two such articles are
set forth below. These are: 'VC/NVA Medical Material and Sup-
plies,' and 'Interdiction of Enemy Truck Traffic.'

( Specific Joint Staff Coments on June Articles

"I. Article - 'A Comparison of Allied and VC/OVA Offensive
Mapower in SWI, page 26.' S 0

Coments

'The purpose of the article is stated, 'This paper
questions these assumptions,' i.e. '(a) that US/Free World Forces
ground forces are clearly superior to VC/NVA forces, and (b) that
the n=rgin of superiority is great enough so that we can win a war
of attrition and shift some of the military burden now borne by
the U. S. to the RVWI.'

"a. There is, by inference, a conclusion regarding the
first assumption. That in, the assumption is false. This infer-
ence is based on the statements: 'Despite a 5.6 to 1 advantage
in total military manpower in December 1967, the friendly forces
were roughly at parity with enemy forces in rifle-carrying infan-
trymen on offensive operaitions. ', page 26, and 'This analysis
puints up clearly that wet do not now have a simple menpower advan-
tage which would enable us to achieve a decisive military advantage,
page 31. -,. I.
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"b. Thc measure us-.' to determine superiority of force
appears to be 'rifle corryi.-z i.e ntryen oza offon.ive operations.'
ThQ number of inf antrs-zL, pf . se, does not indicate the offensive
power of AIIWN, U.S., =1 Free W'rld fqrces. It totally negoects
firepower, co.bat support, L.i robility (all of which are acknow-
ledged in passing as USn,,T wi'a.vntaSes). Furthermore, the tech-
nique used to quantify icman.tryzen an offensive operations' pits
only the ARV, U.S., and Fr forces in designatod offensive ftun-
tions against all %vc/N:A main force mateuver units.' This results
In an inflated strength ratio in favor of the VC/:VA. The Impnlcit
assunption required to sup."rt this reasoning Is that VC/1VA forces 6
are engaged agaie.s only t6se ;-IV,;, U. S., and TV forces on specl-
fically des•gnated offensive o•erations. This ignores the reality
of combat in South Vietnam. in fact, the article, 'EInm Initiated
Activity Against PWI/i,' page 1, indicaten that there yere 5,210
eny initiated incidents against B7/PF forces during 1967.

"a. If 'analysis of force dispositions by function' were
applied to VC/NVA units, the 'svailability' of VC/11VA manpower for
offenaivi operations 6ould be de:reased by approximately 93 par-
cent. Empirical evidence indicates that VC/EVA battalions eagage
in ofrensive operations about one day in 15. Thus, using the data
for platoon strengths on page 28, the VC/UVA avalable manpower is
(1/15)(63.0) - 142. The 1W strength would similarly be reduced
because they were achieviug a utilirztion rate of 7.5 battalion
days of operation per battalion duriug December 1967. The FW
availab.ility woul.d be (7.5/31)(9.9) - 2.4. There would be no re- 0
ductioa in U. S. &-ailabilit7 because they were employed at a rate
of 31 battalion days of operation per battalion In December 1967.
T•e resulting ... =p cison. is: -,

December 1967

Men in Men-in
Platoons Platoons

us 34.3 IVA 1.8
nW 2.14 2.12A

Total 13.

'The ratio of US/FW to VC/1VA Is 8.7 to 1. Applying th same
method to both friendly and eoe:r forces to determine the number
of forces 'available to engage in offensive operations' would
givre face validity to such comrarisons. However,. thase compari-
sons would still be virtually pointless because they fail to
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coanxder rany othor factors of offensivc Power.

"d. kho exclucion of the ARVW to provide comparisons
between the VcI:VA and US/FW." presents an interesting comparison
even though such .=.pariAon is zeaningless in terms of aaslys.is
of th6 eountryvi•de war. In essence, this eliminates the IV Corps
Tactical Zone frao- concideration during the periLd covered in the
analysis becc'ase US forces vere there in limited numbers (18,?,.2)
Neither does it account for the fact that order of battle statistics
indicate that 35,9W0 or 17.9 percent of the VC/aVA force was in the
IV CTZ oppoaing$ almost exclusively, AIR forces.

"se. Based on the force ratios:

Total bilitary Manpower (pg 26) 3.6 to 1

4 mnaS rorce Maneuver vnit~s (pg 27)
Battalioa 1.7 to 1
Men inB attaLLons 2.0 to I

Men in Platoons wavalable to
engage in offensive operations"
(recomputed above) 8.7 to I

It Is asserted that US/tree World For•ces ground forces are clearly
superior to VTC/A forces. "Superior" meaning greater in quantity
or number sinte quality hba in no way been addressed. Manpower
committed to offensive operatioas has not been consi4ered for two
reasons. FLrwct, the nucber of Vj/NVA "co•mitted" cannot be deter-

* mined with socurWa• a d gross estimates would render the resulting
force ratio nearly meaingless (despite the fact that est.xates as
high as 90 percent or the total W•MVA force would give a ratio
favorable to allied frees rather than the nsrrov 4uperiority for
the VC/11VA indicated in the article.) Second, the number of forces
c±itted to offensiv* opersatics can be varied for toth sides
msrelyoby accounting procedure*. As noted on page 29, offensive
forces ars stationed in defensive p6siti.ns around South Vietnam's
cities and, similarly, defensive u•its participate in or support
offensive actiona.

"*f. The second assumption - relating to war of atrt-
tion and shift of soc of the wilitary burden to the HVNAF - is
not addressed in the article. An oblique conalusion about shifting
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acme of the burden to th-. R*;',A may kave been intended by state-
ments in the =air ce:n'...±•.on page 26. Cheso ore: 'Because
the U. S. contribut,'i m.st of .2he friendly offensive battallon.and
platoon manpo•ver, c lecrcnze in its forces would enable the enemy
to gain an advantage in offen~ive manpo•er. Without aty U. S.
forces, the GVr/FIT co=bat fortes o.n offensive operations might
have been outnu-.berod by 2 to I by VC/UVA forces in battalion 4
manpower.' and 'Since the Tet offensive, additional troop deploy-
ments and the reallooation of !eployed forces have probably in-
creased the Allies' relative offensive strength. However, pro-
jected increases in AHRI combaz strength will not sienifLcantly
add to this advantage.' I .ere is no basis in fact for these
statements, without extenrive qualification, irrespective of the
purpose Cor which they were =&de. Conjecture about offensive man-
power ratios resulting from a chanae in one of five related var-
iables without regard to the razaining four has no place in ques-
tioming assumption.s. A forthright way to address a question is:
state the hypothesis related t'i the question, select an appropriate
statistical teat, select a =oafidence level, calculate the critical
value of the teat statistic ar- the value of the selected statistic
from empirical data, and then accept or reject the hypothesis. The
report of the analysis and reiulting conclusions need not be written
in so simale a manner, but.the report should at least reflect that
a technicall: adequate analysis has been completed.

fc. Irrespective of the stated purpse of the article,ame apparent purpose is to refute any future requirement for addi-
tional U. S. troops. This ;oint is made an Page 31 baaed on the

fact that I ... the ratio of frier~ily to enemy maneuver battalions
i hod remained relatively constant since mid-l965.' Using this re.

latively constant ratio as basis ror a conclu ion that adding more
U. S. troops is not the anrser to achieving a 'decisive military
advantage' (this term is not defined) is not logically consistent
with the earlier developed prenise that the key faccors are men in
maneuver battalions, and, more i nTortant, offensive rifle platoon
manpower. Neither la it consistent with the change in platoon
manpower before and after Tet as noted on page 29. 'Following
the Tet offensive, the U. S. was able to both add 12 battalions to
its force levels, reallocate 4 tattallona to offensive activities
from its reserves and pacification programs ... and increase the
combat strength through t:te addition of a 4th rifle .company to its
standard battalion (ARCOV Progren). Likewise, ARVN, without in-
creasing its force size, has been able ';o shift 21 battalions to
offensive operations.' I'A.s -was acc€panied by a total military
force increase of 43,200 U. S., 9%,500 RVWAF, and 600 3rd Nation
which resulted in the following c.Anges:

1
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•efore After Percent

*Tet Tet Cag-

Allied Battalion
M4anpower Advantage 1 i.3 to 1 1.6 to 1 +23

Aflled Platoon m.an-
pc-wer A, vantgee g_/ .7 to 1 1-3 to 1 +e6

US Maneuvel Battalions
Combat Operations _/ 01 97 +20

iOViS/f M1aneuver
Battalions (Combat
Operations) ~ 75 96 +28

Military Forcen
(Thou(sa, s) •/ 494.3 537.5 + 9

S,. US 194.3 537.5 + 9
, RVXA 636.9 743.4 +15

3rd Nation 60,6 61.2 + 1
Total 120.1.8 13142.1 +12

t* Source: Southeast Asa ,Analysis Report, June 1968, pg 29.
i" Enemy advantage of 3.4 to 1 converted to allied advantage of

•7 t 1.
•. Source: Southeast Asia Statistical Suzmary, QAM(C), Table 2,

1 Avuust 1968. Before Tet - January 1968, After Tet - May 1968.

T rm these figUres it* is noted that a 7 percent increase in allied
military personnel, achieved by increasing only V. S. personnel and
other forces 1held constant, would result in a tofold id.rease in
the percent change in allied advantage in both battalion and platoon
manpower. Assuming that the U. S. increase would be met by a VC/NVA
increase to maintain the 1.7 ratio of allied to MCAA battalions,
there would be approximately a 5 percent increase in the ratio of

S.both battalion and platoon manpower. Neither thene force ratio
changes nor any facts presented in the articl, are sufficient basis
for decisions regarding increase or decrease of U. 8. forces.

P2. Article - 'VC/W,1'A Medical Matkriel and Supplies,' page 10.
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Co'rn:nts .

"a. There is no data cr anlly-i& in the article to support
the statetents 'The cap-Lued -. teriel probably did not affect signifi-
cantly his medical needs.' and 'Zt is unlikely that the loss of these
caches is the cause of reportd enez=y shortages of medical supplies.'

"b. Inclusion of such unfounded statements, apparently the
opinion of the author, detracts from the overall value of the article
and the 'Analysis Report' by raising the question, 'What is the purpose S
of the article - and the Report?'

"3. Articl; - 'Interdiction of Enemy Truck Traffic,' paIe 63.

Comments
'5

"a. The major conclusion of the article is that 'US airstrikes
destroy less than 3% of the total truck traffic In North Vietnam and
Laos ... Thus, only about 3% of the total truck movement is destroyed
by the US interdiction campaign. Apparently 'destruction of truck
movement' is the measure used to evaluate the US interdiction campaign.
This does not address the military objective of the air campaign which
is to make it as difficult and costly as possible for North Vietnam to
continue effective support of the Viet Cong and to cause North Vlctnamy to cease direction of the Viet Cong insurgency. Interdiction of enemy
truck traffic is just one part of the air campaign.

"b. There is inconsistency in the logic used to arrive at
the percent of truck movements destroyed. The analysis is based on a
CIA estimate that we sight only 25 percent of the actual truck traffic 0
whie noting thai an increase in 'truck sightings probably results from
seeing a higher percentage of the traffic due to more sorties, more
overt saemy movement, and use of n~ght observation devicies. This leads
to the obvious questions as to w2en the MA estimate was made, what is
the current estimaoe of percent traffic sighted, and whether the change
In observation rate was ta.%en into account to arrive at the conclusion
stated.

"c. The impact of truck attrition on the North Vietnamese truck
inventory Is discounted by stating that the Commanist Bloc truck pro.
duction is so large that it is unlikely the North Vietnamese logistic
effort will be constrained by a shortage of trucks and while the number
of trucks may have decreased, the decline has been offset by the lmpor- S
tation of bigger and better vehicles. If wsch statements are intended
to support a contention that the interdictico of truck traffic has no
effect on the North Vietnamese logistic effort, theyshow a blatant
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disregard cf factors ecrtnttAl to the antlysis of a logistic system;EssentAall fa.ctors inc_1,_*e: ;ua•ntit,- cf Vcoos delivered, transportation

time, resour.2.s r'.quir'I to .,intuin equipm~ent and roads, transhipwnt
and other support requireti, utilization of vehicles, etc.

"d. The data ;resented in the retort indicates that 10,466
truas have been destroyed fr.= January 1967 through ny 1%68. This
re;.rezenws about a 100 ;ercent turrover during that period and a sub-
stantial reduction in truck inventory. Dcspitc the fact that some
--. iernization has occurred, there is jo data presented to indicate the
catacity of the logistic system and whether the capacity has remained
constant, decreased, or increased."

I
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Aboixt 81.% of the GVN's physical•vy fi anpower are already members of
the wiliasry and pira-minitary forces. Only 27% of theNVN and 28% of the
VC pbystcaally fit males aged 15-34 are estimated to be in the armed forces.
If loss rates In the war cozntinue at first half 1968 rates, availablerm
manower would be exhausted in about 29 years, VC manpower in 31 and GVN in 6.

In the MAY 1968 S Analysis Report p. 1, we indica1iad that manpower 4
remerves in North Vietnam appeae sufficient to met curremt rbquiremants and
could support a higher level of mobilization without significant shortages.
In the June 1968 A Analysis Report, p. 33, we showed that both the GVN
and the VC have dQ deeply into their manpower pools but that (1) the OVE
have the manpower needed to expand the RVNAF to 801,000 and sustain that
level, and (2) th. VC can continua to maintain current fove levels at
least through 1968 in the face of losses at current rates. In this article

t we cpare the relative strains on the VC, GVN mid WA manpower due to the
war, and estimate how long each of the participants can coattnau to suffer
losses at varioua rates.

TABLE .

Draftable Manpower in North and South Vietnam

North Vietnam -South Vietnam

Total Population 18,700,000 5,900,000 11,100,000 17,000,000 4

Males aged 15-314• 2,886,000 830,000 1.817.000 A6147,000
pbysical.j Fit 1,792,000 149,0Oo 11465,000 1,644,o0o

Males reaching 18 years 192,000 63,000 118,000 Iif,000
physically Fit 125M000 41,000 77,000 118,000

Armed Forces St-Aength 475,000 134,000 942,000 1,076,000
Sof Physically Fit 15-34 5

a_/ Assumes , 5% GV•control.
Ajusted for estimated war deaths since Jawary 1965: tosses of 241,500,
172Y900 and 46,000 have been subtracted fram the estimated 15-34 and
physically fit manpower pools shown for the NWR. VC and GV respectively.
For e&ample, the GVO draft age population in the June article shows
1,863,000 males 15-34 of which 1,211,000 (65%) are fit. The GVN have
suffars& 46,000 combat deaths since 1965. kBtacting these from both
fiprea yields 1,817,000 draft age males, of which 1,165,000 are fit.
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Manpower Resoorcen 6

Table . compares the manpow.r resources of Mirth Vietnam, the GVN and )
the VC. Of the approximately 17,000,000 persois in South Vietnam we assume
that about 11,100,00. or 65% are under the control of the GVN for recruiting
purposes; the remaining 5,900,000 belong to the Viet Cong. There are about
18,700,000 persons in North Vietnam, 10% nore people than in South Vietnam.
There are indications that both of these total population estimates may be
too low. If so, wa exaggerate the manpower shortage.

After accounting for war losses =ad dividing the SVN population into
GVN and VC, we arrive at 1,817,000 draft age males for the GVN and 830,000
for the VC. North Vietnam has 2,B8,000 draft age males. GVN experi nace
indicates that about 70% of the craftable males are physicaall and mentally
fit for the draft. In our June study we assumed that 60% wore physically
fit. We are less conservative now and assuMe that across the entire 15 to
34 age group, 65% are physically and mentally qualified for the draft.
Under these assumptions and after subtracting all combat losses from the
physically fLt portions, the North Vietnamese end up with 1,792,000 physically
fit males aged 15 to 34; the VC 437,000 and the GVN 1,165,000.

In June 1968 there were 475,000 men in the lorth Vietnase Armed Forces,
or 27% of the fit males. There are 942,000 South Vietnamese in the GVN
military and para-military forces, accounting for 81% of GH males; the VC
have 131Z,000 for 28%. The data suggest that the QVN have dipped mAch deeper
into their manpower resources than either the VC or the NVN.

Table 2 shows the manpower losses and strength changes in the three • 0
force structures. Intelligence Indicates that the NVN has increased their
armed forces by 248,o00 men from 226,600 to 475,000. In the same peri.od
the GVN have increased from 611,700 to 942,000 or 330,300; the VC decreased
from 168300 to 137,400 or 30,900. Each force har suffered significant
losses. From January 1965 through June 1968 the GVN havo suffered 46,000
killed and died from wound, the VC 172,910 and the NV= 241,500. The GO
have a significant turnover due to desertion. Reported MVl net desertions P
were 88,300 in 1967 and 46,700 during the first half of 1968.. VC desertiao ,
measured by military Chieu Roi, amount to 142,1400 or about 12,100 per year.
NVA desertion rates are very low, again as masured by military Chieu Hoi,
equaling about 300 for the 3 1 years. In the calculations which follow, we
neglect NVA desertions.
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Is, Total S
Halt 6.-lst

12 __6_ 16_r Hau 68 )

OB Chian~igs
' ÷. I . +330.3

VC +Z 77 -62.9 ,, -30.9-30.

S•b_ 8. t. 7. 'L,. .14 9..

Loasen-Includina Desertions
GVd 327,0 c.' 136.1 2/ 100.0 56.8 *e.9,9

3C3.4 "' 46- 6 r.j3 69.3 --.215.3
XI28.8 51.2 76.ý 9-0. ý11. 8

of InluesA. ~ V DOW for VC -%W m,~ arp. .*ti~miatedby vdding !9%
( ot"IKA.

NVA lo0se4 in SW and during ifltrittou. •atizatel NVA Infiltration
"losses at 10o of tbose mntering EV11. Appe...itment of KIA eal DOW between
VC and NVA is described in "VC R•cr •±itmeat aud tnfiLtration," SEA Analysis; •Repr._., June 3.967.

c_/ Tot €oirtctel ror desertera r-9turnig t' thnIr unit, about 5% of total ir

Exbaustion Estim~tm.

Table 3 sum•rzes our estim•es o. how lomqj the UiN|, GVW and VC can O
continue fighting under various loss rate assumptinun. If the war c•nmtinues
at the 1967-68 pace, the IM will loze about 123,500 men per year, the VC
1.03,900 and th, GVW 106,800 to comat deaths and deseti.•n. Coprin& these
loss rates to the annual drl.t classes we rind that .the NM draft class exceeds
these losses by 1,500 So that at 1967-68 casiavslty rates, tho North Vittnswose
can continue the war indefailtely. T'hi.ai is nut the case far the VC or the
(041. The VC will have to dip into their menpow,.: pool for 62,900 per year. • 6
At this rate the available manpower pool or 345,100 v=tlM be exhausted in
5 to b years. The GVX require about 29,800 sore than their dtraft clss and
at this rate th-,y vill exhaust their mnpower prwl in woit 7 to 8 years.
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If losses continue at first •i ?6 rates, available UVN manpower
would be exhausted in about 30 years, "'1 =-npower in 31 and GV1 in 6.
Together the VC and JVA can last 11.7 years. If we expand the manpower 4
pool to include those aged 35 to 39, the ",rN could last an additional 6.9
years at 1968 loss rates, the VC another year and the GVN another five.

TABLE~ 34

MANPWER CO.'M.L*rI0N RATE
(Thousazls)

1WM VC OWS

Non-Militaiy Manpower Pool (15-34) 1,316.5 345.1 223
Annual Draft Class 125 141 77

At 1X7-68 Loss Rates
Annual Manpower ConsuwtionW 123.5 103.9 106.8
Manpower Pool Coaauation Per Year - 1.5 62.9 29.8

Years of Hinpowei_ 5.5 7.5 4

(At 1968 Lose Rates
Annual Manpower Consumption 169.8 138.6 113.6
"Manpower Pool Conhumption Per Year 141.8 97.6 36.6

Years of Manpower 29.14 3.5 6.1

Addiag Fit Males (35-39) *
Additional Years at 1967-68 Rates -- 1.7 6.6
Additional Years at 1968 Rates 6.9 1.1 5.3

*f From Table 2, losses Including desertions. No allowmnce is made for
a change in OB strength.

k/ lhe WVN are adding men to their pool at 1967-68 loss rites.
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A COMARISON OF ALLIED A7M VC/NVA OFFENSIVE MANPWER Ilf SOUTH VIETNA

Our Vietnam p.anning-assumes that the Allied forces are superior to U4F
VC/NVA forces because the Allied forces "in toto" have more combat man-
power, firepower, mobility, and support. 17his paper eyamines one facet
of this assumption -- our combat manpower relative to the enemy's -- and
attempts to measure it and point out how recent decisions have changed it.2/

The main conclusions of this anaJlysis are:

1. Despite a 7.0 to I advantage in total military manpower in August
198 and a total military force of 1,600,000 men, friendly fcrces had cnly
,88,000 rifle-caLrrying infantrymen on offensive operations. At this time,
the enemy regular forces had about 70,000 infantrymen on offensive opera- qtick', only 20% loss.

2. The present relative offensive strength situation is better than
before the Tet offensive because of additions to friendly forces and reallo-
cation of existing forces to offensive missions. However, the enemy ham
maintained the capL )ility to Match this strength mn-for-mLan, and ar. cur-
rent rates of attrition, will retain that capability in the future. More- S
over, continued threats to the populated areas erode the Allies' offensive
infantry strength.

Such comparisons do uot tell the whole story. The Allies enjoy
oyerwhelming superiority in firepower, logistics supart, and mechanized
mobility. However, there is considerable evidence •I- that the enemy has
held the tactical initiative throughout the conflict and can, therefore, S 0
choose to fight in a way that negates many of the Allied advantages. One
such way is for the enemy to mass manpower to exploit tactital situations
relatively favorable to him while tying down large Allied forces through
the use of small forces to attack and harass our bases, lines of coni-
cations, and cities. In this way the enemy reduces the Allied forces to
gain a favorable force ratio on some Allied operations. Such a strategy,
cembined with the use of night operations and randoa attacks by fire, can S
go a long way toward negating Allied resource advantages. The cost in
enemy livos is high, but the Allies are not able to turn their decisive
overall resource superiority into a decisive military advantage.

/ The paper was written in response to constructive Joint Staff criticism
(SEA ___is in Rer, August 1968) of an earlier paper of the same title
piMtie--7ijnthe June 1968 SEA Analysis Report.
See article on "Military inttivet. p-7-.6 eptember 1968 SEA Analysis
R!!2. Also see "The Strategy of Attrition," p. 66, Spec=i-Supplement
of 1967 Articles, and "VC/NVA Attacks in III CTZ," p. 3, February 1968
Report.
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Situation in August 1968

Allied military eupriority is evilenced by our greater total military

manpower and total combat beattallon. Table I shows that the Allies have

at least seven times as many men in military rorces (1.6 million am) as
the enemy is estimated to have had (225,100 men) in July 1968.

TAB.L 1

TOTAL ALLIE Am~ vc/.TA mrItTARY MA1IPMWl
In Thousands

US/GVN (AMg 6§ý VC/NWK(Jul 68)

S811.5 NVA 83.8
CIG/HP, 178.0 vc 50.7
us 538.3 Guerriale 61.1
3rd Nation 655Adam Svc

Total 1,593.3 Total 228.1q
Source: rS/GVN - SD SEA Statistical Summary, Table 2, 9 Oct 68;

VC/NVA - OBD SEA Statistical Sumary, Table 105, 3 Sep 68.

Of this total manpower, the cutting edge of fighting ftrcee are the
men in Allied and enemy maneuver battalions. As shown below (Table 2),
the Allied forces have a P.0 to 1 manpower superiority in maneuver
battalions. For each side, these forces represent the principal reso*urce
available for offensive operations and their size imposes a lt-it to
offensive activities. A--

However, within this overall resource limit, the comitmant of forest
to nmn-offensive missi•s fiurther reduces offeasiye capabilities. FPr in-
stance, the US and GVX have large and continuing needs for ombat farces
in mLlitary base and Wr security missions and the pacification program.
Based on an analysis of force dispositions by functions we estimate that
in August 1968 these activities absorbei 18 of the 114 US combat battalions
and 74 of the 188 ARVN/MWF battalions. As a result, 210 battalions, or
about 70% of our total combat force, were available to engage the VC/NVA

t in offensive operations. Of course, these offensive forces can be increased
by drawvdow.s of the forces cocattted to other missions. However, particularly

1/_This resource comparison would be misleading if a large portion of the
Allied or enem* offensive forces were committed ageinst forces -- GVIX
paramilitary or VC guerrillas -- not included in the force comparlison.
Evidence from 196' indicates about 60-70% of Allied main force activity
is probably directed against VC/71A main force units and vice versa.
For instance, during 1967, 67: of the enemy incidents against Allied S
farces were against 3S/FW/AR1d !zain `rces and only 33% aga.-at the

1W/P1 forces.
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In regard to ARVN forces in the security and pacification mission4, the
ability to reallocate forces to offensive operations is probably small
until the RF/P.- can be strengthened to take over those missions.

ALID 2D VC/Ir NVA~.ZP(7d N MAIN FORCE IFZTYTP NT
Au.gust 1968 - In Thousands

Allied Bns Mend Enemy ne•a Men

GvN 161 88.6 NVA 120 66.6
U.S. 110 106.2 VC 84 i46.2
3d Nation 23 28.0

Total 299 222.8 Total 204 112.8

source: US/GV - OSD SEA Statistical Summary, Table 2, 9 Oct 68;
W /N VA - OSD SEA Statistical Summary, Table 105, 3 Sep 68.

( / Included are airborne infantry, airmobile infantry, infantry, mechanized
infantry, and non-organic armored cavalry units. Combat support and com-
bat service support and tank units are not included.

b/ Strengths are estimated at 550 men/GVN bn; 1,200/USMC bn; 9OO/USA bu;
1,000/3rd Nation bn.

The enemy's strategic situation is quite different. Compared to the
friendly forces, the enemy has had to allocate relatively few of his regular
forces to non-offensive missions'. The enemy holds no cities that he must de-
fend. His base areas and lines of communication are not held and defended by
large numbers of troops. Overall, it seems that the greater portion of his
regular forces are largely free to engage Allied forces as he sees fit. More-
over, the enemy could certainly choose to use all of his regular forces for
offensive operations regardless of his prior coimmtments.

Given its commitment of regular forces to defensive missions, Allied
forces on offensive operations held only a 1.5 to 1.0 edge over those enemy
forces that could potentially be committed against them. Furthermore, as
shown in Table 3, as far as rifle carrying infantrymen were concerned, the
enemy has only 20% fewer riflemen committed to the offense.
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ALLIED AND VC/!.VA MA•I: FORCE .:E, R IN OFM1IDT, OPUTIOM
August l9b.

U•.s./Ia~rr vO/Nw,
- M'-- - I an Mr.-- In 'men In Men ru-

Bns Bns Fla'ons Bna Bns Platoons .

GVW 87 'W ,00 a/2 6 ,300b/ NVA 122 66,600 40,00Lu.s.. •6 96ooo • •i,•3oc vc 81' •,2oo 3Q,oo0
4 U, d Nation 9 27.C30 00 - -

- Total 210 170,B00 5 3,400 Total 2041 112,800 70,000

Source: "N@CC Operational Summary," Aug 1-16, 1968; Oa summry xp&CV-J_,
July 31, 1968.

,4/ N•o breakout of USA an.1 USM battalions on offensive operations was
available. Estzaate of 1,000 men/USA or USHC battalion was used in
place of weighted average.

b With the addition of a 4th rifle compa;y (ARCOV Program), the U /
USM battalion is estinated to have 514% of its manpower in rifle platoons.

Situation Since Tet

The present situation is far better than at Tot. Following the Tot
offensive, the US was able to add 16 battalions to its force levels, real-
locate two battalions to offensive activities from its pacification program
I(a&# Table 4 below) and increase the combat strength through the addition
of a 4th rifle company to its standarl battalion (ARcOV Program). ARV,* while increasing its force size by only 8 battalions, has been able to In.-
crease its forces for offensive operations by 39 battalions by redulln& its
battalions committed to the security mission.

These actions have given the Allies a stronger offensive force though
many of these offensive battalions are stationed in defensive positions
around South Vietnam's cities. :w--ever, including these forces, the Alliedbattalion manpower advantage was increased 1.3 to 1.0 during December and
about 1.6 to 1.0 by August 1968. In platoon manpower, the Allied forces bad
gained a 1.2 advantage over the ene=w -- an Improvement over the virtual
parity of forces prior to Tot.
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FOIC! flTSPOSITIONS BY E=_AVTO
(1-ane'iver Batta2lions)

Combat Reservers/
Operstionrs Securit Pacification Tratning Total

U.S.
-yn11 8i13 2 2 98

mw l-16 97 13 0 0 110
Aug-1. 6 15 0 3 114

o 7 -1i6 75 39 47 19 180
Ray -1.6 96 38 37.5 7.5 179Aug 1-16 1.;& 19 4 15.0 188 •

I"UWCTýMtiona.1 Summary,* JCS.p

Future Allied Offensive Strenath

At present force levels, future increases in US/GV offensive
strength will be difficult to achieve. First, the US/GVN commitment of
battalions to base, road, and city security amy have to be increased if * *
the enea becomes more aggessive. Second, even if the needs for combat
troops in security, pacification, or reserves do not 1nrease, the pre-
statly planned increase in force levels durin fl 69 my have to replace
Ut Tot drawdows of forees in these activities. For instance, the US
eban Increased its mneuver forces by four bettaliona since May 1-16; hem-

ever# its offensive forces remained about constant and the additional
battalions were committed to security, reserves and training. Likewise,
while the ARIVN Increased its total forces by nine battalions since )My

* ~these forces have been comitted to resemvs/training (7 battalions) and
pAcfication (2 battalions).

The small size of planned increases in Allied forces and the need to
replace Tot drawvowns in Allied non-cobat rations ix1yl tbe.t our offensive
battalion strength my not increase from its August level over the c€ni year.
tnless we drastically reduce ARVX forces comitted to pacification beyond the
10 battalions freed by RF/W upgtading, or find the =ans of fulfilling the
security mission with fewer troops, our offensive battalion stregth could
actval3ly decline. The hey to im•roved offeasive operations must be imroved

allied efficiency, particularly a better eqaipped and trained ARM and ia-
proved intelligence.
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Future- Eaey• Of£encive Stren.gh
Since December 196 , the eie=7 - as maintained a nearly constant

number of regular force manpower in South Vietnam. As during Tet, the
enemy has carried out offensives by varying his activity rate rather
than his force level. 0

VN4 C0.%3A& FORCES

Dee June

* 125- 1 1968

"Combat Battalions 160 200 233 275

Strength (o00) 123.5 117.6 323.5 129.14
iS

4e

If the enemy continues to follow this strategy, infiltration during the
last four months of 1968 w•ii (o mainly to replace casualtisa suffered on
combat support rather than to increases in its combat forces. In this cases
the Allied forces' margin of 1.2 to 1.0 in offensive platoon manpower may
be maiataiud.

However, the enemy my use part of his manpower supply to build up his
combat units. Since December 1967, the Allied offensive platoon strength
has increased 31% (67,.00 to 88,000) and the enemy my feel a need to match
this increase. To do no, the eneq needs to add 28,000 men to his July 1W
platoon mmnpower of 70,000 men, or about 30,000 ma in maneuver battalion
marpower. Given losses at their July 1968 rate of 10,000 men and net addi- S
tions from infiltration (28,000 meu) Lad recruitment (3,500 men), the enea.
would need to maintain its current low level of activity for onl l months
to acomplish the force inereave of 30,000 men. in tnin way, the enemy
coul, at the cost of relative inactivity for a short period, apin match
the Allied forces in offensive co.bat manpower. In fact, there are observers
who believe that the evmW has already matched our offensive forces.
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STATUS oF DEPI~To-E7S TO SEA

The f'ol14wcins table wmn~arizes the personnel deploymnets~ to South
Vietnam during December 1966 and. the planned. strengths for the lat )
quarter CY 1967.

Actuial Planned P ro*
Deec66 Deec66 Jon67 Feb6 Mar67

USA 238.2 P) 24+3.6 253.3 261.14 2-69.2
USC 679P 6?: 6- 69.6 70.1
USAF 53.5 ýP 53. 53.7 54.1. 5I4.6

USN&WG 2... 1P . 24.2, 24.2 24.2

Note: P denotes preliminary data. Plann d atrength includes
approvod. adjustment requests and below-threshold.

Apromty beplowmnst ot Vithem plringed December 19656 inclued the

199th ~ ~ o tnfenlrt Brigadead h 9th Infantry Divisionmn u bricgaloed
ihes units oncue 30gh 196,faenotr accsounted T~ihe pe~nn reigiade o

the 9thDivis Th incudngita accounie ifornotry 2000taeron& nel. n

inatrsttaio re stheud reor close inC JaMree 1967. land te

To e p reliminary Ater~ irgures srnt tge for DVniat httecember 1966
awerexmty50 personnel beow the planned Dembr16 strength.frSN SP dlyet

28~COFDETA 131nt 32 esnnl lpe rmDceb noc 97 h

AnW stated- the mao reaso fo th slipage is no-aviaii

misson-ssetia. eqipmnt. hem unts ae smmaizedin he abl

below:
Aby'rehl Beo TS..SAs&old Total0
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during December 1966 included two F-'-D. The I Iavy/Ccant Guard
prelimlnary strength for December azrtes "ithtr. 200 personnol of the planned
strength. (.)

' Projected Deployments

Deployments to SEA during the !-t :uarter CY 1967 should be closely
t aligned with the Program #4 planned atren-thz except for the Army in SVN.

The Army has submitted an adjust=ent renuest which includes a proposal to
slip eight engineer construction battalions beyond the let quarter of CY 1967.
The Secretary of Defense has requestel thiz the Army provide additional
information to iustify %hese and other slippages. If the Army slips the units
in DAR A-67-1 as proposed, they wi3l. fall short of the current plan figure for
SVX in March 1967 by approximately 7000 ;ersonnel.

In this regard, CNCPAC has scheduled a conference frcm 16-19 January t
1966 to clarify Program #4 strengths and to establish guidelines under which
force requirements will be processed in Washington. A representative from
SEA Programs Division, ASD(SA), will attend the conference as an observer. /

Deployment Adjustment Request System

On December 30, 1966, the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Systems
Analysis approved a revised Adjustment Request System.

Generally, the revised syste= remaires .0Ddoem) or __eearo)

approval for major adjustments in cc:mbat and other critical units listed in
the current program tables or any Ldjust-ents which would increase total *
country strengths. The JCS are givea increased flexibility to adjust minor
unit deployments within the approved strength totals for each country.

The "100 man threshold" has been deleted fram the revised system. A
review of previous DAR requests indi:ates that this change should reduce
the requirement for submission of DAR' a by approximately 70 percent.
However, the revised system requires that OSD be notified of' all "below
threshold" deployment adjustments on a weekly basis, so the data base and
strength totals can be kept up to date.
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.o..e 11 .,i t.ble Su:,ýrizor. t?: pursomnol epl.oymnts zo South
Vici.. C rinG CJuy--y 1967 aI the pi'±,:ned ztrnP.3ths for the subzuquint
three :,t :

A:! ut 1. Planned (Prog 94) i.J)

j~n 6Jan6§7 Dt &Sb# M 61 a~

U S..% 252.7 P 255. 4 263.3 270.8 275.2
73.9 P 69.1 69.6 70.0 70.5

USAW 53.5 P 53.7 514.3 54.8 55.1
34::1 34.4 P 24.2 24.2 24.4 26,6

"otal 4014.5 ? 402.4 ~4u.4 420.0 1427A~

NCote: P denotes p-e1iiAn=A dm" ta.

Ar.57" deploynents to South Vietnm elr'ing January 1967 included thd*
rera~ining elemezts of the 9.h 2hiauntry Thhvision. At the present tins, 62
of 67 plaznnei Ax:," rmmneuver bita2ions have c0o3ed in SVW. The remaining
five =.ineuver bW.-talions (two airborne, two &rmored cavalry, and one tank) 4
are schedu2.•d to :lose betieer A+wust and October 1967.

T' The preli'l~iry strexr1tha tigie's for BVW (from X&CV weekly strength
report of rebru"..r 2, 1967) indicate that the Army vas approxirately 2700

* personnel below the ylazned Jmnuary 1967 strer.,tFs. The table beloa sum-
marizes the above threabold u.nits w•ich have slipped beyond January 1967: S *

Units Personnel

Engineer 4 1938
Artillery 1 583
Qua:-ternastero 2 499

t -

Total 7 302

On Janusry 12, 1967, the Secretary of Defense requested that the Arry
provide additional information to justify the slippaWes propopdd by the Army
in DAR 67-1. The Army is expected to complete the study i-inentty. Addi-
tionally, the Ar•, is currently conducting a detailed study of the Arn'es
capability to deploy all reamining units in 'Pogram 44. This latter study in

P expected to be complete by Iarch 1967.

USMC

The preliminm.y IV•! strength report for the Marinms indicatis that they
exceeded the January Proeras-n *,-14 fi •ure by 4800 peronel, sad the maximum
UeSC strength planned for SWi (71,000,) by 2900. The reeson appears to be S
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that the "'.' '..: '!;',," ' * " . .. . ::u-,,bcr of yfrr.yon.-I ,..ho
-Ay still. V tt( . n r ..2:. bt- ... :"': re no :.,r irn S'Ir.
Zxaruiol, vuuld .e p•rac::..-whr. "'. , :r six :.•.-.: who get a _,-... (
";epcial •.aec, casu,•tt,. in c,"-:f-". h .I, or perso.,c! !n
proce.r ol r'et-m-nirg to CO:',S. :t r'.t lo -;e.-are that the nu.;ber of r-cice-
ments .'ho arrived in S-E; .... excea cd the number of casu:lies
=.d persor.nitl corplIet.if tou.r:. .-. '.- •. Co:-s h.ms been trying fcr some

month-- to Cet the Z-"". st.'-.:hf their units up to 10L'*ý. 7T.is
latest rtpcrt indic-.tes they hsa;e -..-. •'o• in .zoi;-ns this u".er-.trength
problem and that their combat urits "ze now fully sunned. Hq, tVS.? is
examining the reporting syste= in s:1 ef-fort to exclude those personnel who S
are actually not in-cou-.try.

MA?,I US?&CG

USAF and USV1.CG preliminary strength figu.es agree within 200 personnel
of the Ja~auary 1967 planned stren-.th. No significant unit sli!.wpge occurred. ,

Projected Deploy-.mnts

Air Force and Navy deploym-ents -o SE.~ through April 1967 should be
closely in accordance with Progra-

The Army has subtitted an ed!ust-ent request which -includes a proposal
to slip eight engineer construction bt-ttilidns beyond the 1st quarter of
Cr 1967. The Secretary of Defense has requested that the Army rrovide
additional information to. Justify these and other slippages. If the Army
slips units in DAR A 67-1 as prorosed, they will fall short of the current
plan figure for SVIT in April 1967 by 9.pproxirately 6000 peisonnel.

All scheduled M.arine combat "-=its have been deployed in S'K:. Support
units totaling approximately 1C00 Personnel, retrain to be deployed. The
Marine Corps will undeubtedly sh--; m.- over-strength until the reporting
system is revised to exclude those -ersonnel who are actually not in-country.
Additionally, an overlap of replace.ntns and rotn.tees may tend to cause
periodic over-strengths as the M.2_rinres atproach the approved force levels
(the same will be true later for the other Services).

CINCPAC .?rogrTm #4 Conference

CI•CPAC held a conference frcm J-nuary 16-19, 1967, to clarify Pro-
gram #4 strengths and to establish rt-de-lines un.der which force requirements
will be processed. A representetive from SZ1 Programws Division, ASC(SA),
attended the conference as an obser7er.

The confermnce developed irtern.-2. PAOM: procedures for recw.-ending
changes to Program #4. These pri:eiures are currently being staffe. -d4th
the CIfCPAC component and subordinate u.-.ified cc=rands and will be ;ro-:l-
gated by message when coordination 1-T cc-plete.

The key point dariving from the onference was that the M"'CV August
31, 1966, strength report which zer-.- .s thj 'Laze point for Prc ram #4
was in error by severnl thous.ani eers:nrn.el. (Thf partitl disco.ery Cf
this fact was the major rep.-on *".-. - 'ce ;'• held). Tne Sprvizes
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have cc-r1lael c.. &ui fea ows nSIs of Au,ýu:4t 31., l.
S CII'.PAC iz stafi% the reu2ts~ou'.the audit ruia Is ex-3,et',d to SLO.-it4

reccrzindatiorna for strar.:;th &djuw-tr.ats in the neex ".Utuw.v
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Status of Deployrents to SEA

The following table summa.rizes -he personnel deployments to South
Vietnam during February 1967 and the p!anned streingths for the subsequent

three mnths.

Actual Momed Progrm #4)
F 67Feb 67 Ma 7 Ar6 EJ

USA 258.4P 262.3 269.7 274.1 278.8
US•4C 73.5P 69.6 70.0 70.5 70.8
USA, 514.8P 514.3 54.8 55.1 55 1'
Total 410.4 Wj73 2

Note: "P" denotes prelimi.ary data from MACV strength report as of 4
March 2, 1967.

Army deployments to South "ietnam during February 1967 consisted
of combat support and combat service support units. Approximately 4500 S 4
personnel were associated with the unit '%ployments.

Approximately 8,000 personnel were planned for deployment in flbru-
ary. Above threshold units which slipped beyond February are five
engineer construction battalions and one artillery battalion (approxi-
mately 5,000 personnel). However, units totaling about 1500 personnel
"asoci&ted with accelerations and previous slippages were deployed in
February.

US"',

The Marines exceeded the planned strength in January by 4600
personnel and preliminary strength data indicates they were approximately
3900 aove the planned strength for Febr•.ary There are two major reasons ,
for the discrepancy:

a. A surge of replacements during the preceding two months
exceeded the number of casualties and personnel completing tours.

b. A substantial number of persor-nel who are assigned to the III S
MAY are in fact not in-country. During January, for example, a daily
average of 2,846 personnel were out-of-country. These included R&R,
emergency and other leaves, and TDY.

The preliminary strength data for February indicate that the replace-
ment flow is leveling off. Additionally, effective with the March 1967weekly and monthly strength reports, '.IC'7 will identM• the number of
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assigned personnel not in-country. This will allow a more accurate
analysis of in-country strength in the future. * S

UsAF/USNIC!C.

The Air Force and Navy/Coast Guard preliminary strength data agrees
within 500 and 700 respectively of the planned strength for the month of
February. No slippages were noted. The discrepancy could be the result
of a fluctuation in the arrival of replacement# and the fact that the
preliminary strength data for February includes the 'first two days of
March.

Projected Deployments
Air Force and Navy deployments to SEA through May 1967 should be

closely in accordance with Program #4.

The Army has submitted an adjustment request (A-67-1) which includes a
proposal to slip eight engineer construction battalions beyond the 1st
quarter of CY 1967. OSD and the Arna are currently examining equipment
availability for these units in an effort to accelerate deployment. The 0
JCS have recomended that four of theme construction battalions be deployed
at 80 percent capability which would increase the deployment times for
these battalions an average of three months. Addtionally,, the JC8 have
recommended that an NMCB currently en route to Okinawa be diverted to SYN.
From available data, it now appears that the Army will fall short of the
current plan figure for SVN in May 1967 by approximately 3,000 personnel.

An overlap of replacements and rotatees will tend to cause periodic
over-strengths as the Services approach the approved forci levels. The
Marines are experiencing this problem now and the same will be true later
for the other Services. However, over a period of time, the over and
under strengths caused by the replacement flow should balance itself out.
It appears that a one percent fluctuation from the approved Service
strength should be a reasonable figure.

CINCPAC Program #4 Conference

CINCPAC held a conference from January 16-19, 1967 to clarify
Program #4 strengths and to establish internal PACOM guidelines under S S
which force requirements will be processed. The key issue deriving from
the conference was that the MACV August 31, 1966 strength report, which
serves as the basic point for Program #4, was in error by several thousand
personnel. CINCPAC has submitted his recommendations for strength
adjustments to the JCS. The CINCPAC adjusted August 31, 1966 strength
would have the following impact on the approved Program #4 end strengths.
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Prir- A1 CINCPAC Change94

A 3LI,273 316,23.7 4944USMC 71,00C 71,000 0
USAR 5 5, 7l6 55,975 + 229
USN&CG 22 84 -A319.

The JCS Lwo currently reviewing the CIITCPAC recomend~d adjuated
strengths and are expected to submit thair recommendations imminently.
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MCO$I0ENTIAL
i ~DEPLOYMENTS TO SOUMh-AST ASIA"

A series of decisions during the past month have resulted in increases

in the Prograr. #4 forces for South Vietnam and Thailand. The approved 4
June 30,1968 strength in South Vietnam rose from 467,800 to 478,900; the

* approved Thailand strength from 38,500 to 41,300. The following table shows
the South Vietnam increase by S3rvice.

PRoG.RAm #4 STRENGTH~ FOR OVN - JIB1E 30, 1.968

Freviously, Currentll
fArproved1- Approved- Increase

Ariy 391,300 321,900 10,6OO
NNavy 29,800 30,000 200
Marines 71,000 71,000 -
Air Force Z 56,000 300

Total 467,800 478,900 11,100

Pro-gram 4 through Chane 16, 15 March 1-967
_/ Program #4 thrx,',gh Change 25, 12 April 1967

Two decisions led to these increases in approved 3VN strengh: (a) AA
incr"ease of' 3852 to the Program #4 base. The MAC 31 August 1966 Atudited

Strength Report was used as the base point for the Program #4 forces. It
later was determined that a number of units had been omitted from this repor.ý,
and the authorized strength for others was in error. The CINCPAC strength
accounting conference held in January determined that the base should have * 0 q
been 3652 personnel higher. On March 31, the Deput, Secretary of Defense
approved an increase to Program #4 to incorporate the revised base. (b) An
increate of 752P for PRACTICE NINE Forc's. On April 8, 1967 the Seeretary of
Defense approved, for planning yurposes, the inclusion of certain forces in
support of PRACTICE NIUM. Included were an Army mechanized brigade, a sepa-
rate artillery battalion, 2 Navy mobile construction battalions, and various
support forces. Also included were 2 LSTs (300 personnel) to be added to the
offshore Navy forcer.

A numter of decisions led to an increase in the approved strength for
Thailand. Ths table below shows the increae by Serv4.ce.

PoRGRAM #4 SIRENTH FOR TWAIL - Jun 30, 168 S

Previously Currently
Approved Increase

AraW l0,600 L1,000 400i

U3N, US8,C5 300 500 200LAir Force 10,600P9-0 2.200-

( (Total 38,500 - 4 ••,300 2,800
138
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The principal decision affecting :ha_ land deployrients wag the Deputy Secre-

ary cf Defense's March 30, 1967 ;r:v'a! of the deployment of 15 B-52 air-
craft to U-Tapao Air Base. This f'cr.e 9.d associated suipport increased U.S.
strength in Thailand by 2183 Air Fcr-:e Dersonnel and 440 Army personnel.
Offsetting reductions were made in t'-.e approved strength in SVN, Okinawa nda
Guam.

March Planned vs Actual

The preliminary March strength report indicates thrt the plan (Program #4
through Change #25) was exceeded by -=re than 21,000, primarily Army personnel
an shown below:

MARC H 1 77s7.-1 _ IN SVj--- (in thousands)

PLnn... Actual Difference

Army 264.8 279.6 14.8
Navy 23.1 25.4 2.3
Marimes 70.0 714.8 4.8
Air Force 1 .2 i

Total 4013.-0 i&ý477 21.7.

j? -- AZiminary data based on MACY Weekly Strength Report.

After laggings ehind the plan for some time, the Army met the plan Iu
February and significantly exceeded it in March. The preliminary data indicate
an in-country Army Increase of 20,200 during March; the Army staff states that
new uaits closing during the period only totaled about 7500. While it is
possible a surge in replacementx is the reason, it Is mor r ±kel- tre t ACV
figure is in error, or a chabge in reTorting procedures has taken place.
Action is underway to determine the reasons for this situation.

The Marie strength coatinu-s to exceed the Progpa #4 totals. This is
due to Marine Corps efforts to provide replacement personnel to keep the de-
ployad units at full strength at all times, including personnel to offset men
on R&I or leave. ihe Secretary of Defense is currently considering a Secre-
tary of the Navy proposal to increase the Marine Program #4 strength by 3500
to cover these replacement personnel.

U.S. Forces in IV Corps

The numbers of U.S. personnel in lV Corps (the Mekong Delta) increased
slowly from 3800 in September 1965 to about 6250 a year later. It stabilized
at about that level for the remainder of 1966. This strength plateau, however,
began to change rapidly early this year as elements of the Mh Infantry Division

* bega~n moving into the Dong Tam base near %' Tho. U.S. forces increased to over
10,00 in February. Combat units no- consist of one brigade and one artilleryS~~battalion. .
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U.S. Forces in I Co-ops
The deteriorating security situation in I Corps led C0KJSMACV on April 7,

1967 to order a substantial strengthening of U.S. combat forces in I Cois.
He has ordered one Army brigade to move to the Chu Lai ara, and a second to
Due Pho in South Quang Ngai Province. The units being redeployed are the 196th
Light Infantry Brigade and one brigade of the ist Cavalry Division (Airmobile).
In addition, MACV has alerted the 173rd Airborne Brigade for possible deploy-
ment at a later date, should the situation so require and elements of the 9th
MAB from Okinawa may be committed. The additional forces totaling about 7560
men will increase the number of U.S. man -aver battalionsin I Corps by about
3UA and will permit redeployment of Marine battalions now in the southern
portion of I Corps to the DMZ area. COKUJS1ACV plans to replace the brigade
from the ist Cavalry Division with a brigade from the 25th Infantry Division
later this month.
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D•IPL I•mn TO SOUTHE;AST ASIA

Program #4 End Strengths for SV'! a•d•Thailand have increased 710

spaces during the past month. The ap-. roved June 30, 1968 strength in
South Vietnam rose from 479,100 to 483,1CC; the approved Thailand strength
from 41,300 to 44 ,Z4 0 . The following tsble shows the South Vietnam
increase by Service.

4P~GROC #4 S=• OR'. -o. SVN - Jm 30, 1968 S

Previously ~/Currently
Approved Approved Increase

ArMr 322,ICO 322,4OO 300
Navy 30,000 30,00 -0

Marines 71,000 74,500 3,500

Total

Program #4 through Change 25, 19 April 1967
/rogram #4 throu•hChane 33, 17 May 1967

The increase in the approved SVW strengths vaa the result of two
decia.ons:

a. On 12 April 1967, the Secretary of Defense approved an increase
of 35M0 for the Marine Corps in SVIT to offset out-of-cowntry non-effective
perconnel and keep combat units near full strength.

b. On 8 May 1967, the Secretary of Defense approved additional forces
for PRACTICE NIME, of which 478 personnel are authorized for SV2I (336
Arm and 142 Air Force).

The table below ahove the increase in approved strengths for Thailand
by Service.

4 L ~~~P~oam #4 aTR-VGTy --m TMranmD - 3im 3q, 1.98
1 Previously Currently

SApproved h fvt. Increase

Army 11,00 .1,300 300
USN' useCaC W0 500 _/
Air Force 2.8 3

a/ Does nt reflect temporary deploymernt of Nlavy SP-2 Squadron (331
personnel) from November 1967 to M!arch 1E.
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The Air Force strergth increase is arsociated with the Secretary

of Defense 8 May 1%67 decision on PRACTICE 14N0 and includes an EC-121
Wing and an F.4 Squadron. The Army increase includes 39 personnel
associated with P?.ACTICE :IN. Other approved Army increases are an
ASA Detachment (77 personnel), a Personnel Services Company (73 personnel),
and a Lcgistic Support Co.and Headquarters (57 personnel).

The preliminary MACV strength report for April indicateas that the
plan (Program #4 through charge 033) was exceeded by approximately 13,300
as shown below:

Ann1 1967 STRENGTH IN SYN

Planned Actual Difference

Am 273.6 285.9 +12.3
Navy 26.1 25.9 - .2
Marinas 74.0 74.a + .1
Air P, rce + 1.1

The Army overstrength of 12,300 wan the second auccessive month
the Anm exceeded Program 44 by a sizeable margin; Army March over-
strength was 17,8W0. MACVs explanation vwa that there had been a change
in reporting procedures for handling transients end patients. There
also hbd been an excess of approximmtely 8,600 individual replacements
over losses.

Strength reports through Army channels, however, shot# a somewhat
different picture. April Arz7 reports show an overutrength of 5,600
(including patients and TDY) as compared to the MACV reported overstrength )
of UL,300. Since 97.2 per cent of the reported Army strength for SVN
is in Army units assigned to USARV, the reasons for such discrepancies
are not apparent. The Department of the Army has tasked USAUPAC to
resolve the differences between the two reports. This matter vill also
be discussed at the CINCPAC Strength Accounting Conference to be held
22-25 May 1967.

2
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DEPLOYMrTS TO SOUTHEAST ASIA

Although 89 percent of the Arr,'a ?.o-gr=m #4 forces will close in SVN
by June 1967, the units remaining to ,"etloy during FY 68 include consider-
able combat and combat support forces. :hese units will provide MP.CV with
the equivtlent of nearly 2 additional livisions of "foxhole" strength mod
a 25 percent increase in helicopters. 'ajor units rema ning to be deployed
are listed below:

TOME Projected 0
Unit Number Strength Close Date

Infantry Battalions 3 8ý9 Oct 67
Airborne Battalions P 809 oct 67

echanized Battalion 1 91-0 Sep 67
Armored Cavu".ry Squadrons 2 783 Aug 67
Air Cavalry Squadrons 3 770 oct 67-Jan 63
Separate Infantry Co. 22 a/ 142 - 182 J~tl 67 - Aug 67
Artillery Battalions 5 539 - 595 Sep 67 - ar 68
Helicopt,.r CoMpanies 18

Light AiArmobile (10) 219 Aug 67- Nov 67
Medium 5 181 Aug 67 -Jun 68
4Havy 2). 129 Doc67 -Jun68
Aerial Weapons 1 170 Apr 68

a/ An Arm proposal to send 33 additional infantry coopnies is (as of
15 June) being considered by the Secretary of Defense. If approved,
this would add a third additional division equaivalent of "foxhole"
capability. *

The preliminary M&CV strength report for May indicates that the plan
(Pgroam #4 through Miange #34) was exceeded by approximately 2 0as
shown belmw.

May 1,67 Strenath in SVX (000)

Planned Actual Difference
n 27930.7 +"'.

Navy 2737.5 -. 3
Marines 80.3 79.6 - .7
Air Force . _.7

The Army continues to be about 8 percent overstrength. If this continues,
the Army will reach the approved Probara # strength by September 1967.
This woull be prior to most projected deployment dates of the remaining
combat and combat support units listed above.

CA 144
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The reason for this overstrength Is still not known. It is not the
result of accelerated deployments; unit closures have not exceeded the
plan. Thus the differences in planned and actual strength must be caused
by discrepancies in repofting, or by an excess of replacements over losso,
or a combination of both. Tighter controls over the replacement personnelS~~flow- to SEA ma be required. :

As noted in the April Analysis Report, USARPAC has been tmked to
resolve the difference between the Army strength reportm and MkCV strenghb

Sreports. This matter was also discussed at the CINCPAC Strengh Accounting
SConference in May. Everyone is aware of the problem; actions are Under way
"to resolve the differences in strength reports; but little progress toward
a solution is evident.

t.

+p.
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CONFIDENTIAL "

DEPTOYMETS TO SOUTHEAST ASIA

Preliminary June data indicate h the actual U..S. troop strength
in Vietnam waz within one percent of -,he P-togren #4 projections. Reported

actual strength was 444,800 troops, 3,E•0 men below the plan of s50, 00.Army strcngth was about 1,800 bel^'." t!*=u, largely the result of two 8"
artillery battalions that failed -t: elIzso on schedule. '

The Marines were 3,300 below plan. ýýrine planned strength for
June included 3 battalions from the 9th Marine Amphibiius Brigade (MAB).
However, one battalioa from the Brigade (about 1,000 personnel) was still
in Oklinawa. The rest of the Marine under-strength probably reflects ashort-fall in providing replacement personnel. While Marine approved
strength includes 3,500 personnel to provide for RMR, emergency, leaves,
TDY, etc, only about half were actually in-country as of the end of the
month. The table below compares the planned strength versus actuals for S
the end of the past three quarters.

SVN. Personnel Strengths
(000 of U.S. Personnel)

1966 1967
December March June

Plan Actual Plan Actual Plan ActualI/
Army 2T5.' 73. 205T.3 -26. -2 6.

USM0 67.9 69.2 70.0 75.3 80.5 77.2

Navy 53.7 52.9 55.1 55.8 55.9 55.6

USNT/CG 22.6 23.8 23.2 25.1 28.3

Total 389.8 385.3 413.1 419.6 450.4 44.8

SPreliminary data.

b he Army actual atrenaph data for 1NArch in the table above are
based on the Department of the Army "I report rather than the MACV
strength reports. During the three month period March - May MACV reports
indicated the Army was 15 to 20,000 overstrength. Thi's sizeable over-
strength vaw apparently merely a reporting error as Army reports did not
substantiate it. M&CV now is using the Army 840 report as the basis
for his strength reports. Thus, in the future the M&CV reports should
closely tie to those submitted by Army channels. For this reason actual S
data for March has been revised based en the Army 840 report to give a
more accurate portrayal of the actual strength during that time period.
A number of queries have been made but to date MACV has been unable to
provide a reasonable explanation for the discrepancies. OA.D/Controder
iL currently investigating the problem a.nd hopes to have a definitive
anwer shortly.
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[ . Pnormk.t #5 ,

On August 10, 1967, the Secretary of Defense tentatively approvedS~FY 67 add-on and FY 68 f'orces for SVN. The table below suamarized the

approved force levels for SVN now included in Program #5.

Army AF MC Total

Program A 323,735 30,039 56,1148 74,550 484,472

67/68 Added Forces 33,297 4,234 2,24;2 7,523 47,296

Civilization -.5,14L4 - 812 -5142 -6,768

Program #5 351,618 33,461 57,8148 82,073 525,000

Program #5 deployments include an additional 16 maneuver battalions
(101st Abn Div W-), llth Inf Bde, 9th ,MAB, mid 3 separate Inf Bn), nine
infantry companit., two Air Force A-1 squadrons and Mobile Riverine,
GAME WARDEN, and MARKET TDIS forces. Additionally, two Marine VMA/VMFA
squadrons and one Air Force F-4 squadron, readk, for deployment, are

* included in the strength ceilings.

The Secretary of Defense has requested the JCS to submit a refined
FY 68 tioop list by September 15, 1967. Any added requirements in the
refined troop list are to be fully Justified and accoaanied by correspond-
ing civilianizntion or trade-off spaces in order to insure that U.S. forces
in SVN do not exceed 525,000.

CINCPAC has scheduled a Deployment Conference which will convene
in Hawaii on August 23, 1967. This conference will refine the Program #5
troop list and determine the capability to provide the Program #5 forces.
OSD, Joint Staff, and Service representatives have been invited to attend.

((+ ,•147
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DEPLOYMNT TO SOUTH V=ETNAM
Program #5 Force•

On 15 September the Joint Chief! of Staff submitted to the Secretary of

Defense a refined NY 68 (Prog-re -,5) troop list. The table, below summaiza
the recommended force levels for Sfo .

AR,,f NAVY A? MC TOTAL

Program 4 (chae 39) 323,735 30,039 56,148 74,550 N%•84.72

CY 67/68 added forces 39,365 7,483 3,161 7,689 57,698

Civilianization -9,595 -2,050 -600 -300 -12,•5

Adjust Prog. 4- -4625 _7 -4625

JCS Recowmdd PfQg. 5 348,880 35,472 58,709 81,939 525,000

StUMQ(RY DMUW-MMS TO SEA

Program A4 Program #5 Program #5
Thru Ch. +39 A. of 8/14/67 Xis froed

U.S. Maneuver Bag 90 106 106

Art±11027 Bang 611 681 67f
Engineer Ban 53 55 55
Fighter-Attack A/C 1,033 1,O74 1,O74
Helicopters 3,202 3,392 3,581
In-country Naval Vessels 443 608 605 5 0

The maneuver battalions and thr'.r expected close da ses are listed below.
CLOSE DAM

198th Bde 3 Octa)
.101 Abz Div. W- 6R ) Fe rb68
nth Bde 3he) Feb 68
Auig196 Bde 3. f Apr 68
Augz199Dde 1m Apr 68
Aug 198D de l a Apr68
Aug 11th Bde 1lBn Apr 68
9th MA 33Bs) n-cau

The S1cretary uf the Army has reco=er~ded deploying 1 Bde task foare of the
101 Abn Div. (-) by air during Decezber and the remining Bde in Jonuary.

I
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CONfiDENTIAL

( •T proposed 67/68 Added For•as deploy a high proportion or combat
and combat support troops to SVN. SuiwArized in the table belov are the

statistics relatiug to the combat troops and support activities personnel.

COA/OA UPR SWPPORT TOTAL

Ary31,833 (81%) 7,532 (19%) 3936

Navy & )4W 424 5% 4.168(149%) 8,11524

AF 1,.74Z7 (5•)• .41i (Z• 161 {

TO TA L 37 6 4 ( 4% 3 ý 1 ( 6 ), ,

by Does, not -include the 9th MAB.

Other Deloyment Actions

Two Armored Cavalry Squadrons closed RVW in Auguet. n addition two

Mrune attack Squadrons (35 a/) from Japan and one composite Air Force

Sq wmi (B-57 and F-1O0 aircrsat) have been authorized to deploy to SWV

to offset the lost of sorties resulting from the USS Forrestal fire.
Theme squadrons are authorized to remain in SVN until 15 Nov 67 in ordap
to take advantage of the good flying weather over North Vietnam.

2, 149
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DEPL.Y: S

On 5 October 1967 the Secretagy of Defense approved the JCS refined
Program 5 troop list for Southeast Asia. As indicated in the September
report, these authorizations add significantly to the combaVoombat
support elements and only minimally increase thj Service support forces.
The "tooth to tail" ratio of the tid-on force packaCe is about 74%/26%.

The early deployment of elenents of the 101st Abn Dlv (-) has also
been approved by the Secretary of Defense. The divison headquarters
control group, a brigade headquarters, and 3 infantry battalions (approx-
imately 5000 personnel) will close in Vietnam about 20 December. The
Army is currently studying the possibility of accelerating the remainder
of the Division as well at the llth Infantry Brigade.

On mechnized infantry battalion closed in SVN during September.
The 198th Infantry Brigade (3 battalions) is scheduled to close during
October. On the other hand CrICPAC has decided not to deploy to SM
the 2 Marine fighter/attack aircraft squadrons and The composite AF
squadron, temporarily authorized to offset the Forrestal attack carrier
loss. 1

Approved US Force levels in Thailand have shown a marked increase
since the beginning of the year. Program 4 authorized 37,600 personnel
in Thailand. Propras 5 through Chage a# authorized 45,800 personnel,
an increase of 22W. The two major ractors in this increase vere the
deployment of B-52's to U-Tapao and the MUSCLE SHOALS Project, as the
table below shows. % FTOA

INAPPROVED zvc
DMOfE W 3-52AUSCLE SHOALS Forces INCREASE

ARW 1,700 63 a
A•AY 200 0/ 0A-I' 6,300 543 80o

W 331 Navy personnel will be temporarily deployed in support of WUSCLE SHDALS.

On October 13, 1967 the Secretary of Defense forvarded a memorandum to
the Chairman, JCS stating that he felt certain reductions in unnecessary
personnel could be obtained by more careful Msnagement of resources and
that the presently approved US military strength* in Thailand (45,7rA)
are e0,quate to meet the forseeable needs. Therefore, recommendations
for ner units, or augmentationzs of present units in Thailand should
follow the same rules as now applied in South Vietnam. This will entail
submitting offsetting space reductions •han new personnel requirements
are eubmitted. S S
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South Vletna•m 0

On 21 October 1967 the Secretary of Defense approved the acceleratei
deployment of the remainder of the 101st Airborne Division (-) in December
1967. One brigade of the 101st wee previously authorired for deployment
in December. In addition, deployment of the l3th Brigade to SVN in December
1967 was authorized by the Secretary of Defense on 6 November 1967. It
had originally been scheduled to close in February 1968. Am a result of
the above, 9 additional maneuver battalions will be operationally available •
to COMISMACV 30-45 days earlier than the initial estimates.

The following table suumarizes the personnel deployments to SVIT during
October and thd planned strengths for the subsequent 3 months.

ACTUAL PIAANI (PROGRAM h5 rKROCK CHANGE #6)
SOCT NOV DEC JAN * 6

ARMW 308.8P 310.7 312.2 327.7 329.7
USMC 73.2P 81.3 81.3 81.5 81.5
AIR FORCE 56.4P 56.5 56.0 55.9 55.8
USN&Ca 30_-4 3 30 31.2 3.

TOTAL 468.8P 479.6 480.0 496.3 "99.5 *
The Marine Corps preliminary actual strength for October decrea•ed

froM September (76,500 to 73,200) and was approximately 8,000 under
October current plan strength. The major reason appears to be that the
replacement flow has fallen behind the returnee flow. This results from a
reduction of Marine tour lengths (from 13 to 12 months) coupled with a
"hump" in the returnee flow during the 4th quarter CT 67. (PersonneL n * 4
deployment& during 4th quarter CY 66 were approximately 12,700 compared
to 2800 74rioioel during 3rd quarter CY 66). In Septeber the two Marine
divisions and the 9th MAB were 5000 understrength and theb were probably
further underatrength the end of October.

During the month of October the 198th infantry igade (3 battalions),
2 separate Air Cavalry Squadrbm, (3/17 & 7/17) and 2 separate Airborne
Infantry Battalions (3/503 and 3/506) closed in SvN. The 3/503 is the
14th maneuver battalion of the 17.3d Airborne BrIPde and the 3/506 the 4th

battalion of the lt Brigade, 101stAirborne Division. in addition there
was a significant increase in Army aviation units during October. Six Light
Air Mobile Companies, 1 Medium Helicopter Company, 2 Corps Aviation
Companies and a Light Surveillance Company closed during the month. •

Thailand

As an exception to his memorandum on US Troop Strength in Thailand,
the Secretary of Defense on 28 October 1967 approved an increase of 902
Air Force personnel in Thailand. This raises the authorized military •

strength in Thailand to 46,626 personnel. The additional personel are
associated with an increase of 13 EB-66o and to support an increased MI-66
flying hour program. 1 151
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ý1South Vietnam

During November approximately 12CC Ar-m personnel deployed to sVIH.
Three Light Air Mobile Compaiiies ('-H-13) were the significant units whic'A
arrived during November. Approxir.&*el 16,5, Army personnel will clo-e
in SVN during early December. The 101z- Air'oarne Division (-) and the
llth Brigade close prior to Christma.s, add"g9 maneuver battalions to
COKJSSMkCV's operational capability.

Other developments of interest are:

1) MACV Advisory Personnel - The act'..al strengths of the MA1CV field
advisory elements are now very close to the authorized strengths. The
Army elements were well below authorize! strangth in 1966 and early in
1967. The table below summarizes authorize. and actual strengths of the
advisory teams since the beginning of this year.

MACV FIELD ADVISORY EL•EWIS

Authorized Actual % of
Officer M4 Total Officer EM Total Authorized

A 21014 3382 5486 2012 26o6 4618 8.4% 4
Navy (icnl Marin-s) 247 256 503 238 261 499 99
Aiz Force 226 267 493 215 273 488 99

30 Arril 1967
Army 2213 345] 5664 2079 3128 5207 92
Navy 254 263 517 278 268 546 106
Air Force 213 280 493 211 288 499 10o I 4

Army 2223 3674 5897 2070 3820 5890 99.9
Navy 259 259 518 26o 256 516 99 6
Air Force 195 270 465 206 287 493 106

An additional 3151 Army advisors (1458 officers and 1693 non-commnsaioned
officers) were included in Program #5. These advisors will begin to deploy
in February and should all be in S'r by Jlue 1968. These deployments are
muae possible only by shortening 00MUS !MLilitary Assi'stance Training Advisory
(MATA) training and making extensive gride and branch substitutions. In
Sadition, in February and March the Ar= will deploy 200 officers and 300
non-acimmssioned officer advisorG withcut A!&A training. These men will
probably be assigned to U.S. units, freeing experienced personnel to serve 4
as embers of 5-man Mobile Training TeL.ms designed to improve the effec-
tiveness of the RI/PP.

S 4
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2) arirn-. 'orpps S...-....th - The Marine preliminary actual strength

for Nover.b"r sho;W" 2Ca icrease over October but it was still belowa
the plan (81,270) by a.pproxi:<i tsly 4o00 personnel. The Marines had
expect*d1 to be ao-;t l11N short of authorizel. The additional 2900
personnel shortfall rasult-i from heavy casualties in recent moriths,

high rotation resulting fron large number of units which deployed a
year a~o and firm adheren.e to the 395-day rotation policy. The Marines
expect to have their for2es bacck up to the authorized level in January
196a.

The Marine Corps has informed as that it has not revised its tour
policy of 13 months "portil-to-portal"j contrary to what we erroneously
reportea here last month.

ThaV•and

During the past month the Seoretary of Defense approved two deploy-
meits which incroase the approved U.S. strength in Thailazy! by nearly
1300 men. The first oars the deployment of 10 B-52 aircraft to U-Tapao
Air Base. This will add 1000 Air Force personnel. The second item was
an additional 2S3 Air Force personnel to support new MUSCLS SHOA1S
requirements.

Present authorized strengths for U.S. Forces in Thailand are: S

ArM 22,196
Navy (includes Marines

and Coast Guard)
Air Foroe 3J,27

Total 47,911•

* •
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South VIetn!4m A
During December ap "" " pers"i"el dpoye to

South Victna". The 101st Airborr." Dt:-ioi) ( - ) and the 11th Brigade
were the principa]l tuits to close. Ž.'-.n rL. 'ir in-couu•ey training is
complete in February they. will oa 9 .. ," L_ bttallons to c J...cv ^ s
operational capability. The r-nmul o.:':orized rnuuver battalions
are scheduled to close SVN in Apri., bringiri; the total to 106 battalions.
In addition, one 175i-a artillery battt-ion closed in SVM; in December.
The M'arine Corps deployed 4 combine- actio:n czypanies (800 personnel)
which completes their Program 5 autharized !zplo.-,emunta. The remaiing major
units still to close are shown on Tahle 2.

The following table sunmarizes the planned versus actual personnel
strength for Piece•ber 1967.

U.S. *MIlJTAI Y PERSo1TIS 191! -:.Y - :,DEC-E 1967
(000 uf Persosnelj

Authorized
(Prog:5 thru Cbge #8) Actuals/ do of Autho.,ized

Army 328.3 321.1 97.8
US14C 81.5 77.8 95.5
navy 31.2 31.9 102.00
USa_ 56.0 56.1 :100.0

497.0

/ Preliminary Data

Marine actual strength continues to be som.ewhat below authorized.
About 3000 of the 3700 shortfall Is associated with the Special Linding
Forces (SLF) which are in-country only pericdically. The remainder is
caused by a lag in the provision of replacement personnel disv.- id in
the November SEA Analysis Report. There has been,however, & ,/ .Vicant
improvement since October, when the Yar.,n-s w:ere nearly 8000 beiow plan.
Hq 3MIC states that their actual strength will approximate authorized
by the end of this month.

Since the Secretary of Defense appro:ed ch, 525,000 authorized personnel
for SVN there have been significant strenih and unit readjustments within
the AM, forces in Vietnam. Recuirerents for about 4800 ccobat service
support personnel have been eliLirnted by detctivating and consolidating
logistical units and installationi. Alout 13^0 of these spaces were used by
the Army to standardize the infantry and artillery battalions and to meti-
vate the 23rd (Americal) Division. 7he Ar•q now uas a remaining "credit"
of approximately 350V spaces in it. "debi.z/cdit' account.
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South "-_.t ,

4 -Durini the month of Januiry apprcxlrutely 2300 ptrsonnel deployed to
South Vietna•m. The added fIrcas waie about half Ar:;y and half !;avy (ic00
and i000 personnel respectively).

The following table surnsarimes the planned versus actual personnel
strength for the month of January, 1968.

M~ 14"ILZAY PERS011"EL f11 11VN - JAIUaRY 1968

Actua2a•/ Plan % of Plan

4r.7 329.8 331.0 99.8V 78.8 82.1 96.o0:

USAF 5N 56.2 '104:
Total 495901 .5

SMarine Ccps -shortf~lU of 3300 personnel consists primarily of

Special Landing Force (SLI) which is in-country only periodically.4 Source: SEA Deployments P3rogram #5 through Change #13 (February 13, i98).

During February the 3d Bde, 82d Abn Div (3700 personnel) •rd the 27th S
"Regimental Landizg Team, 5th Marine Division (5600 personnel) closed in

4 SVN. This terpor=.ry .4eploymeat added 6 maneuver battalions and tw;o 105=n
artillery battalions to CO.1SMACV'e planned forces. TI addition, the Navy
deployed temporarily a Vlaval Mobile Construction Battalion (ItRC3). Pre-
vicualy plauned Program t deployments for February included an armored
bix cavalry squadron, a zedium helicopter company, and a O15= howitzer FA
battalion. Tx, all, about 14,0o0 US troops deployed to MVt during February,
raising the total US force level to over 510,000.

Other SEA Deploymenta

The Secreta%7 cf Defense approved tho move of 10 KC-135s and 5 RC-135s
to Taivan. Five KC-l.,s' wii come from Okinawa, the other 10 aircraft
fro Thailand. The net effect of the personnel shifts will be a 4 50-man
increase in the nurber of personnel in Taiwan and a similar decrease in
Thailand. There will be no change in the number of personnel in Okinawa
as an expansion of their heavy mainteuence facilities will off-set the
doplcylag aircraft crewa.

In addition, the Secretary of Defense approved deployent of t-wo C-130 S
squadrons on a te=porary basie to PACCM. Whiile the main operatirg base for
the aircraft vill be in Japan, they will be operating inSouth Vietn=m most
of the timc. The aircraft will provide :ACV with more in-country airlift,

/* particularly to meat requirn.e:,-itrin i. Cor5. 15T
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Program #6

On April 4, 1968, the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved a Program #6
force of 549,500 men In SVN. 7his includes the additional forces approved
by the President as well as rutine oha.ses in the deployment plan. Major
chanages since Program #5 through Cla.nge YV13 was issued are listed below:

1. Addition of 24,500 personnel includizg 7 maneuver battalions, 14
artillery battalions, 1 engineer co.bat battalion and 2 tactical fighter
squadrons (TFS) (36 F-lOa). This includes permanent deployment of a
separate infantry brigade as a substitute for the 82nd Airborne Bigade and
replacement of the 27th Marine ULT vilh an Army brigade.

2. A deferral of the civilianization schedule until September 1968.
The requirement to civilianize 12,545 military spaces still exists and S
insures military strengths do not exceed 549,500.

3. Deployment of 1 Air Force 7-100 squadron and 1 Marine A-4 squadron
in April and a second Air Force F-10O squadron in MAy.

4. Acceleration of one infantry battalion from April tQ March.

5. Slippage to June of the ,,:3= SHOAIS Air Force F-4 squadron onl-
ginally scheduled to deploy to '.hailand in February.

March and April Deployments

During the mnth of March approxidately 3600 personnel deployed to
South Vietnam. An infantry battalion and a 155 howitzer battalion were *
the major units to deploy. Abcut 5cO0 personnal are scheduled to deploy
in April, including 3 infantry sattalions, an engineer combat battalion
and a 155 howitzer battalion. A 1L, -3" battalion scheduled for July de-
ployment will complete major Ar-. Prcgram #5 deployments.

Actual Versus Authorized Stregth

An is shown on the following table, actual personnel strength at the
end of March 1968. was 98.6$ of the Plan. It would appear that Tet cam.al-
ties have largely been replaced.

us M .a•y Pa--L r-7 SVN - MARC. 1968

Ac".ual! Plan % of Plan
4

Army 33a 344.5 98.3
.. 87.1 96.6
Navy 35.6 35.1 I01. 4
USAF . 102.1

PreliJdany data. S
Marine Corps short fall of 3CCC personnel consists Primari-,y

of Special Landing Force(SLu) operating ashore only periodically.
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Detailed unit data for end .,i'rch are not available yet. Based on
data for February it appears that the impact of the Tot offensive on the
strength of the combat elements was not sevoe-r, or at leart had been alle- (
viated by the end of the month. It also appears the personnel pipeline was
able to keep most of the maneuver battalions at Combat operational strength.
While not ideal, having 90# of authorized personnel is considered satisfactory;
the irpact on effectivvnes wou-ld not be severe.

Mb- maneuver battalion in the' 7 Ary divisions, dopped from 92% of
authorized at end January to slightly over 89% by end February. The table
below sunarizes the personnel strength in the ArxW and Mirine Corps divisiou
and separate brigades in SVO for January and Febrwary. ThMe divisions were
kamentiCU1y at 1.00% of stre•uth at both points in tim.

PLANMM VS ,ACr1A S22M g
Dr~rXP64§AI EDE IN~ SWN

jamiary 1968W Februay 1968
x•eoal Maneuver Totdl Maneuver
Unit Battalions Unit Battalions

Plan Actual of Plan of Plan plans Actual % of Plan %of Plan

1st Cay Div 183o9 18647 l0o.8 94.0 28k& 18229 98.6 87.7
1et mrt Div 371459 17539 100.5 90.6 170(4 16942 99.2 $3.6
4th imf 19003 19042 100.2 87.6 18669 18484 99.0 87.6
9th Inf 16160 16153 99.9 914.0 16186 16107 99.5 91.6
23d mt 16322 15825 97.0 9l. 4 18512 18189 98.3 92.2 * *
25th !a: 17734 17666 99.6 93.7 17451 17217 98.7 9.1
101st Aba 15011 15220 101.4 91.1 15351 15077 98.2 87.8
173d Abn Bde 5V9 5313 101.6 97.2 5239 5103 97.T4
199 xe wde 4o84 4215 103.2 98.1 456 4366 95.4
11th ACR 4153 4331 •14.3 100.0 k163 4266 1o2.5 98.7
iet Mar Div 24629 22466 9;.2 96.4 24623 21862 88.8 95.2
3d Mar DMY 236M8 24417 103.1 98.9 23688 24802 104.7 99.5 p
SWRCE: MACV Strength Reports.

a Jamary reports are pro-Tat data.
b Inf Bn authorization was increased from 764 to 920 (one bn apparently

Uot filled).

S
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South Vietnaem Deployments

The 5th Mach Brigade (1 le an, I Mach Inf R, Tank Bn, 155ta =
sP Arty Bn) closed in SVri on 1 August. :he .Arine 27th Regnimftal Landi"g
Team, teporazily deployed to Viet= in thh wake of the Tat offensive,

4 returns to CONUS in September. An Aurored UavLWry Squadron in Noveaner,
two 155= Arty Bns and an Engineer Combat ,= in Septemer and October, and
a maber of helicopter camp•naes are the prienipal units remaining to be
deployed under Progrea #6. Virtually all of the remining units are Arn.

Bsed& on a PACA air defense st•dy of RVN and C(,•NCPAC'a reccind&-
tiona, the Deputy Secretay of Defense approved withdrawing two Hawk Bus
(1 Amy and i Ylarine) fr'm SVN and returnirg thm to the US. The remaining

I ,mits will be redeployed within SV. a&r comani, control and com.mi-
cation imcovennta made to inrease their effectiveness. In addition,
one HAWK battery will deploy frm Viet=.m to Thailand in 1969. This adjust-
mnt to Program #6 will free mnpyomr spacea that COI4JSMACV can use to de-
pl•y other type forces within current a;;r"ed manpower levels. It does
not redue the authorised strength of VS forces in SVH.

PrE& a Authorization

The approved 549,5•0 arce fbr Sr.Z is mde up of me than a list
of military units mid organization s. t includes factors to cover estimated
Temorary Duty (TDi) personnel arA Azr... patienta. :t also includes a de-
duction to account for the "civilisnization" MANV has been directed to
maccmplish. The following table breaks the total down into the major elient. * .

AM _ = US USAF TOTAL

Total Structure SpAcs* 374,182 38,679 B2,321 59,4313 554,595
TY Allowance 500 60 150 2,700 3,950

4 Patient A2.lowmace 3,50 - -3,0
Total A•thorized -78Il 39,27i 6

lass Ciwl niatLon 2 2 050,6'
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•, .. , ~Civil:Lan:ization I

Program #6 Deploy-ent Tableas how the authorized atrength

reaching the approved ceilirg of 549,500 in October. About 10,500 addi-
tional troops wll arrive in Vietnam lter, but do o increae the
mathorized force level because a additional units arrive, MACV is required
to "civilianize" enogh spaces to offset the new units. The table below
is MACV a schedule to delete certain military spaces replacing them vith I,
local nationas or .ir cv i.contract capability (e.g., oast1•uction, tiaxLs-pocation). '.i

YACV CIZLIAIIZATION sCHEUIXZ

(CY Q~iatez)

_V6 3684 l/68 119 yf TOTAL

AW767 2P4 2 2785V/ ?Q

Air Farse 6001/ - 6;2'
- 290 2050

Total I7 3

1 'CE Gqo•r civiliaeized.
No NMlBs civi•iaxized.
mneer Cosnt Bn civili~anzed.

I 8TtUSR 10CCWUTIm

US military strength in SYN total 541,819 as of 15 August, about 1200
peraonnel over the Program 6 authorized strength for that date. The
reamn for this slight overatrength (1/4 of 1%) was that DY and patients
wre rumning higher than our factors while PC$ strength was alighty
tbjov the aatborization.

US NILITART PERSONNEIL STIWT - SM

* D~pc~'mnt~'Total
SAuth 'D! PCs (Ir= Ceiling Coaayison)

UBA 358,369 928 358,092-2/ 359,92U
US 37,798 587 37,183 37,770

(Includes UtMC)
Uwel " 83,82 83,880

0S~ 59r9 I 8q261.1149

Tvta 540576 .647/ 53,14 1,819

Tot •eal Np. as of Argust 1, 3968, leos civilaalaation coWleted as
of June 30, 1968. Includes 27th RIMend 1st .af, 5•th m Div (Nach).

~/OPerAtIng strengft plus patients (352,872 and 5 220).
Based on MACV StronMh Report of August 15, 19.
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SThe reported actual strength his :ýequently exceeded the authorized

strength. There are tvo reasons for this. First, the actual strengh ofunits fluctuates above and below authorized from day to day dependin on the 0
arrival of replacements and departur-e of personnel completing their tour
or suffering casualties. Second, the 35CO-man allo-dance for Army patients

in South Vietnam hospital& is low. As Army strength and casualties inteased,()
the actual nmber of patients have been in excess of the 3500 allowance (in
recent months they have averaged about 5500). Since patients are included
in the actual strength reports, the actuals tend to run about 2000 above
authorized.

If this were to continue until aUl authorized deployments were in
Vietnam, the actual strength within a fer months would probably exceed the
authorized strength of 549,500 military personnel. fHwever, the Deputy
Secretary of Defense in his aziorandum on strength accounting in SVN of
August 10, stated that actual reported strength shoulA not exceed the
approved force level of 549,500 military personnel In SWN. This vill require
action by MACV to elimiaate units now in-country or scheduled to deploy or U
possibly expand the civtlianization proram. Also, unnecessary accountable
personnel (e.g. TDY) will have to be kept to a minima.

THAILAN~D DEPTJOY?4NT

On August 21, the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved for deplnsiont
to Thailand the followins forces to Propre 06 .

1. Eight AC-130 GUMMSZ and 414 pomsonanel.
2. Teo B-52. and 851 paersnnel.
3. Forty-six propeler aircraft and 914 porsonnel.
4. Three E3-121 IGLOO WHIM AIRCAFT.

The Air Force is able to tradeoff sufficient spaces to aaccomodate thse me
deploymeats and therefore the 47,788 personnel ceili4 g is unchabged.

Zn addition, the Deputy Secretary of Defense approved a 45 day exten-
aicm of the F-111 coubat test. Theme saroraft and associated test persone
are authorized to remain until October 31. The A-l Tactical Fighter Suad-
ran, presently supporting ILOO W operations, was authorized to remain
in Thalland until Deeembe- 1968. It will then deploy to SM. 5
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DEPLOYMTMS
4 August Planned Versus Actual

us ST=zT:GTh IN SVN - AtUGUT 1968

Program #6
(Change 19) Actual Difference

Amy 363.6 353.7 - 9.9
NAvY 38.4 38.0 - .4
USAF 60.3 61.3 + 1.0

82.0 85-*" +-3.3
Total M-

4 The Marines exceeded the plan because redployment of the 27th RLT
was delayed until September. It had been scheduled to relourn to the US
in July.

While the Army appears to be about 9900 ulderstrength, the shortfall
was only about 3500. The "bookkeeping" changes explain the remaining 64oo
difference.

1. Bookkeeping error discovered after dissemmination
of P•opgra #6 througi change #19 - 2.2

2. New MACV civilianization schedule beginning in Ju4lly
rather than September - 2.5

3. Revised base for the projections. The JCS completed
a detailed audit of all units in-ccuntry, TOM,
changes, units activated, and deactivated. The pre-
vious base was the reported actual strenM as of
August 1966 -1.6

14. Nior changes in unit deployment dates - .1
Total Adjustments

Of the remaining 3500 shortfall, approximately 800 are aviators the
Army presently cannot provide because of pmrsonnel problem. The remaining
2700 understrength is within a normal tolerance of 1% of the authorized
strength.

Strength Accounting

There now appears to be little danger that the actual number of troops
in SVN will exceed the Program #6 oeiling for the foreseeable future. MACV
In carrying out the civilianiza;ion program as scheduled. Other actions
also have been taken to ensure '-at tho &ctual strength stays below the

* ceiling. For example, MACV tas set up a "Watch Comittee" to monitor the
actuals. As a result, TDY personnel dropped from 5777 in JUy to 4.745 at
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the end of August. The number of k-ny patients had been running about @
2000 above the 3500 factor in Progr.. ,,6. On Auust 31, it was only 3093.
(Apparently, NOCV has tightened the criteria under which a man can be
considered a patient. Once L man is transferred to patient status, his
parent unit can requisition a replacement. But men hospitalized for
Zhort periods are no lnger considered as patients, thus reducing the
number of men carried in the patient category and the flow of replacements).

As a result of MACV's acdions, it in likely that actuals will run a
few thousand below plan. This is partially because the the civilianization
effort anticipate& new deployments by a month or so. In addition, MACV
is continuously deleting low priority units to generate spaces to meet
new requirements. This continually delays actual achievement of the
549,50O-man force. Our current projection of the Program #6 strength is
shown below:

PROGRAM #6 ADJUSm AUTHORIZE STRENGTH

Uaknown +
1.968 199Debit/

Oct Nov Dec mar Jun =eP Credit

.AMrs•- 357.2 363.9 366.4 367.8 367.3 366.8 366..L 366.3 2.3
Navy 37.7 37.9 38.1 38.3 36.6 36.9 %6.9 36.9 .3
t 60.3 60.3 60.4 6o.4 61.8 61.0 61.0 61.0 .5
sma 87.6 82.1 81.7 _81% 81.6 81.6 81.6 81.6 .6
Total 542.7 ~ 5 S~.5I7 55Lx6.3 5W.9 53 T.7
The Marine 27th Regimental ianding Team (ELT), deployed to SVN to

temporarily sugment MACV's forces after the Tet offensive, returned to

the U during September. It was replaced by the 5th Mechanized Brigade
which arrived on August 1. Although the 27th RLT deployed at an authorized
strength of 5636, onqy about 900 -LrineM actually left Vietnam. The
remainder of the RLT personnel were reassigned to the units within $VN.
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Significant Proprwc 6 UnLits to Deploy - SVN

Numbe Unit Close Date Stren~th

6 H~elicopter Companies Doe 68-Hear 69 744 4
2 Field Artillery Bne Sep-Oct 6B 1.135
2 Mad Hoop Evac Semiumobile Sep 68-Mar 69 626

16 TC Aeft Maint Units oict 68-Mar 69 1,0467
2 Ord Co Amma Oct 68 446
I Engr Combat Bn Sep 68 812
I Amored CAV 9Rdn V NpV f 2,094
5 Mad Ha3lo Ambl Unii:s 1Nov 684-Jul 69 2165 Tfrnsportatiou Coo Sep 68--Ct 69 865
3 LAnd Clearing Cos Dec 68 357
2 Med Fid Bosp Sep-Oct 68 368
4 CS aNint Coo 0cc-Nov 68 755S4 CS Sup & Svg Cos Sep 68 702
1 QH Pol Sup Cos Oct 68 237
3 Axmored Air CAv Trpa Mar 69 474 4

I Fixed Wing Racon Sqdn Vaknow 164
1 MAP Hq Augnentutcio Sop 68 157

USAr

1 A-1 TAC Ftr Sqdn (Nov li% Tha$lsnd) .Dec. 68 352
- Fovvard Air Ctrl/Naint Spt Sep 68 258

i50 iver Patrol Boato Sep-ov 68 255

16 Ansault Patrol Boars Oct-Jan 68 96 ,",
31 Ar'med Halicopters-liA (L) Unknown 157

*Depl~oymexEi cancel`ed September 25 at request of CCQ•SM&CV. Personnel
spaces v411 be used fr bigb priority MACV reqmdreNnt&.
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Strenath Akcounitins(

US mill.tary strength in SVN totals 535,653 as of October 17, about
8000 personnel under the Program $6 authorized strength an of the end
of September.

US MILITARY PERSONTL STRENGTH - SV.

September Percent Difference
Authorized.J Actualk/ Difference To Authorized

Army 363.9 354.1 - 9.8 - 2.7Z
Nlavy 37.9 38.4 + .5 + 1.32
USA? 60.3 59.3 - 1.0 - 1.7%
USHC 82.1 83.8 + 1.7 + 2.1%

544.2 535.6 - 8.6 - 1.6%

a! Program #6 Change #27. 4
b/ MACV Strength Report of October 17.

The Amy, uhich is about 9800 personnel below its authorized strength,
is the principal factor in the HACV shortfall. There appears to be two
reasons for the Amy undecstrongth. First, the Secretary of the Army has
Imposed a 4000 man buffer to insure the Army actual strength does not
exceed the authorized level. Second, provision of replacements Is lagging * 0 4
requirements by about 4000; the Army Staff indicates that this latter
situation vwil be corrected by November.

The Marline's overstrength appears to be caused by a combination of
two factors; retention of 27th ULT personnel (the 27th returned to the US
in September) until their SVN tours are couplete, and replacements in
excess of needs. The Marines expect to be down to their authorized strength
by the and of the calendar year.

CIVILIANIZATION

Congress exempted the Department of Defense from the limitations of
PL 90-364 with respect to positions for support of SEA operations estab-
lished since June 30, 1966 in the South East Asta theater of operations.
Under FL 90-364, ouly three vacancies out of four of permanent civilian
positions can be filled until overall number of amptoyees reaches a level
of June 30, 1966. In addition, Congress authurised that employment in
tmporary and part-time poit tons may be programmed on an annual basis.
The personnel included under these exemptions should facilitate the civil-

m ation efforts in South Vietnam and Thailand. Without them, providing •the neceseaxy manpower spaces could have had a signiticant Impact on DOD
employment In other ares.
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Strength Accounting
LS military strength in BVN` totals 537,432 as of November 21, about
S•erscr am u6ieruthorized strength (6700

5 0 pero n e u d r the October of• rt I
belov the end-Noveaber auth21izatbo

U9 M ETARY PESONNEL STBEGH - SVN

October~a b Percent.Difference
Authorized-& Actua?-/ Dif~ference . to Authorized ,

ArM 363.5 359.6 -3.9 -1.1
Ua• 37.2 37.3 + .1 -

USF 6o.4 59- -1.59
us8C 81.7 81.0 -1.0

Total 3Z2.8 5-3-7T -5.4 -1.0

a Program i Change #33.
MACV Strength Report of November 21.

The Army is responsible for 72% of the total WcVe shortfall, but is
syout 1% below authorized. The previous lag of about 4000 replacements

has been largely eli-inite'i; the present deficit is attributable to the Army's
aelf-Imposed 4,OO man buffer to ensure it stays below the SVN ceili-g. The
Marines appear to have corrected their previous overstrength and are now
operating withir the approved Progam #6 force levels.

Units Scheduled to Close

The table below lists the principal military units still scheduled to
deploy tc SVN and Thailand under Program #6

SMT V3•TM •

ARMY

Number Unit Close Date Strength

- Field Advisors Nov 68-Jan 69 476
6 Helicopter Companies Dec 68-Mar 69 744

12 TC Acft Maint Units Dec 68-Mar 69 670
5 Med Halo Ambl Units Nov 68-jl 69 222
6 Land Clearing Com Dec 68-Jan 69 714
3 Armored Air Cav Try Mar 69 474
1 CS Lt Maint Co Nov 68 154
2 Transportation Coo Nov 68-Jan 69 497
1 SC Combat Co Jan 69 172
1 Inf Long Range Patrol Co Dec68 2114
2 FA Aerial Rocket Arty Btry Mar 69 218
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Z • . SOUTH VYI•.T":;,:. - Continued

Numb er Unit Close Date Strength

1 A-I TAC Ftr Sqdn (Now in Thailand) Doc 68 352
FForward Air Controllers Jan-Mar 69 190

NAVY
20 River Patrol Boats Nov 68 126
31 Armed Helicoptera-RA (L) Unknown 157
2 YRBHM Jan 69-Feb 69 180

THrLr 4
: ARMY

1 HWK Etry (Now in MV) UWUknon 172

USAF

1 lt• Spec op aSq (18 A-la) Nov 68 2S8- lot Spec Op. Sq (Ag) (7A-I) Feb 69 95
2- 22d Spec Cps Sq '(Aug) (A-la) Feb 69 95

I 4

S 4
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Strength Accounting

US military strenrth in S•V totals 533,822 as of December 12, about

* 10,300 personnel under the end November Program #6 authorized strength.

US 1LrLITARY ~PESONPIL STRENGTH-.SVIT

November . Percent Difference
Authorized-/ Actual/ Difference to Authori zed.

Ara 2 357.7 - 7.5 -2.0
Navy 36.? 37.0 + .3 +0.8
USAP 6o.4 59.7 - 7 -1.2
USIC 81.8 7 2 4

!a Program through Change #33,
J IcV StZength Report of December 12.

The Army continue& to be responsible for the bulk (73%) of the total
MCV shortfall, and is about 2% beloa authorized strength. The Army's
000-man buffer (initially impoaed to ensure that the actual, strength

stayed viftbin the ceiling w" recently eliminated. But, replacement
floA will not be affected until January. The other factor appears to
be an abnormally large number of persomnel in the replacement/returnee
categories which are not counted as part of the actuLls used to cmpare
with the ceilit4. In part, this reflccta the accelerated return of per-
aconl ( -pprm.cmataJy 2800 over average) for Christmas. In addition. the
replacement category tot..led 9800 personnel (1500 over average), a book-
keeping matter that aggravates the report shortfall. Accelerated return
of Marines for Chrlstmas also causes UBC shortfall.

"The Depity Secretary of Defense on November 2th, approviad the deplQOi
mrnt to SVN in December of the 71mt Specal OpeUrati,• Squadron (16 AC-IJ.90s
and 551 paersonel). In addition, an A-1 squadron will deploy to SVN:
increasing the Tactical Fighter SVadron in Southeast Asia to 53 (57 in
sw aCA 16 in Thailand).

On December 9, the Deputy Secretary of Defense aproved the permanent l
assig nt of a 13th C-130 squadron in WCON. Ths quadr•n, (26 c-i•c=
and 532 personnel) which prevously was deployed be TDY tn Jagan, will be
based on Taiwan.

The Air Force '"Red Horse" heavy repair squadron (1400 mn) will be
returned fro Thailand by June 1969. This action was directed by the Deputy
Secretary of Defense on December 13, 1968 and the Prograin #6 streth in
Thailand will be reduced accordingly.
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INPACT OF US NANEUVZR SAT$ALMOYS 1,1 SOUTH VZEtNAM

Summary. A NtghZy tentative pre~iminary analysi suggesete
that, in poov~noas w~hero US prosnae has been high, a signifioant
increame in US battalion. is aecooiatod with a rise in 19S aoeurity
"scores and deareauud ARVE activity. Conuertey, small increases
have little or no effe• t on seaurity scores but are aacompanied
by increased ARVI activity. For prouino•e where US presenae is
tow. no apparent effott a;*re asooiated with *hang*# in leuels
of OS battalions. Snemy 4otivxiy seems to react bri•fiy to
additional US battations but rexertiquiokty to eountrywide patterns.

This analysis is a pre3i.•na survey of historical data in an attempt •
to determine the irvact of US zaaevovr battalions on Hamlet EvaluaLion
System (HCS) scores, oeur activity, Lnd RV1WF artivity in South Vietnam.
We examined countrywide, corps and sample province data available in Wash-
ingtoa, starting with Jsauxary 1967. We regard our observations and findings
fros this initial asess•ent as pro-w.ini, but highly tentative. Future
papoers will refine the approach to achieve greater validity.

"We exund correlatio patteorm for IM sfcurity scores arinst
|I X battalions employed countrywide and by Corps Tactical Zone. 7he hypothemis

for this tnvestigzaion was that increase•s in 7S battalions cho'.id result in
increases irk relatively secure (A+B÷-) I scores and a reduction in either
the contested (D+E) or VC controlled (V) categories; A reduction in US I
battalions shoUld have Oppsite effects. In the HE part of the analysis,
we ehamined correlation results for U of the 27 SVf provinces vhich had a
history of M battalion presence. O-Ar first two finiLngs listed below result
from this initial inwstJgato.n.

For a aore detailed look -' the i-a:t of changoe in ULS eneuver battalion
deplopm.at, we narrowed the r•aMer of soala provinces to five. and looked
at the efect of changes o euneW and R7.AP activity. Data for each province
was displayed grapbically fr interpretation and observations leadin• o
the remi•ndr of the findiris below.

Tintatve Findinae

1. When the data Is aggegated countrywide or by Corps Tactical zone,
no coosistent relationship bertweeon te presence of US battalions and IDS
seri tys cores eerges for either total hamlets or total populationr.
HNo-ver, for total populaticn, an in rease in US battalions is associated
with an increase in secure population a:! a decrease in contested or VC
contiolled populations for comtztrywite dLat, I Corps and IV Corps.

Total population dove not incl!ue the population of Saigon and the
othor autonomuas cities, but does in!"lude the other urban poplextion.
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2. When provinces are grouled according to the numbers of US bUttalions

present (instoad of by C•Z), the provinces with more thba. zour US battaiong
present each month since April 1967 show a pattern eaesistent with our
hypothesis, in vhich addition of battalions seem. to raise I= scores, and
withdrawal seem to luwer them. However, the time lag for effects to be-
come apparent varies throughout the range available (frm 0 to 8 months),
depending on the province.

3. Deployment of one US battalion into a new areaa or smell increases
over previous levels, seems to have littlo effect on hamlet security scores
at the province level. These relatively sm1 insze•tss, however, ar
usually followed I - a period of greater AXVX activity which, in turn, seems
associated with an Increase of secure halets.

4 . A large influx of US battalions is accomued ad not only by a rise
in security scores but also in an almost immediate decrease in ARVN activity.

5. If not balanced by increased ARVK activity, a decrease of more
than 50 per cent of the US buttalions present seem to be associated with a
reduced rmte of growth for eocure hamlets, but not =cessarily in a loss.

6. EneW activity seems to show an initlal marked increase subsequent
to the appearance of addit onal US battalions or entry of US battalions into
a ,ww a&ea. Tis activity deems to subside quickly, with the enaW apparently

Sreverting to his previously planned caqcaign.

Details of the Analysis

To allow for future retinement and to accomodat* tUnuous data, we
chose the three broad areas of possible US force impeact alceady mentioned.
Since HM security scores are clearly defined and reflect a very inortant
facet of the war, their relationships to US battalion deploymnts were
usaed a the initial screening device for this analysis.

We assumed that relationships between US mneuver battalions and KMS
scores u;ould vary by province to some extent, but that grouping the provinces
by reported levels of US presence might yield the most consistent pattern.
Accordingly, we categorized US bat*li&on Mloyment duing 1967-68 in the
followiug levels of presence for the 24 manth Jaaary 19-December 1968
period:

High - Nor* than 96 batta.Uon moths.
4edium - Between 24 and 96 battalion months.

Low - Less than 24 battalion months.

We also included a reference province (Phoug Dinh) with no recorded US presence.

SA battalon month represents the reparted presence of a US battalion 0
it a province during one math. (Divide b •14 to yield the average
battalions present during thA neriod.)
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While M• security socres e•re -- .:t1ted statistic, no general agree- s
ment on a siagle indicator of eneq_ or R,16.CL.7 a-,'ivity exists. For the pur-
pose of this article, we define an ene.y activity index (Vc/INVA Ax) as the
ratio of VC/NVA total attacks -o ,n/., strength for any given month and
province. Similarly, the RVW activity index (ARVU AI) is defined as the
average battalion daye of operation per R',AF battalion.,

Correlation of HES Security an! US Battalicias -

Countrywide and by Corps Tatia.al Zone

The influence exerted on the ý- se:urity scores in any given area
can be both direct and indirect, depending on the local situation. We
therefore used a regression technique ccntaining a lag routine in assess-
ing the extent to which the scores correlated with the presence of US
battalions during the period April .67 to November 1968. In plotting
the number of US battalions present Lgalast the security score for each
of the 20 months, the lagging technique essentially shifts the security
score curve until its fluctuations -aich, as closely as possible, those
of the fixed US battalion curve. Table 1 shows the results of our re-
gression analysic by CTZ using the laC which gave the most significant
correlation value in each case. Zero entries indicate either no correlation
or that correlation was not significant at the 95% confide .ce level regard-
less of lag. In this paper we are more interested in babic patterns than
in the amount of correlation, so we have included only the signs of the
significant correlations for coa.ison with our bhpothesis.

The corps and countrywide data aggregation in Table 1 shows no clear
pattern. In the Countrywide, I CTZ and (to ao=e extent) IV CTZ columns,
the total population scores agree with expected results, showing a general
upgrading through the three score categories. The total hamlet correlation
trends for these columns, as well as all other entries, show little agree-
ment with expected results. In f act, = CTZ scores seem relatively indif-
ferent to the presence of US battalions.

Battalion Month Distribution

Since corps and countrywide results were not encouraging, we decided .
to investigate the situation by pro-rinze. As a preliminary step, we tabu-
lated the number of battalions present during each mouth for 1967 and 1968.
This served the dal purpose of providing us the total battalion months by
province and highlighting significant shifts of U3 battalions into or out
of a particular area.
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TABLE 1

RE=R SSlON MAIM'SIS~

HES SECURITY SCORES AGAINST US BATZALIO!
By Momm{ MP•A- 67 ,Rmoum Nov 68

Ic ii CTZ IIC IV CTZ Coutrywide

Total Huaelts:

Relatively Secure
•. (A+B4-) - 0---

Contested (D+E) 0 0 + - +
vc ContrllAed (v) - o - +-

Total P0Pulatioa

Relativel¶ Seeure +-!(A+B+C) + 0 -+ +

Contested (D+Z) + 0 + + +
VC Controled (V) - 0 - 0 -

S+ Sipif 'eant positive correlation.
- Sigaificant negative correlatica.
v0 No sigaificant coarexlatico.

Table 2 displays the total battalion moth.s far 1967, 1968 and their
sum. The table also showe US presence levels by the high, medium or low
categories previously explained. From thts display we selected at least
one province from each category in all four C7Z (except IV CrpTs, where the

Sbattalion in ]len Hoa has been deployed only rme ty). The 12 circled
selections in the table exhibit US battalion englopmat level cheses of'
Interest such as:

1. Entry where no US battalions had previously operated - Kontum,
Binh Long, Binh Thuan, Lam Dong and Phucc Long.

2. Sigificant increases over previous coi~ nt - quang Tri and
Dinh Tuang.

3. Significant withdrawals - quang Duo, Bih Diha, Plelkn, Sm ghhla,Laa Dougb and Phuac Long.

i4. Consistent US battalion ewloymeat a' a low lewel - Binh Thuaa.

5. Consistent U3 battalion employment at a swim level - Binh 1ong
and Dinh Tonog.

6. Consistent US battalion eployment at a bI* level - Quc Tri, 1
.BiLnh Dinh, &u.t ',7a& and Dinh Tuo".CONFIDENTIAL| 171
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==1LTIVE !.ONTMY ?Ti-M 1967-68
US MANLUMM BA ioM,7 BY PROVINCES ' (Battlloa Yznths) -

,W Presence-

t. I CTZ ~M ~ ~ & o
FQu aTri 90 209 299 i)

Thus Thlen 51 165 216 X
Quads NGS 16 A8 264 x
quang Tin 51 65 116
qw ig NS• 64 46 11 x

4 Binh Dinh 97 50 147
Pletku 76 52 128
,Koatum 10 56 66
PhuyTen 23 8 31 x
Binh Thumn 8 12 20
Ilnh Thuan 14 0 14 x
Dsrlac 2 8 10 x

4Loa Doug 4 6 100a
/Quang Due 0 10 10 X

Phu on 0 1 1 x
Ta T'eDue 0 1 1 x

Mien Hoa 16? 95 262 x
Diuh DuoAg 105 117 222 *
Kau Ngia 72 54 126
L=& An 30 43 73 x
Long Khanh 31 30 61 X
Tay Ninh 12 146 58 x
Binh LMS 3 34 37
Gia, Dinh 0 9 9 x

oc Long 0 9 9

IV CT Z*Xien Has 0 1 1 .- - x

_1 7 10
Aprce: • A Ccoptter File.

ined t analysis.

Correlation of M Security Scores end US Batta&, cs 9. Selected Provinces

We grouped the eleven selected provinces according to the levil of US
psesence and aWain looked at the results of the regression anealysis with
respect to HES security m6sores. Table 3, while showing variations similar
to Table 1, does in4icate a pattern of good agreement with expected resilts
for the provinces with high U3 preseUce. The awount of lagr quired for the
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best: correlation varied .;onsiderably fr..= prc-.Ane to province in each
soord category, possibly showing the infl.en-c of rte local situation.
Except for Dand h Tong ant Kont,,m, provence r& . sezV I ty scores in the
meium and low level categiories seez- relz, i*y :.injifferent to the presence
of US battalions. Dinh Tuong mirrors the cc=tr.y-w4de Lad IV =T picture
for populAtion security scores, while the K:-.tt= scores show a negtive
orrelation.

c Since grouping the provinces by level of M battalon presence pro-

vided better results than a CT grouping, ve have used this technique for
the rest of this analýs:a. For the detrin.ed pyLa op• b atont alio
versus enamy activity, ARVN activity and M scores all together, we
narrowed the sample from 11 down to 5 provincs.: Quang Tri, Binh Dinh*
Dinh Tuong and Binh Thuan (because they each have at least two of the USSpresence characterstics discussed earlier in the paper) and Phn Dinh
(as a control province, with the same characteristics as Binh Thuan, but S
no US battalion presence).

REM-~SIOY A2IALYS13

* lI~~ES BECURITY S2CM AXMET us 0M!LZ!
BYs HO~TH. M04 AT .ROUUK V Th

High US Presence a/ Medium US Presenceý/ Low US Presence-/
quang Binh Hsua q=4~ Dinch BjGc M nh Lam ph=o
s T Ding Pleikva lighim ia TUong K.AtUM Ln Thuana Lon g

Relatively Secure
(A+a+C) + 4 + + + + - 0 0 0 0
Cotse - - - 0 - 0 0 0 0

VCcoutol (V) - + + + 0 - 0 0 0 + 0

Total Popculation-

Relatively Secure
(A+M+C) + + " + + - 0 0 0 0

Contested (D+"e) . . .. + + 0 0 0 0
VC Controlled (V) - - - - 0 0 0 + 0

/97 o more US battalion months.
bJ 24-%6 US battalion months.
c 23 or less US battalion months.
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Us Battalion Ernoloyn, rV-i2su -Lu~re Hamlets (A+Bi-C)._n~' A-t4vity ari- ,R'J- Activity

SWe present this data for the selected provinces as a series of five
pairs of graphs, one pair for e'ch province. For each pair, the top graph
displayj US battalions versus total hamlets rated relatively secure (A+B+C)
and A.R,"U activity. The bottom graph depicts US battalions versus VC/rrVA
activity. Since we are most interested in how changes in US battalions
comare with changes in the other variables, the graphing technique uzed
was si-ilar to a price indsx. For each set of data, the average value for

*l1st quarter 1967 was used as a base figures and each subsequent entry repre-
sents the per cent change from that base level. The single exception is for
US battalions in Binh Thuan province. Since there were no US battalions
present in 13t quarter 1967, the actual number of battalions is plotted for
that province. These graphs are attached in order of descending W battalion
presence level and yielded the highly tentative observations which follow.

S•US Battalions and Secure Hamlets

All five saMple provinces show either a constant secure hamlet score
or a small but steady improvement up to the 1968 Tet offensive, which
caused a drop of 10-50 per cent. The inrovemnt in Quang Tri and Dinh Tuong
during the pre-Tet period shows a step increase following a US battalion in-
crease of more than 100 per cent. The associated lags were 6 and 2 months

* / respectively. For Phong Dinh (no US battalions) the secure hamlet line shows
a gradual, steady increase prior to the Tet offensive. In Binh Thuan (one
tE battalion new to the area) and Binh Dinh (50 per cent decrease in US

- battalions) there was either no effect or the resultant lag encountered the
blurring effects of the Tet offensive.

After the 1968 Tet offensive, Quang Tri once again begins a sharp
rise in ABC hamlets about 6 months after a sharp rise in US battalions,
with progress leveling off for several months aftar the M battalions were
substantially reduced. In Dinh Tuong the curves for US ba&talioa changes
and A+B+C hamlet, changes are quite similar in the post-Tet 1968 period.
In Phong Dinh significant recovery began in August 1968 and continued
steadily VwArd to substantial gins. In Binh Thuan a pattern emargea

* in the post-Tet period. The US battalion drop is acccqanied and followed
by a decline in A+B+C hamlets, which then levels off throughout the rest of
1968 as the U3 battalion presence remains level. In Sirh Dinh the pattern
is still not very clear.
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US Battalions and ARVIN Act!,ri:"

1. US Battalion Increases - Bi, .-husn, Quang Tri and Dinh Tuong

In Binh Thuan, one US battalion imitially entered in August 1967. In
Quang Tri and Dinh Tuocng a US battalion increase of around 100 per cent
occurs during April and May 1967. Follcr-ng these changes in Us deploy-
ment, ARVM activity showed a marked increase and then a decrease to the
base level. In all three provinces this was followed, at different intervals,
by an erratic but steadily increasir4 climb to activity levela well above
the first quarter 1967 base activity level by December 1968. In Quang Tri
and Dinh Tuing, increases of US batta.ions to -re than 250 par cent above
base level seemd to depress Affil activity.

2. US Battalion Decrease& - Binh D•n.h and Quang Tri

In Binh Dinh the 50 por cent vithiraal, of the US battalions was matched
by a 75% decrease in ARMN activity, -wich has remained relatively steady at
this lower level. In Quang Tri the effect of the 140 per cent decrease has
not yet been apparent. Based on observed l.gs, theme effects should material-
ize by June 1969.

. / 3- Control Province - Phong Dinh

In Pbm g Dinh, ARWI activity has oscillated generally around the base
level throughout. Unlike the other saxple provinces, additional ARM
battalionas have been deployed there.

LS Battalions and VC/NVA Activity S 0
US battalion increases show an acocmanying rise in enem activity.

Otherwise enaW activity follows almott the same pattern for all samle
prcrrnces. Activity peaks in Quang Tri, Uhere US presence is highest, are
much less pronounced. After the 1968 Tet ofrensive, thore is a definite
damping of enemy activity to levels generally below the first quarter 1967
base in 4 of the 5 provinces. The 3igle exception is Binrh Dinh where,
except for a lower level in June and July 1968, enear activity has per-
misted at around 300 percent higher than the bas levl ince the 1968
Tet offensive. h ,
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WIThDRAW'AL OF THE US 9TH DIMV SIOY FPO,'.' tdZ

"South Vietnam. Tese forceh moved into 77 CTZ eary in 1967. RMAP and enemy
force deployments apparentZy did not ohan.ga significantly as a result of the
introduction of US ground forces. The *d•.ay attack pattern* also showed little
change from the patterns elsewhere in IV CTZ. However, the entry of US forces
sem's to have raised HamLet Evaluation Security scores in the four provinces
where the 9th Divison operated moat, and ther'e could be some security re-
pagsesion after the forces vithdrau. In recent weeks, en•my attacks hkal not
dimininhed in IV C"Z as they have elsewhere in Vietnan, but mo•t are attacks
by indirect fire. Except for a few rocket attack&, the US 9th Dizvition appoa-•
entLy has not bein made a prime ene'n tget after the mtounacwnt of ite
withdwmaL, because i~ts cambat deatht rate has followed the acunfta~W6& trend
for US deaths in the lulL. -

There is considerable interest in th-e effects of the withd.raving of
.all ZJ jr,=d combat f'orzos (9th D!.vi~ion) from the IV Corps area. To do-

velop a better perspective for assessment of possible future changes in
enemy activity, GVN security status, asn 3r.L• performance in the area, V
this paper describes the entry of US forces into IV CTZ in early 1967,

• I ~Ldentlfiea t~heir prim~ary areas of operation, aad attempts to examine the

impact of the US forces' entry on RVMAJ anl enemy force deployments, enemy
attacks, and HEZ security scores. Finally7, the enemy and South Vistnamiese
reactions to the announced withdrawal are discussed. * 0 q

Deployment of US 9th Division into SVI

The 9th US Infantry Division moved into the upper delta region of
III and IV Corps in early 1967. This was tbp initial deployment of US units
into IV CM•, except for one; brief Joint US/Vietnamese amphibious operation
conducted earlier. r

After a short in-country training period in Bien Hoa province, the 9th
Division units mod into base cuamps in D-llh Tuong, Long An (I1I Corps) and
Kien Hoa provinces. The 3rd Brigade move- into Dinh Tuong with one battalion
in January 1967 and then moved to Long An as the lit and 2nd Brigades deployed
into Dinh Tuong. The 2nd Brigade becp the n.Mobile Riverine Force with me
battalion ashore and two afloat. As a riterine force, it operated in con- S
Junction with the US Navy along the MAfo0 waterways in the area, particularly
in the coastal province of Kien Hoa. In J7nuary 1969, the 2nd Brigade Head-
quarters and battalion ashore wure shifte! to h*r-c Giang (Ben Tre) in Kiea Hos.
The 1st Brigade remained in Dinh Tuong. By late 1968 the tactics of all three
brigades had evolved to relatively small *=it actions responding to intr.ligence,
inatead of large unit sweeps tied to speoific terrain.
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"Table 1 in izates at ut 9% of th. Division's ef'ort has beun in
Dinh Tuong, Long An and ',,: •n 8[a, plus extn~l~ed op:rationz of three maneuver

6 ;battalions in Bicrn {na in 1967. Units Lrom the Division also made brief
forays into the III C-IZ provinces of Hau Nghia and Gia ]Mnh, according to

kiT MACV order of battle reports.

TABLE 1

9TH I-a' rY ýIvIsION PREsEIC
(Battalinn .:;nths a - Jan 1967 throuth Mdy 1969)

IV Corps III Corps
Dinh Kien Long Bien

ast Briguae 38 0 25 33 5 101
2d Brigade 75 6 0 0 7 88
3rd Brigade 1 0 63 '- ._-..7788
9th Division Total 1u4 6 88 50 19 ^In

* a/ Source* The SWAFA Computer File, which reports the location of each
maneuver battalion monthly. One battalion month is the reported presence
of a battalion in a provin'ce during 1 month.

S , Operations in Gin Dinh, Hau Nghia and predeployment training.

The location of each brigade and its maneuver battalions in May 1969
* is shown in Figure 1, along with the location of the 7th Squadron, 1st Air

Cavalry, which supports US and ARVN operations in the IV Corps area with
helicopter gunship and reconnaissance operations. While the monthly MACV
order of battle reports show US maneuver battalions present only in Dinh
Tunng and Kien Hoa, operations by units smaller than battalion size, short
riverine operations, and support by artillery helicopters have undoubt-

edly transmitted the 9th Division's influence to adjacent provinces.

V Since Go Cong is surrounded by the 9th Division provinces, we are in-
cluding it within the 9th Division area of maximum impact. Thus, for this
analysis, the 9th Division area include~s the four provinces of Dinh Tuong,
Kien Ho, Long An, and Go Cong. The sections below examine the enemy and
ARVN deploymnts, enemy activities, pacification status of the area, andevents since 1 June 1969.

RVNAF and Enemy Dej. loyments

The 21 ARVN maneuver battalions in the 9th Division area (i.e., the four
provinces) at the end of 1066 consisted of 13 battalions, controlled by the
ARVN 7th Division, in the IV CTM portion, and 8 battalions in Long An, under
the 25th ARVU Division. Table 2 shows the increase in US battalions during

* the last two years and indicates that the location an.1 number of ARVN
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battalonj have not changed significantly dtring that- time. However, RVNAF
Regional an4 ?::plar Fo.rces in the area have increased an a result of thi S
HVILAF Corce :c-pansioa. Table 2 alý.o indicates that anemy strength diA not
change =c%, but the enem.y force figures are from collateral intelligence
and nmy no, be very reliable.

TABLE 2

FORCE LEVELS IN 9TH DIVISION AREA . O
(End of Quarter Status)

1967 1968 1969
lst 2nd 3rd 4th lst 2nd 3rd 4th lit
%tr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr Qtr

US Battalions 5 6 6 6 6 9 9 10 10 S
ARVN Battalions 22 23 22 21 21 21 19 21 20
VC/NVA Strength 7.7 7.3 8.6 7.5 7.3 7.0 8.3 7.6 N/A

(000'-)

Source: SEAM-S Computer file (fzrm SWAFA).
a/ Includes provinces of Dinh Tuont, KMen HDo, Go Cong, and Long An

- Enewl Activity

Table 3 indicates that the level of enemy attacks in the 9th Dilsimon
area has fluctuated inaependently of changes in the W maneuver battalion
presence there. Enamr attacks in the 9th Division are& averaged about 140%
of the IV CTZ total in 1966, 1967 and 1968.

TABLE 3

SMW ATTACKS

(Quarterl~y Average)
' ~~lqtr"'?

4 '1968

Total Attacks
iV CT 80 17C 26 T8
9th Div Area 31 70 107 94

%39 40 40 53

Binh Tuong, Long An, Kiean oa and Go Cong provinces.
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Populatio Secuy BEST AVAILABLE-COPY I
Table 4 shows that, at the t--a of the 9th D.viuion's arrival in

first quarter 1967, the percentage of the population in its four provinces
rated "C" or "Contested" (D+E) "'-as abtot the same as the rest of the country.
In the other two -ategories, "A-3' *r f"Va CoatroIled" (V), IV Corps lagged
slightly behind the countrywide rati3s, bu-t the 9th Division area was far
behind, with 440 of its pcpJulaticn u•ier VC control.

During the periods in which security scores improved, the 9th Divisicn
area improved faster than IV Corps or the coomtL7 as a whole. Moreover,
its A+B ratings did not drop below ls quarter 19.6 levels during the 1968
Tet offensive. The marked security iq-rova t begin"In, with the 4th
quarter 1968 scores is probably best explained as the effect of the Acceler-
ated Paification Campaign opera•ir.Z ;--itbln the security provided 17 the
7th ARVN Division, 9th US Division, W Air ove-AU and U3 Navy.

SECURITY STAMS - --W (? QAMT!"

Total Pop.itlon A/

CPer ant Rated A&B
Countrywide 35 36 3S 35 23 25 26 38 43
IV Corps 31 30 32 31 23 25 28 36 39
"9th Div Area_/ 13 15 19 19 15 18 202 9 31

4 Per Cent Fated C

Countrywide 26 25 25 28 30 31 3l. 35 36
IV Corps 2323 2* 23 23 252 5 29 34

9thDivAreaW 26 24 24 24 22 21 21 27 33

Per Cent Contested (D&E)
Countrywide 16 17 16 17 25 23 20 13 10

4IV cram 17 19 2e 19 24 22 20 X3 9
9tbfDiv ArtaW V.7 22 16 !6 21. 21 20 115 9

Per Cent VC Control (V)
Couat-yvide 23 22 21 20 22• 21 20 14 11
IVCorps 29 28 27 27 30 28 27 22 18

4 9th Div AreaW 44~ 39 .-. 41. 42 40 39 29 25

Source: AMI[A Ca•umter File.
SExcluding autonomoas cities in cou?-.r-wide tatL

Dinh T.1ong, Kiran z;a, Go Cong an- :.. An.
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Table J•z % rcgressL.n analysis presentation using data from
April 1967 th Nugh rovembt, 1963. This approach was u.;ed in an earlier
article to a:7sess tha impa:t of US m.neu"2r battalio.i.. 1 It' se;Utrity
scores are d-epc.Aent upon the presence of U.3 battalions, then the increase
in US battalions duxing the period should be accompanied by an increase of
population within 3VTT sec'rity (A+B+C) and a decrease of either contested
pop.la-ion (D+B) or VC controlled population (V).1 A reduzti.on in U.3
baztalloms sh•'ll have the opposiie effects.

Table 5 showa •ust such a pattern fur Dinh Tuoutg, Long An and country-
widae data. In Dinh Tuong, the GVT secure and coutested categories increase
at the expense o: the VC controlled category when US battalions are increased.
The effect of 0S presence (or absence) shows immediately; there is no time lag.
In Long An the G=f secure category increases at the expense of the V0 category,
with the contestel. category having no relationship to the input or withdrawal
of US battalions, and it takes four to seven months for the full effect to
show. The countr-•",rde pattern is similar to Dinh Tuong's, but the lag is
nine to ten moaths.

REIRES ION ANALYS18d/
HES SECURI! SCORES AGAIBST US BATTAL1ONS

BY MZN4E-, AR 67 _MOUG( NOV 68

Dinh Tuog Long An Countrywide
Lag Lag Lag

4 Corr (Nonths) Corr (Months) Corr (Months)

Total PoLaatl onWsurity + 0 + 4 + 10

(A+B+C)
Contested (n+E) + 0 0 1 + 0
VC Controlled (v) - 0 - 7- 9

Source: U.APR3 aocputer file (HANLA data).
S+ significant positive correlation.

- significant negative correlation.
0 no significant correlation.

SThue , Dii"i Taong may prove to be a useful case study for evaluating
the im~ediate impact of withdrawing U3 forces becaune there seem- to be
some relationship between the Hamlet Evaluation System (HES) security scores
and the presenze of US maneuver battalions. Moreover, the relationship
shows imediately after a change In US presence., However, the relationship

73rt Jun.e 196 9, P. 7.
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3S not an extremely atrong one; cný.,- 0:- the" change in the HES so3es

can be explained by the change in -tlions. Nonetheless, the with- 0dra'.l of US battalions from Di:zh .:.- =Duld adversely affect HMS security
scores there soon, unless other 'a::s•'rs (Wb±i1 influence the other 75-80%
of the changes in Hs secres) c•,::- =::vt -.- i L"'luln:e of the U3 withdrawals.

Table 6 shows the changes in -anu-ver bsttalion amployment for IV Corps
which will have ocoicrred by Septembh&r I1 1969, assuming no change in ARVN
deployment after 8 July. The 9th DMvisi= redeployment will result in a
1)44 reduction of IV Corps friendly zaneuver battalions and a 21% decrease
in battalions on combat operations. Of course, the impact on the four 9th
Division provinces will be greater.

6
IV CTZ MANEMU 1_ATTAIXX DEPOYMET

a a.me 30 June 1 SJuy pb

Combat Operationsus 6 4 3 0

ARVX P-8 27 27 27
Security/PacificationS us 1 1 0

uV0 3 1 0
ARVN 3 44

TotalS 0
us 7 7 5 0ARWV -3 43 43 43

Sour-e: CC Operational Summarya/ Estimated.US Battalions stadin down for cve=ent.

Events Sin"e 1 June ;969

Friendly Aerations. The 9th Division beg its IT CW operationa in
J=8a vM O8 btaiotn LA security ar the rtning siz batUta s of ta
lot and 2nd Brigades "owtted to combat operations. Following the Juae 8
Uidway configrence announceount, tese -.wo brdaies were publicly designated S
(cn 17 J.oe) for redeployment. On 20 tune, the 2nd Brigd moved to the
DvisLon Headquarters at Dona Tan in Di.h -uc provimne, and by 4 Aal
all three bat taous (3/47, 4/47 an! 3/60) -.we stani•ig dor for redeploy-
amt. on 8 July te 3/60o epartad for the U3 follal by the 4/47 on 13 July
The rewmainin battalion and 2nd Brifgal Healqaarters will move to the US for
demobilization by 27 August. On 23 Xtly, the l.st riwde turned over the
fire support base at CWi Lay to the 7th ARM Division. The 9Mh Division
Headquarters and the lot Br•gade will retepL' to S:hofield Barracks, Hawaii,
and becom a part of PACOM reserve between %C JUly and 30 August.
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Vitetnamr.se R tazitonll/ Outside the 9th Division operation-l area, thýi ~ ~Vietna,:iose ap'o.•ar to be relati':-•ly unconc arned, b at in the pro,,inc esof M~en

Hoa anA Dinh Tuon., there is reportedly a mixture of reliet' and apprehen-
sion. This amýivalance apparently stems from uncertainty regarding security

withe-.tt .Aerican s.apport, coupled with s% feeling that heavy US firepower

Scan be as larS-2 a peraonstl threat as VC terror.

Officers froa the 7th ARV.U Division express soame optimism, stating

that A=R;.1 soldiers will go on the same number of missions as before, and
that a.equata US air, artillery, ani helicopter rupport has been assured.
On Lhe other hand, thare are some feavi that RD'/PF performance will suffer
from reduced US" mteriel and fire suppnct. There are no indications that
the Vietnamese accept the VC coatnntior tltA the withdrawal is a tacit
US •ad=ission of defeat.

Recant Ene._ Act.ions The countrywide lull in combat started -turing
I the week ending 2:5 June, with anezqr grownd, ambush 4Lid indirect fire attacks,

averaging 66 par :¢iek through 19 July, compsaed with, 123 per week during
the two weeks before the lull. In IV CTZ, the oppo4,ite happened: average

I attacks increased to 14 per week, versus 10 per week before the lull. On
the other hand, IV CTZ closely followed the cou•ntrywide trend in har&as-

mert, terror, and sabotage incidents, with a 5.5% decline (vs 5.6 decline
countrywide), as shown by Table 7. Thus, the enewy may have reacted to
the withdrawal announcement by deciding to keep his attack level up in
IV =1 particularly attacks by indirect fire.

TABLE 7

RECENT EN5! ACTIVITY LVEWLS- IV CTZ
(Weekly Totals)

June July
14 2i 28 5 12 19 _

* Total Attacks -&/
Countrywide 127 1.19 88 61 67 49
IV Corps 9 U 13 9 20 14

H/T/S Incidents
Countrywide 495 501 413 441 507 521

IV Corps 95 49 50 41 75 107

Ss~rce: 15N
a/ Includes assaults, ambushes and indirect attanks by fire.

* I jBasd on recent CIA and A' :rican Embassy assessment.
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"After the redeployment an z-• her ..aere indications that the

SVC had changeLl tacti'!s in the up•er ýe'-& rigion; ele.wnts of the 9th
Division had difficulty finrlinZ r.i . the enemy and there were
numerous reports of small Viet Csng -iz=-s hiding out in villnges. In the
lower delta (VC Military Region 3, thn 72 &-e reportedly moving into
pa.!ified areas, and their operation- .- t:-.te the posilbility of strong
attacks.

* Primary VC emphasis in the 9th D!-vizicn area has been ou propagandizing
the withdrawal as a defeat for US forcea, supported by harassment of US bases
during 16d ifter the withdrawal. On 10 July a 107= rocket landed in the
Dong Tam base, resulting in 23 US WIA, the first such attack since 20 Juwe.
Since then there have been other attac's by fire, and captured documents
indicate continued VC reconnaissance of US bases.

Despite the haraasmatnt and repo:ted targeting of the withdrawing
* i units, 9th Division combat deaths leclined from an average of 17.6 per

week in the 5 weeks before the lull to 9.3 per week during the lull,
following the countrywide trend.

During thu 3 week period precedin.z the Midway conference, 44% of the
9th Division IrA were du.e to gunshot wou.d, or grenade fragments; for the

*-3 week period which followed the conference, this figure had dropped to
34%. Wounds caused by gunshot and grenade fragwents are reaaonable indi-
catoro ot forces in contact, so the decrease tends to s3port assertions
that tae VC are relying on attacks by :ire ani avoiding ground coitact.
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VIETNAM REDEPLOYMENTS

On June 8, President Nixon announced redeploymnent of approximately
25,000 US combat troops from South Vietnam. The currently approved
deployment progrci| (Program 97) for manpower, logistical, and financial
planning, reduced the authorized strength from 549.500 to 524,500
military personnel. However, the return of 25,000 troops is expected
to reduce the actual number of US military personnel in SVN co about
515,000 by Septeaber 1969.

Troop withdrawals began on July 2 and are scheduled to be completed
by August 27. During this period, 88 units (52 Amy, 6 $avy. 30 USMC)
and approximately 31,000 short tons of cargo will be moved from SVN to
bases in CONUS, Hawaii, Okinawa, and Japan. The table below projects
actual US troop strength in SVN during the redeployment period.

PPOJECTED US TROOP STRENGTH IN S .• a/
-- (000)

W_*P EndinL Protected A.tual Strength

3 Jul 69 539.2
17 Jul 69 534.4
31 Jul 69 532.0
14 Aug 69 524.0
28 Aug 69 514.3

. Based on JCS-SASM lat increment redeployment timetables. Normal 0
replacement/returnee fluctuatinns amitted.

Army Approximately 15,400 Army troops will be redeployed. Major
elements inelude the lat and 2nd Brigades of the 9th Infantry Division
(the 3rd Brigade will become a separate brigade); two artillery
battalions; two engineer battalions; one Hawk Air Defense Battalion,
and one aviation battalion. Tha 2nd Brigade was the only US Army unit
operating with allied riverine forces in IV Corps; Vietnamese units
will now assume full responsibility for riverime operations. Approxi-
mately 8100 personnel (primarily the 2nd Brigade, 9th Division) will
return to CONUS and ba inactivated. The rminder will be stationed
on Hawaii where the 9th Infantry Division (-) will absorb the 29th
Infantry Brigade and reconstitute a portion of the Pacific Command
(PACON) reserve force.

Marine.s pproxinacely 8400 Marines will be redeployed. One
resgimental landing tam (9th Marines) will relocate on Okinawa, and one
tactical air squadron of the 1st Marina Air Win& will move to Japan,
Approximately 400 Marines will return to CONUS for inactivation.
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A total of 1200 Navy personnel '411 be rm4eployed; 800 will return
to CONUS and inactivate. The majority of the Navy personnel scheduled for
inactivation are from the riverine assavlt squadrons operating in the IV
Corps Delta region whose equipment will be gradually turned over to the
Vietnamese. Navy personnel supporting the Marines redeploying to Okinawa
and Japan will accompany the Marine units.

Air Force No Air Force personnel are being redeployed In the first
increment.

The following table summarizes redeployment activities by service and
by destination.

REDEPLOYm!XT SUNTA

Total by Service To Be Inactivated To Do Retaned Total 2 of Tota.&

Army 7,979 7,421 1.5,400 61.6
Marinas 360 8,028 8,388 33.5
Navy 821 401 1,222 4.9
Air Farce - -

Total 9,160 15,850 25,010 100.0

Total by Destiaation Ar-M Marines Navy Total % of Total

Kfloat in VRTPAC 149 149 0.6Okinasa 7.640 247 7,887 31.5

Japan 388 5 393 1.6
Hawaii. 7.421 7,421 29.7
CONUS 7.979 360 82 9160 36.6

Total 15,400 8,388 1,222 25,010 100.0

L8
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IMPACT OF US W17iiDRAWALS

Sum.r zr,. Initial troop uithdr~awals from IV Corps and I Corps were
completeZ tn August. The AR;.1 ?th Division took over from the withdr•wing
9th US !nfa•try Division in IV Corps, but the 9th Marine Regiment was r-
placed by exanding the operationaZ xone of the acjacent 4th Marine
Regiment. on the basise of our twjo previous artioleo dealing with with-
dr-waZa and incomplete province Level data since June, no unusual develop-
ments hae occurred in either withdruwal area yet. As expected, there are
different enemy activity patten in the to areas but there was Little or
no successful ha•sasment of departing units in either place. As more data
beexme available, we wil, contimue to watch these two areas, and other frm
which US units are to be withdraan. Future articles will also include a
detailed exawination of RVSAF perfor•ance in withdrawZ areas.

Backgrund. In our June article we examined HES security scores, enemy
activity an~d R_ F activity on a couatrywide basis and found that, for analysis,
grouping provinces according to the historical level of US presence was more •
useful than -a-4-1strative grouping by Corps. Using this approach we tent&-
tively concluded that in provinces with more than 4 US battalions, (such as
Quang Ti and Dinh Tuong) addition of more battalions seems to raise the HES
scores, and withdrawal seems to lower them. The time lag for such effects to
become apparent varied from 0 to 8 months, depending on the province. Enemy
activity showed some initial reaction to additional US baetalions but quickly
reverted to countrywide patterns.

In the July analysis we concentrated on a historical review of IV Corps
and found that the entry of the 9th Division seemed to have had positive
effects on HES security scores there. There seemed to be no change in enemy
attack patterns from the rest of IV Corps, and after the withdrawal of the
9th Division was announced, its combat death rate followed countrywide trends 4
during the lull period.

During July and August, the lat and 2nd Brigadea of the US 9th Infantry
Division redeployed from IV Corps and the 9th Marine Regimental Landing Team
departed Quang Tn in northern I Corps. This statusrepurt uses applicable
portions of two articles in the SEA Analmis Report_/ reviewed above, together
with the most cur•e it province level data to provide a fragmentary initial •
assessment.

US 9th Infantry Division

The 2nd Brigade, with 3 battalions, relocated from Kien Hoa province
to the 9th Division Headquirters and lt Brigade base (Dung Tam) in Dinh Tuong
province on June 20. By the end of July, four battalions of the lot and 2nd

i • 1/ RTrac of US fneuver BaHros in.S1 VJ
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Brigades had redeployed from Bog .t-. The renaing two battalions left in
August and the security battalion ,c!___d the ard Brigade in III Corps lang
An province on August 31. The llt•:- irantry Regiment of the 7th ARVN Divi-
sicn assumed control of tht Drng :-. 'case on September 1.

Table 1 shows the recorded 9-.h Division -anuver battalion presence by
province since December 1967 A5 ot the end of each quarter or month depicted.
Consistent with the July article in the Analysis Report, Go Cong is included
because it is surrounded by the other three 9th Division provinces. Moreover,
numerous operations have been coniucted in both Go Cong and Kien Hoa which
were either not 1l'ge enough or did not last lnag enough to be recorded in the
monthly order of battl* reports.

Prom Table I it appears that .ien Hosa and Go Cong might show any impact
of witbdraval somewhat earlier than Dinh Tuong, which had at least three
battalicon present through July. Also, note that Lo1g An has gained one batta-
lion as a result of the redeployment. Sm internal shifting has occurred as
ARWV units assusme control of bases vacated by the U units, btat by July 31
there has been no change since Januasry in the wmer of ARVW battalions (13)
deployed in the 9th Division area of 1V Corps.

SIV- r tr 4tr orJy

Dinh Tuong 3 3 5 5 5 6 7 3 0
Klan 110a 0 0 0 0 . i 0 0 0
Go Cog0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Subtotal 3 T r V 7
IZ Corps

Lon:oM 3 3 4 4 3" 3 3 3 "

&-=ce Comtputer File, from J.'ACV Order of Battle Reports.

Effects on Sec••ity. In our July article w noted that, from J&anM r 1967
"throa YWreh i6 , during periods in which MS security scores improved, the
9th Division area rate of improveneat was greater than IV Corps or SVN-vide
rates. The data also shoved that when the 9th Division arrived in their opera-
tional area, 39% of the population was rated r lati y secure as opposed to
ratings of 514 for IV Corps us & whole and 61%9 for the entire country.

The countrywide rating excluded autonocu cities. Inclusion of these
cities gives a higher percent4ge ,67j1).
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Tal'le '; brings the 1E ratings up through August 1969. It shows that
Go Comn-,'ha s-..r-sssed the 9'Y: A-B-C rating goal and countrywide ratings should
meet the 02toter deadline wi'th no difficulty. M)nh Tuong and Kien Hoa will be
hr rd press,!d to attain a 9W' rating by December at their current rate of pro-
gress. Lack of progress in Dinh Tuong during July was primarily due to a
regression in Binh Tranh District, which straddles highway 4 between My Tho
and Sciion. More than 7500 people in this primarily rural district were down.
graied from relative..y secure (A-B-C) tn contested and VC categories during
July, which dropped the A-B-C rating from 74.4% to 62.1% there. August data
showa a resumption of progress for Dinh Tuonj, but district level figures are
not yet available.

TABL S

TOTAL P0PUZATION RELATIVELY SECURE
(Percent AB--C)

"_t_ 1t 2qtr 3.t- -4t lQtr 2qr Jul AS

Dinh Tuong 140 37 38 36 53 66 78 78 79
Kien Hoa 43 31 30 36 51 63 64s 65 67
Go Cong

ry Corps Total 54 46 50 53 65 73 76 79 81

NN Total 68 60 63 66 76 81 85 88 89

Source: J&WA 'Computer Mile, from MACV Hontbly Pacification Status Report,
NHolet Evaluation System (HES).

A A

Enemy Activity. Despite reports that the VC planned to target redeploy-
ing 9th Division units, such intentions were either frustrated or abandoned -
9th Division units in IV Corps suffered a total of only 12 ZIA in July-Aagust
c.pered to 34 jIA for June alone. VC/!MA activity in IV Corps during July
and early August has been reported as generally light, with indications that
current epasis is on rebuilding the organizatJonal structure.

In verification of reported VC manpowe shortages and recruiting diffi-
culties in IV Corps, 1000-1I00 NVA fillers have been integated into local
and main force battalions in northern IV Corps. The long lead time for enem
movements of this type makes it ua14ke 1 that this was a response to the 9Mh
Division vitdrawal, but their presence enhances the enemy's capability in
this critical area.
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The. appearance of , uA units i.. :7 Corps for the first time is of greater

significance. From four to sever ,at~aiions have been reported in the Chau )
Doc-Kian Giang-An Xuyen area. The t.-Aag of this movement (first reperted In

4 IHMay) and its location (which is is frr from the 9th Division area as they can
get and still be in IV Corps) sajes:s that the NVA units are no imediate
threat to ARVU units operating in the area vacated by the 9th Division. If, (
however, they can operate successfully with local forces in the truditionalt
VC DelZa area, they will threaten r.ewly pacified areas in southern IV Corps.

Data for the Terrorirt Incident Reporting System (TIPS) is not on•ly use-
ful as a gauge of enemy activity, it can also be used to augment &ascendents of

HS security ratings. One objective of terrorism is to disrupt the peacifica-
tion program and demonstrate GVN inabilit,. to protect inhabitant . of villages
and hamlets. JUly terror.m data is available and a selected p irtion is dia-
plared in Table 3.

ThIe table &bows that th .3 province ares consistently accounts for about
25% of the terror incident& causing casualties in IV Corps. Moreover, the
mubor in July declined only 6% "hile similar Jncidents dec3Aned-*11% in IV
Corps and 22% in the country as a vwhle. It is not yet clear vhethar this is
significant.

(Monthly Average,

~. -1963 16
JAn-June Jul July-Dee Jan-June July

Dinh TUOA 24 14 20 19 19
K.en Hoa 8 3 7 6

Subtotal 33-,

SIV Corps •bt* 1148 76 119 141 125

RVNT otal 552 357 464 .535 415

Source: Compater File.
_/ Includes incidents causing casualties only. Tese corze about 5.1

-of the total incidents.

9th Marine ReairAnt

One battalion of the 9th Marines began stendia down at the Vandegrift
Combat Base in Qisan Tri province on June 26. on July 16, the let battilk n
departed, followed by the 2nd battalion on Auvust 1 and the 3rd battalion oai
August 13. Unlike the IV Corps situation, vbere the 7th ARV5 Division Units

4 replaced US units vitbdrawn, the 4th US Marine Regiment expanded its
operational •ase to eco•mpass the area vacated by the 9th Regiment. By
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aid-becezatxr, how.ever, the r.maining '( battalions of the 3rd Marine Division,

Sincludin� the 3rd and 4th Regiments, will have redeployed. Three of these

battalions bdg56n Jeparture preparation on September 22.

Table 4 shw:s the recorded raneuver battalion presence and HES security
score for Quang Tri and for I Corps. Quang Tri has made no progress in A-B-C
security ratings since December 1968, following substantial gains during the

* thir-d nd fourth quarters of last year. The 401 reduction in US battalions
during 4th quarter 1968 and lst quarter 1,969 could be associated with the losa
of =orent= in security score improve-eat. By mid-December this year, US
battaLions in Quang Tri will be reduced to 3, unless a corps-wide redistribu-
tion is made.

In our June article we pointed out that Quang Tri was a province with a S
Shigh level of US presence and strong correlation between security ratinga and

US maneuver battalions. Vietnamization programs, or other factors, seem to
hav+e countered regressive effects of the earlier reductions, but RVILAF forces
must bear an increasingly large burden as current and projected withdrawals
impact on the province. Enemy reaction may well be the determining factor;
unlike Dinh Tuong in the IV Corps area, Quang Tri faces a heavy NVA threat
with short lines of support.

08, MANEUVER BATTADMNS AM)
TOTAL. POPIJATION RELATIVELY SECURE

(Percent A-B..C *

1967lO08 .1,96
~~1Qtr- ý ZQY r 2Qtr Jul

aOm Tni
USMan,,ver. ns 13 18 18 19 13 1 13 12 10
Security Scre 54 45 45 65 88 88 87 89 88

I Corpo
Us Maneuver Bns 80 92 97 99 90 90 90 89 87
Security Scors 59 50 53 51 69 74 83 86 88

• Sou~rce. SENPA Computer F~ls.

EWA Computer File.

Enemy Activity. Other than scattered propaganda exploitation, there was
litt ie enemy reaction to the initial US withdrawals in I Corps. Unlike IV
Corps, there were no reports that redeploying Marine units woulA b., targeted
and the withdrawal was aeccmpliahed in a period of relative quiet. Most eneay
mativity since the lull has been concentrated in central I Corps .•jst of Damog.
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Tckble 5 displays enemy terror ;&terns for I Cps and Qua Tri asince
September 1967 and can be compared to Tabla 3 for VM aMd IV Corps data. It

shovw that lncident8 of terror causing4 camZties are .xtrewy 1o" in Quan IM
Sri during 1969.

TABL-5

TERRORmuW Cf
*I 4 (k,,b1'•e•~ Amass )

Q• TAafL 31 32 17 13 3 1

S1 carg 117 1114 1WS 12210 76 6

ii i

Bo w esc : 0O W 4 C put r M e~, fr t V/W3A.
TM 0A•uper 7113.

I m bades i• •nci alt ca sl € •asm~ 4 Ga y. r• da Cmpri m abo ut of€
th twt Lacidants.

* 0
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Or 4i.ptounber J6, Prweident Mizon crairesoed thsat tw au thorized troop
strength K S~outh V'-ebi= wouxid be reduced fý-* the previm&~Zy approved
UWZ of .-24,500 to ' 54,O000 hi Decamber 11, 1969, a totat d wa.se of
40,500 authorized a•,oes. The aotuaZ st2rgti in south Vietnon io expect•d
to f~uatuate b.Zow 484.00ui. Specific r'.duction. in each Service am
discussed brie f-ly bezosw.

A total of 13,992 Anw traos vwill be ridepleyed. Warw elemets
inClud~e the 3rd Brir-PAe, 82A6 Airberune Di-elsion, 10 reserre caponent
unitsp two non-divisional art~illery battealions, one engineer batt&liou,
LAd three hospital units. All Arhr personnel will, rtun to CMIJU, VZd
prcimtey 140000 personnel ipacs will be Inactivated.

ARMY SPAM MUCTIMS

Infantry (include~s three Infadtrq batitalions) 3,302
Artiulerf (includ*s three 105=. battaliona) 2:128
2091 er (ms ccmbat eng-ner battalion) 9N
MHdlCal (43IIA ae three bhoupltai) 990
Combat qiqpot 2,051
Sigmal ,1041

Transportation 709
Patient 500

4 TDY 200S 6
Other

Iwrizaes

The Wn Corps vill redeplo a total of 18,483 perannewl. i
15,368 troops In the 3rd Ib•rIc Division aW 3115 in the let m)rie Air
Wing. The 3rd linse Division base and one regimental, laing team with
support elemnts (about 8,700 mn) vwL join the M Reg• mntAl 1-adin
Tea% Oft ldnawa. These )Wrine forces viii maintain two battalion Lanling
taeam afloat in SWaMC. CMe eWadrmi Of tactical afr4=aft and the maor
ity of Air Wing Headquarters (aPrmxmtel) 900 per501nel) will edeploy
to Japan to provide air siWotfrMrines an Ckimus. The ramainder
Of VWe Ibine Corps peraanoel (about 890 men) will redeploy to CMZLS
Approximstely 20,000 personel, of the 5th Marine Division at Camp pendletcn
vill, be Inactvaed, and about 900 cut-or-countzy/non-errective spaces .4LJ
be eliminated.
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I '~~~ARhINE SPACE Z TI1

Gro~~nd

.3rd M~ri-e Regimnt (includes tbree infbt 3,752
4th Marin~e Regiment (incltU.des th-ree inf bwne .5m n 3,752
12th %Wxaine Regt. (includes t,,o !05= bns, n 55mbi 1,970
I taenk battalion 48~5
2 ctubat envin or batta.1±oas 1,225

4Jogiati0S personnel] 1j702
Ot-o-courntw/noc-effective (COMM~) 738

Other (recoui, intelligence, hq.) 1.7144

Air

42 CZAi6 helicopter staqdarons 515
1 CH-53 helicopter squ~ad~ron 233
1 Marine air base squadxon 49
1 A-6 attock squ~adron 3014

¶1 ov-l0 observation squadrco. 2714
Hq let Ma~rine Air Wing& ow' %,rjn air eWport squad-ron 533
Hq aM asintenano. squadron 6317

Slub-totaL n

TotaL 18,t483

$ Air Yore&

The Air porc Will redeploy 2595 pergrmnal ilxigtvo &PeciAl 0
operation squadrons eM ame tactical bomber squadrou. In addition, the
liVff authorization far the tva, tactical fighter squadrons whsen deploymsent

UWA persam]. will be inactivated.

4 ALIR M0.CE SPA4CE (ETZCo

2 7.4 fighter squadronsiI! 41
1 Dm57 bomber squadrczi 21.0
2 Spcial operations squadrons (A-iC1. ? 0. U-JUP 315

* Other 661
Total 2,595

18Alaircraft will go to MZ units in Thailand to brimg actual

* - seft to Clark POeld, P.., for storage, mnd later use. in RYNA Modarni-
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N~avy

Navy support elements with the 3rd Marine Division and five Navy
mobile construction batta.lions will be redeployed, a total of 5430 ypr-
sonnel. About 3800 personnel will be inactivated. About 900 Navy
support perqonnel will acccmpawy the Marines to Okinawa.

4 NAVY SPaCe RwucTI0Ns

5 Mobile conastru--tion battalions J9743
WXN with the 3rd Marine Division 916

USN with the 1st MArine Air Wing

oSN gyport at Dmang 50

Total

I/ Includes headquarters and aviaticn personnel.

The following tables suomarize redeploymmnt activities by Service
and by destination. The Service totals are subject to slight adjustment
vithin the 40,500 total.

naIcTrmTION SmIARy

Service To be Inactivated To be Retained Total '~cf Total

Am 13,9• 99 34,.6
Wrzi 6- 17,62 1848 45.

Air Foce 1,325 1,270 2,595 6.4
Navy _0 .3 540 1.

Total20,41W l.

S_ Does not include appramtely 20,000 perscanl of the 3th Marine
* ~Division (-) who vill be in iatd.

REDEPLOYMETP SUK4AY

Destination AraW MArines Air Force jM Total • of Total

Oinvaw 8,656 - 879 9,535 23.5Japn 69 -7 862.2
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k' j IHPACT Or Us 925 DIVSION .EDEr.,O ,•? 0
SwaM Redeployment of the 9th U/S D~visiou, from IV Corps d&04 not p

yet appsar to have had any drwatia mpact. A poeesible #loing of ,mstuen

in paDfioatieon ws recoveraed by SeptnWbr. This reduced omentim seraome W
be assoc9iated with reduced MAP actiuity durhng the rUZyAu 6,ust tmwition
Periods followed by a mre ked resurgence in Septoeter. b hady activity eaon-
tinued gene raly tight ith remhasin on td*rinen eand th42"8eiot. iow afdicaoidone which follow pam o '-forted by attaaW e ed twi of data.

This analysis concentrate& an tha three pro-ince area or northern IV
Corps (Dinh Tuong, lien Boa and Co Cox%) which was the primary operatiug area
of the US 9th Division. Of the 7 US battalions operating there during the 2ndL
quarter of 1969, i4 retlAyed during July and the remaning 3 ad departed by
August 31.oIn I Corps, the remaining ,%rine uaits expanded their 'operational
area to compensate for the initial re!eployzent of 3 battalions. Thun no aajor
imeaet could be expected. Compietioa of Phase 3:1 redeploymentS will creAte,4 in
Quang Tri Province of I Corps, a situation more analogous to that which now
exists in IV Corps and we will watch it closely.

Pacification. As AMV! Units take over from redeployed US forces, and
RegionalFr~ce units in turn fill the gap left by those ARVN units, we felt
that resultant changes in the working environmnt of internal security forces
(popular Forces, ED Cadre, etc.) might temporarily depress Hamlet tvaluation
System (as) security scores or retarl current rates of Progress. In the 7th
ARM Division Tactical Area (DTA), security scores progressed at a rate of 1
percent per month during July and August compared to a rate of ? percent per
month during the first half of 1969. In September, however, a sain of 3 per-
centrge points was recorded, apparently regaining lost momentum. To provide
e&rly warning, we are also monitoring the detailed HES data by district. Two O
districts in Dinh Tuo4g province regressed during July and August and we are
awaiting the September district data for a more current asserment. (Table 1.)

Chieu Hoi rates for July and August, a W netralization for the entire
3rd quarter contimued at rates exceeding those for the 2nd quarter of this year,
both countryvide and for the 7th ARVJ's DTA. Hvever, in view of the softness
of both the Chieu Roi and VCI data, we attach little sinificance to these
figures. (Table 1.)

RVKA? Performance. Thq perfor=ance of the 7th ARVS Division, and Regional/
popular Force units operating in the 3 Province wea was analyzed in terms of
effort expended and results obtained. Because of problemas with SEER reports,
Jul data is the latest available for the 7th Division, however, performance of
xr/Nr units vaa emined though September 1969.

The 7th Division data for July .bows a martd Incres e in short operations
and reversed a downward trend La mall unit operations (SUO) during the first
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*If of 1969. Moreover, the percentage of short operations conducted at night (•)
shows a= even greater increase. This Increased effort ;4as, however, been only 0
moderately reflected in results. Large unit contacts and enemy KIA are up com-
pared to the 2ad quarter, but are still below first quarter averages. Small
unit and night contacts per battalion are essentially zero. Kill ratios show
a continual decline during 1969. (Table 2)

The number of operations conducted by RF/PF units in the area where the
9th US Division operated appears to be closely allied to the security score for
the area. Dmring July and August the RF/PF uLits showed a decrease in number
of operations conducted per unit both from first half 1969 averages and in com-
parison to the nationwide average. In neither month did operations drop below
1968 averatars. In September, however, the two month trend was reversed, with
RP units conducting more operations than tce countrywide average and PF units
achieving parity (Table 3). In operami. sal results the RF units have been consistently 0

0 higher than the countrywide average in enemy KLA per unit throughout the time
period examined, but contacts per unit are somewhat lower. PF units are lower
than the national average in both categories. September advisor ratings in
responsiveness and leadership, when compared to June ratings showed slight
increases for RF units generally, equal to those in the rest of the country.
During this same period PF ratings decreased both countrywide and for the three
province area, with a greater decrease in responsiveness in the latter area(Ta4le 4) •

Vietngmese Reactions. Earlier expressions of ,onfidence on the part of
mw APofficers are becoming somewhat more guarded. Reports indicate increasing
)ncern about basic US intentions and strong convictions that US combat s
iill. have to be r .tained for an indefinite period, even in areas such as southern

IV Corps, which have never had a large presence of US combat troops. Civilian *
rmactions reflect the various vested interests in the current period of uncee.
tainty - businessmen are concerned about the economic vacuum and politicians
worry about the political power vacuum. There is greater apprehension =Aog

Sthe urban population than those in the rural areas, whose concern about security
seems to be tempered by a feeling of relief that the tempo of the war is being
diminished. Zn spite of all the concerns and caveats reflected in reports
received in Washington, an impression emerges from the reports that there has S
been a modlest resurgence of national pride and purpose.

Enemy Anemy activit. data, augmented by the latest field reports,
shows b decline rn intensity sinew June, with primary reliance on terror and harass-
m•ett by indirect fire (Table 1). This reduced levil of activity partially accounts
for continued progress in pacification and thelover productivity for RVHAF opera-
tions. fReae units, fragmented by 9th US Division operAtions in the area, are
generally refusing contact. The ent'y of NVA units into southeru IV Corps, and
NVA fillers in the wrthern portion, appears to be more in response to enesy
problems of long standing rather than to US withdrawals. Nevertheless, the
arrival of some 1,000 NVA fillers im northern IV Corps Sreatly enhances the
enemy capability in the area vacated by the US force&, posing a contininrg challeage
to RVNAI forces in the area. •
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1968 1969

VCI Neutralized
7th ARV T 130 195 189 i76
7RARVN D1 1790 1839 2005

,,ciu Hoi *
7th ARVN DA W637 526RvN 251 3w YXA 3907

MYE Security Scores
(End of Period Shown)
ABC Population %

7th ARVNDU 56 75 76 79
RVW 76 85 8 99

AB Population (%)
7th ARVN DTL 31 33 35 39

RVX 31 41 46 149

MeW' Activt,
Total AttaekmW

7th ARVN DT& 26 20 10 17
Rvl 381 .3614 171 263

Hareswont/Sabotage * *
7th ARVWDTA 109 2lL
RVN 13145 M~

Terror I•rl /entac
7th ARVK DTA 33 33 31. 51
RV\ 5o8 5w 1416 499

& 'I"--K1 ,y averags4 except for MS Security Scores.
E• IncLu ambushes, smat5u asr i=Ureet fire attacks.

I InalUde incidents Causing C&sImties OM, ow about 50% of th. total.
d/ Data not avilable.
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1969 OPRATIs AmN REsuLr
?TH AMVT DIV. IV CORPS. RVN =1"A

(Monthly Average Per Battalion)

lI t kri16 n t 99Jl .In
IV 7TH IV 7TH IV 7T

RYN CTZ DIV RVN CTZ DIV EVil CTZ DIV

* OPERATIONS
AWe Unit (LUO)

-Sunt( J 2 2 2 2 3 1 4

short 4 8 6 4 7 .-8_ 18
Total T0 T 0 O

fSaaU Unit (SWO)
i - 1 2.6 0 0 0 1

short 4 6 2 4 1
Total 2

N~t-.

um 13 21 o.4 8 9 5 33
5070 60 14 !4 56 258,

2SMLTS

TnWr ltu Zqaivalants) , 0
All TWO 14 15 13 7 6 2 5
A11SUO 2 1 1 1 1 1 0

Niert LU 1.8 0.8 1.0 o.4 o.5 0.3 .2

light 8w 0.7 0.3 0.1 0.4 0.2 0.3 0

16 15 12 16 u 8 11
Friendly 3 4 4 3 4 3 5

Ratio 4.7 3.4 3.0 4.5 2.8 2.4 2.3

I. S.
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RPPF rT , t-ý:-kznS

Jan- Ja-_
June June

1968 A.0- ZLI Aa ga 08! July Se94

Number of Units a
7th ARV D b./ 73 93116 22122 in 435 4M88 559 585 585
EVE 1019 1265 1•A+7 1470 1472 4457 48J 5208 5358 5WO5

1, Pop (000) Per unit
7th ARVM DTA 16l. 11.7 9.4 9.0 8.8 2.7 2.3 1.9 1.9 1.8 4
RVYE 10.6 8.6 7.7 7.6 7.3 2.4 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.0

Pr1r Htissionsks of' Tot.a.l Uais)

100a/n So t y7th ARVN DTA 22 29 4 2 42 50 56 51 50 50SRVV 32 33 40 42 42 64 68 66 65 65

7th, ARMB DU 13 13 10 7 7 21 20 17 16 16
, . VN 14 12 141 13 13 12 .11 10 10} 10

OfTeusive
Mth ARM' DTA 33 35 36 35 35 , 3 3 3 3
ME 10 19 19 19 19 2 3 2 2 2

00gatinsper unit
7 th AR K D,5 63 52 52 73 19 33 25 24 29
ON 48 6'1 (o 67 67 18 31 30 30 30

Xw%2raions

7th ABWXDTA 71471475 7~47 81 71 68 6373 I4
VE73 72 70 72 73 77 70 72 69 72

Pi, Platoons
CCOrr*Pesod to US 9th DivisIon area of Dinh Tuts Ilan, hso an Go CWg

JProvinces.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(otl Averees
RF w

Jan.an
Juane p 4

Contacts Pr Unit a/
!- .S "r=b •2.0 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.3 .6 .5 .3 .2 .2
mm 1.6 2.1 2.1 2.1 2.0 .4 .7 .5 .6 .6

L ~Night contact&
of Total Contacts)

r-h AM DTA 40 37 35 37 3 52 53 45 53 56

7hRVN D! 42 143 140 42 41 57 55 55 514 56

ARIDT 2.2 2.1 2.2 1.8 1.9 .4 .3 .2 .3. .3,
KIN 2.0 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.3 .3 .3 .2 .2 .2

Frig%ýX NIL Per Unit
7th••RAV• DTA .5 .5 .4 .5 .5 .1 .1 .1 .1 ..RV i -3 .3 .3 .3 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1

NIL &atin

7th ARJMD& 4.4 •,.1 5.9 3.3 3.7 3.0 2.7 *.2 2.7 1.9
S4.5 4.4 3.9 4.2 4.0 2.9 3.14 3,9 3.8 3.8

SDTA .8 .8 .3 1.0 .6 .1 .1 .1 .1 .1

LWe .7 .6 .5 .5 .5 .1 . .. .1 .1

7t A TA6 73 77 73 76 77 6 5 66
RM 69 73 73 T• 78 6 3 63 63

a IW- M9 -ahales; ? -platoons.

Provinces or Dinh Tmong, Klxan Hoe, a• Go Conm,
Percent of uitz rated in top two cateorle (M).

eI
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On Smo* tmbor 16, Presi dent a -no,ood Oti tihe ,thori..d troop
strenwgth in South Vietnamw .ould b educe frorm Om. primioun*Z .p zprmv'ed

euevZ of 524,500 to 484,000 byj Dee,&.-nbe' 25, 1969, a totalZ de•o eas of
40,000 authon.%3#d e'acet. rh actuaL Atrw.,tl in Smth Vietnam* is am-
peoted to ftuetuate" below 484,000. Sec.0 fi rodotiise in eaoc Service
ar disouseed briefly boUw.

A total of 2.14,082 Argy spa.es "4.1 be reduced. M4ajr elements
include the 3rd Brig•de, 8W Airbamne Divisio, 10 reserve ecomonent

ba~t~talion, and. three med.ical. (hospital.) unita. nitely 1.,000
personnel spaces wi.l be inactimtel, reluced., cw billzed.

nLgineer (one cotbat engl.eer battalion4)
Medical (includes tme hopitals) 990
combat 8 pport 20051
8i10al tkI
Trýasportatlm 709
PLt•Ant Boo
TDX 200
other 1 8

Tkm Marina Corps will redu:e a totl Of 18,M5 apaCes itnld-
Log 15,350 troops in the 3rd Marin, Divisionand 3W1 In the lot Narin
Air Vins. Tbe 3rd Mal." Divii.ion beae and am N6ecmata leaon6 term
with support elements (about 8,700 -ion) vill. join. the 9th egimental
Landing Toam an Okinava. Theta Mairim forces will. maintain two battlalin
landing teasm afloat in ,STPAC. Cute squadron a tactical aircraft and
the mjoozrty of Air VWing Headquarters (,q.raimd44 900 persorul) vill
*redeploy to Japan to provide air su-port for Mortme8 on Ohiam. Oe
remainder of the Marine Corpt persozael (about aW mma) vdM redeplay
to 00UUS. Approximately 10,000 $;%.1*s of the 51A Maxine Di'visioq at
Canp Pendleton wfLU be inactivatted, and about 90 out-cf-comtry/non-
effectite spaces vill be eliminated.

I.
]V Updated frcm September, 1969 SZA ,A_-4xia R~eport,
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CONFIDENTIAL BEST AVAILABLE COPY
BEST),ýkRjrx sxkaC fEUXTIONS

Ground

3rd M~arina Regiment (includes three iut bus) 3,752
4, th Marine hglmanbt (includes three afm bs) 3,T52
12th Marine Regt. (includes two 105.m bus, one 155im bn) 1,97o
I tank battLuoo 485
2 combat engineer bsttaLUOo 1,223
rlomistics persannel 1,7TO
out -o-countzr/nom-efeat twa (0=om) T38
Other (recon, inteUW4vmc., hue)5ub-totaL

Air

2 cH-1.6 helicopter squadrons 53.5
1 CH-53 helicopter squadron 2331 Marius air base squadro ka
1 A-6 attack sqadron 3
107O-10 observation squadrom 2T14
ft st Marine Air Vi, , UY Marine sir support Squadron 535
N end-4 m na ame squadrmo 61T
Out-or=-o ,mtry/nom-effeetive (mm) 1

Bub-total 77:
Total. 38,1.65

Air Force

MWe Air 7ore. vW. reduce .2,5141 spaces including tvo lpeciall
opewratio squadrons and wne tactical biaber squairc. In additint the
So =Utriztiun for the tva tacttial fghter squadrons. mbos deplomenat
is presently held in deferment vil be •llminated. APjrmisate.Y 1300
UtA/ personnel vi. be Lnactivated.

2 7-li f~ghtor squpirona bf418
I3.-57 lombr squadivo 240
2 Special Operations squadrons (A-'1, C-4'T & U-2l) 315
Coambt support 523
Maintenance 1438
Other 0

Total271f

18 A-1 gorcr.• vil, 9 to US umIts In Thailan to %rlng actual
nuabeo of airrft up to e•har1sed W level. Six C-4T, 20 U-1O 0
v= ba sent to Clark FTeldG, n, for AtoraPe and later use In
HAl Modernizatio and Iovemu t c0anaaNW .

"CONFIDENTIAL 208j S
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-lavy support elements with the 3rd :,trint D'dqoi and five Navy
mobi2e constrution battalions vi.l be redeployed, a total of 5412
spkees. Aaotut. 3,800 sPatces will bt About Q0O lajvy
support persoenel will accompany -.he Ka.~es to Okinata.

NAVY SPAM M.pac"•:,S ,•

5 Mobile construction battalions 3
Swth te 3rd Marine Division 916
USX with the lst Marine Air Win& 24e
Ub"I ith at Dn"5

I= N 1--esand aviation persommel.

The following tables suiariz redeployment bctivities by Service
and br destination. The Serice totals arn subject to sliht adjustutnt
Within the 4.O,5w total.

HPW.PYER PRUCTT1%=4

Se'vice To be Reduced To be Pstained Total o

A* 114'00 2 lIi,082 314-T
Karles %Ij 17,6014 16,1465 145.6
Air Force 1,325 1,216 2,541 6.3

4Navy 3.01l6-12 S41 UZ4

V--Des not nelda p~woziaa0-1- 20,9000 yersoa-vl of the 5th Ma.rine
Zy l, (-) vo vill, be Inactivated.

=ETmNTI0r SU7,0RY
rastinatlen A Marines Air Force NV Total o oa

0-ino- 8,656 620 9,276 6.9
Jqea a"88 - 34i 503 2.2

4m 21*,513.37.
D/ aide, iL,9(A saces Inaativated = reduced In S6W, 2,118 spaces
dmawtlinzd In COIM. p

209
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PHASE 3 RBZEPW0YYMI FM'(~ VI!7%XA

On DePogbepr 1, 1980, Prafid•mt N• wmmVmod Mhat tiM euthmorw
troop strm.th i.n South V.wet u=ud be redwood from 485,000 to 435.000

qewiwi ach Service ame dismosed brioefty boZoi.

A total of 29,44J3 Arz spaces viii be reduced. Major elamnts include
the 1st Infantry Div'ision,3d Brigade, kth Infantry Divf.sion, two combat
engineer battalions, one tank battalion, and four non-divisional artillery
battallions. Th 29,443 speace a ill be lnactiva•ed, rduced or demobi1ised.

AWr SPRC FdtT103

Infactry (inclues 9 mt sad 2 web rnf am) 11,32
Artil.lary (Includes 8-1, m A es, i1-5./8" Bap

and 1-155maDtZe. Ary2r6
*Tank Battalios 615

=nier (includes 2 Cbt Up mIso) 2,275
Ca Ir (1 hr~ed Cavalry Siisaron 8%6(Avlation (Inciudee 1 ATIation battalion) hl

Sinal 1i 09
Transportation 919
Headquarters (Cory. level or s1~h4 r) 389 .
MLlita ryntel., kAry hSecuity, anW NP 596
Adjutant Gemseal 6T7
Patient 100
Other (spl. forces, other Cbt 8pt, obsplain, eto.) h'

U.S. ArmW Total

5 Marines

A total of 12,900 Varine Corps aspae" will be reduced Inclading
10,605 round force spaces end 2,295 aviation spaces. Appri utely
I, 10 spaces including one A-4 sqoudrc2 vwith ebout 20 aircraft will
redeploy to Japan. A hospital detacbmet of 24 spaces vwil redepbo to
OiLanvs and 363 spaces will redeplay to hkti. About 760 oute-o-coaotstry/
sncn-effective spaces vii be elninnatea. mwe remander or the ah.ine Corps p
spaces Including a regim•ntal landing team will redeploy to CONW.
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Art11242 (1-105 13 1 Btr, 1. 175 ksy &i - 14 at) 1oO12
Tank Bgtt&U=a(

Awmoad 2mtct ItteUam 7TO
*~~i EMa~o px wom 1so

okbt Orsawd Two..

AIr

liat~z~da(1-4 S~n,15 &uixoft)
Attack Soft (2-A-A SO"s, 40 eInwmtt) ?*

Tfttl M~r I
* ~~U.S. Ibtim Total,2,0

Mw Air 1Pgro will aehe 5,60T' avace imb3niwmth. tsatIcal
am rcm~aiga Madrca W-) ad twcivil @&sinewr SQUA&Moa (M. Isars). l mw- AM p3.dat PLu'wpaow* ~tota~lLng apposmtely IS2 ijaces mad 18 afruatt vill r.4e*PcW to JAPes.

D*Its to Debit/Ctozelt Accamtlo

fttal U.B. Mr lam.

ane* Mo er uadm I a sps" to mIna~au In ""to to

* ~CONFIDETIA 211
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L =I;
no ra%7 vili reduco 2,0VA spaces incluiiog 1, 628 sxupwot apacea

viho will be Inactivated. The Navy will redeploy vita Narines %S9 spaces
to Okinawa acd 2e spaces to Japan. The rem'inder will redeploy to lkaUsi

Support aera & Naval suvppt ax-es. rmAfno 1, 623
Navy with ftSae 26 reglarnatal l86ifin tea,

lIt Husine At UID44 eMd lIt Maine Diviuion 122
*U.S. Sev I~otalro

fth folwlowng tab les am'rise redeploymmat activities by Service
and by deeticstiom.

_______To ____atee To be Re~tained total or To-tal

AMq 29v"i3 -29,IA3 58.9
UIbrise 6, OLO 6,881 12,5WO 25.8

Air Fan* 189 3#70 5,607 11.2

The M~rato be veduced at restaned are subject to slight adjusatmet
vithin Sewvial totals.

4 oetioation Am Xriws Air 7bae Sav wotal. fIti

-24i 6) 93 .2
jawa 1,091 62 28 .1,731 3.5
ftaitl 363 -3 366 O7

I K CONFIDENTIAL
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A suimawy of the type units in asse 3, 2, and 3 Is given belov:

1. hase 1

tAA~.Mq

4 6 ManeuverBus(9tb Div lias 1 Jo)
3 Comat Engineer Ras

2 Noaioapter C~anpsal

b. US Marins Cargo

3 kmuww Boo (Mt )brim nsbZumt, 34 Nor ]XV)
2 hrA;U qh

i I~bllcaptev squAarm

a. US Air 7was

I L, 3 Lazwsko Oipe

2. Phama2

3 iMaeuve bas (3d Me, 82W Alem Div)
I. Oaat h6mnssr am
3 Artllwy Shttalams (ow. a' 1031W two tsG" D5=)

b. VONwx

7 ibamume ha (Ramindor 3d Mar Xv)
2 Cabst Moloer ]be
3 Artilmly Dam (tvo 105cm an. 335m')
I A-6 &&Ikmb

2 Milim hbleopter Soja&wan

21J4 Utmbama
I. Bober a~uaWcs (B-57)
2 opwi-1 Opristtamu bq~w. (me. U.IJ/C-4T, am A-1)

CONFIDENTAL
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4a. 1T8,,,

12 mAnu Uarn (lot W Dv WAnd 3 EId% 4th U BIv)
2 Coat WLe-- r Bau

9-1/3 A•tt, l'r hkta.o&U I
(8 - W05 hum; 1 155/8* hi 1. 3.55 btq7)

2 h.ooaptor Coi.mre

b. US Mare Corps

4 Mmouver ha (I.! 26 &Wm inJor rt1on Of lot Tank htt.uo)
1 2/3 ArtillfrY Bag

(I - lo5 1m I tr7 'T•5m 1 DY 155m; 1 Pt 8")
SAttark Squado.na
4 (2 ;.oA, As;1) S
2. Ulicopter Sq~uoad

(XnvY d5.3AR-.I6)

c. US Air Yam

3 ctial asi Tigter I-L.idwS (,•,.
1 Tactical Recsu Squadron (M-4.)* *
3 CIL •" ..ina, Squadrs

4 , 1 .S,.

,a , ,US,

malletz ez ftgimw AxtM~Awy 71xsd-VIng
Baga BBM Bno - -

AW12 2 921 1l/3 3
Marineorpe 121
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( 1..Grand Si~ry, -Pnae.s 1-3 K
'Mo' Eng. Arty Fixed-Wing Helicopter
fts Bas 3as Squs •ans

MArinz op 21 6 16 1/3 - 4.Merin~e Corps 14 2 6 2/3 5 5

Air Force - 3 - 9 -

* ~ Total 35* ~23 -

* This viil result in a reduction fro= a total of 1U2 inneuver battalions
in-country on June 8, 1969 to a total of 78 rather than 7T. This is
because the Cavalry Squadron, previously part of the 9th US lIf Div,
is now counted as a =miuwer battalion.

. ollwing cLrwt depts reductions in d'visied equivalents, brigades/
RLTs, and maneumr battalions dwing;bOes 1 through 3:

I MM1 iSep 15Doe 15 Apr

Div~qd 11A 1 -10 - 1 9 -12/3 T 1/3

-112• -9(+ 1) .l - 94 -78 1

"6. The follwing table shows reductions in combat, cobat support snd combat
service sport during pb&es 1 trough 3:

CA G(M 1 Jun 69 Phase 1 15 Sep 69 hse 2

Comat (5T,36) - u. Uoa 15,562 . 11,000 a(28.6%)

Combat 1W, 667 - 8,P00 . 112,s26 - i1,io00 I1
Support (32.9%)

Combat* 211,T1. - 4,PSoo 206,616 - 13,100 . 93
Service (38.W)
support

QTOM 5490500 25,000 5211,50 - 1.0, 5w0

* Includes TDY, patients and debit/credit accomnts.
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a. brtiW34mi

. !bu I

15 A]prf

12/3. - T13
5 m 2

16 .-78

Mm~t WA comat

overafl

Percentage
Reduction
in EachP1*8.2 1 w b69 Pbas.3 15 Al= TO Cateor

-33,000O 99 l6a-1,91 nii,6u 2T.2%

186T 15,99 A l869 21.5%

-13#100 - 5p. -6,o~i. MOMr52 16.1%
(32.1%) (40.9%)

- 10,500 M 000 - 50.,000 * 4314,000 21%
(100.0%) (100.0%)
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.MCUEITY SITUATIO" I.,.'-sz-•PE, me? r

EMa.The withdriawa of u/s um-. togatWet with continuing nm
p 'resueand- problem* with RF/F haWv pro••ud a dacliee iln eecu.ity to
mfid-23970 level* in the three southern. provina of 4R X (wuang 1km , Qucng
Tin otd QuwV 1lgai). The ownr #' aotivitiea am tuZZy below last yef,'a
level. but lack of confidence in te.rirtOr POWS has Produced a genezaZ
olimtte 'of Pessimism, WrticuUVIFZ in CuaV 9M, &Lmerv the eny oontimnes to
.uphaaiae tezs iem . ahtZing of popuzationan ters.

Vh sitoutioe MY be awatIcoua to 0.t fonua, a of 16 ope.ations in
the Delta. Seourity Zoe* mmentun there fop cbmi sic amoths white ARVN wunt.
aijusetd to the absence of the in ath Dbie-As. It wuold aippW that the
"eeuaitY ar~vPW ~*im in quawg Von province should be strengtheneid in w~der
to dowpensate for the aggveeaive leadership and wouzoee foawmrt provide
b W Mruind units.

Forces. During tJhe past six aonths US forces declined In mothern MR I
vhile M and neyuW units remainbd relatively coasta.t. Table 1 show that
US battalions declAned from 18 in Desear= 1970 to 3.1 in ar 1971. The last p
to Yarine battalions left Quang Kau province in Maah-iAmi., and US Army batta-

iona shifted from Qusag Tin and Quang lIgsi to help fi=- the Sap. The with-

dravals ane placing an added burden on the ARYN 2nd Division Ad 31st Regiment,
" (. and are forcing the OVN territorial forces to operate on, their own (VithoUt U S(AT

and CAP advisors) for' the first time.

TAOLR 1

U5MM KIM PR=WLY MhI

-• at No 15 3.4 7 5 9 11 31 30

Separate Coa 8 9 8 9 20 20 36 38
Separate Pltv 0 0 2 2t 1 1. 3 3

VW BVas ii 4 0 a 0 Z4 i4

r 1,ts 223 223 222 285 283 730 732

,(.-1CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL 7
The decline in friendly forces was felt in Quang Nank mre than. the other
tw povncs Wil tenumber of friendly unt n(agNa eandcn

stant, there are indications that the changeover from US Marines to US Army'/
ARVN/EF'/W responsuibility may have disrupted force effectiveness there. The
table below shown that friendly operations with contact declined from 1970 to
1971 in Qua~ng Naa, but geuerally increased in the other two provinceg.

TABLE 2

US& LVNACTIVITY a/
Averags)

Sa am Qag i QaaNgi Ttal

HSUt hit Half Half Half Half Half Half

8ia1Uht OjN$ it

143 17 6 3 10 4 1951
ARV1Y 1 2  o'i66 167

Total i 1 I U 6 F

AS191 data Ouwthruh a.

Territorial force per'formance aLim aipearx to be suffering, particularly
for WY in Quanig Nam province. Table 3 shovs that 1t/PP effectiveness in termsa
of contiwts per 100 operation, dropped off sharply in Quang Nais (from 7.3 in
first half 1970 to, J&.1 in 1971),P but remained constaat in quang Tin and Quang
10aL (6.5). Furthermre 100% of Pr platoons reporting in lbne 1971 in QUA"g
San were operating primarily in secure areas, rather than in the consolidation
zones where the enesy threat is greater and there is opotny rcntt
and resUlts. A recent report by & field grade ABVN ozzIcar also suggests

* a genotral. pesslints and defensive attitude* on the part of territoelal forces,
particularly in Quang Eais provinces

UCONFIDENTIAL 218
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( ~TABLE 30

(Montly Averaes)

•uam• ~ ~ Qan Tin/• • o•.RV
Ist HelI•Half lot Hall ltiHalf let HalF lot Ualf

3mill Unit Oves
with Contact .'

296 195 223 562395 3M9
P.
Total.

contact- per 100 0
Operations

P, 5.1 5.5 10.1 8.5 2.1 2.1
. 1 .2Total + +4

percent of Units
operating ftimmiily
in S*.c. Areas a/

V3 28 422

NF 100 71. 61

Mnite r L 1rt o "not awllcable" or "unmknown* awe OXude• frm consideration.
Bused on Jime 1971 data of unknown reliability. • * 4

No ciiy The mowI's first hal a-i~vitio er g enerallyr lowerirn3 a M , but ter oontine unabated, particu-

Io1ay in Quang am. *nor attacks in the three provinces declined about one-
third frn 1970 8pr month) t, 19n (33 t he),r, othe type ofr
Incidents declined 140-60%. Wrrorist incidents continad to produce about
a many victim (asasusinations, abdactions ad 4UMUP) in quog m inthe first half of 1971 (269) as in 1970 5;6). . )iN i

C 4

* 4
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TA=L 4

E=_ INTCTDEi-T3 AN CHIEU HOI RESULTS
(Monthly Averagcs&e

Na m Quake Tin Quang Ngai Total

lat Iit lt mt lst let 1st li•t
Half Half Half Half Half Half Half HLlf

EoyIcd ts 1970 Ml7 1 97 1971 1970 19_1 1970 197Enemy Inc:Ldents a/
Attacksa 18 14 8 12 15 8 38•Harasament by fire 160 92 72 21 67 41' 5 99 10
Other Har/Ter/Seb 160 103 142 32. 1 ~ 73 1 0

Total W M. T 35 ft, 1 a 1
Terror Casualties 298 289 71. 56 150 327 522 472*

Chintz Hoi RalltersŽ/ 91 38 121 70 160 66 372 17i4

a Priontu-edto include data from OPREP and MRS reporting system.
Sda through May 1971 onay. .

The patterns ot memI activity i scat@ a general decline in oterall( capability,. but an increased emhasis on building guerrillas and VCl for pro-
tra-ted varfare. One result of the continued enow presence in rural area
is a recent decline in the rate of Chieu Hoi ralliers in all three provinces.
First half 197I ralliers totaled 174, c*apard to 372 in 1970. VC1 neutrali-
zations are also lagging in many areas.

Security Results. The overall result of US withdrawals, lagIng RPI/P,
and contGinued r•p•eance haa been to set security back to mid-1970 levels
in all three provinces. Data from the Hmlet 3valuation Systm (M/71)
below above that 61.% of the populatin was rated A-2 in June 1971, compared
to 62.6% In Jýune 1970. 4

izs POUr.TION DATO&

Ja 0 Jn7 Dec0 Mar 71 Jun71

Quwa Nam/Danang 45.6 72.2 76.9 70.7 71.1
Quang Tin 60.3 59.3 75.0 6.9 69.8
Quang NAt"3. 11 134 1~4.

Total southern M 1 97 .
V880 Rural ON1 Control 1.5.8 514.0 66.3 %1.6 N/A

II
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The VSSG rural control indicator shows a similar loss in GV'J control.
Detailed data shows that the loss of ccntrol is due to increased enemy
companies and battalions in the populatel areas, indicating lagging RF/PF
effectiveness in patrolling the approa'-les to hamlets.

Prospects for Recovery. The situation in southern 'R I is analapous
in many ways to the tough situation the ARWN 7th Division faced in the Delta
In mid-1969. Both areas ere traditional VC strongholds, and both had been
dozinated for several years by a vigorous US presence (US 9th Division in
the Delta, and US Marines in Southern Y-3 I). When the US units Left the
Delta, it took a full six months before AM was able to achieve full
effectiveness, Awd population security lagged in thu interim. It vasn't
until a forceful, energetic ARViN division cocowder took over that security
resumed strong upward somntum.

In southern MR 1, the burden for population seeurity rests squarely on
the RP/PF and PSDF. These forces vere largely dormant under the uasuive US

Mares that some additional measures may be needed to strengthen security

arrangemnts in quang Nam to restore confidence and aggreasiveness formerly
provided by US units and the CAP/MAT teams which worked vV~h the RT/PT.
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CoirrRAC-.Mi .- 3.3:$.rJz PYTDD TO FORC.3 IN SVN

La view of 1he substantial, but heretofore unspecif'ied, contractor
assistaznee being utilized by the Services in SVN, OASD(.A) requested.
the M.•litary Depw-rtmenas to furnish information on all logistic support
contricts (in excess of $5,000 annually) for o-outractor personnel services.
The request exclulied the P.12 - MRJ construction contract and the Alaiike
Barge Lighterage - stevedoring contract. Reports have not yet been
received from the IHavy and Air Force. The Marine Corps reported it ham

* no contracts in W•IN which meet the reporting criteria. The following
analysis and. d4 'cassion pertaina only to the data received, fým the
Ar.y.

Army has reported on 55 contracts which meet the reporting criteria.
These have a total annual estimated coast of 137,582,000. The aggregated
vorkforce eap1oyed by the contractors is 31,435 personnel. Thi distribution
of the work-force is:

Natio ity Personnel Percentage of Total S

U.S. 1,098 13
Vietna=ese 16,669 53
,hird Co,-try 1o0668 34

3 €! T3 • •100

Based :n the detailed infor-.mtion provided by Ary; the 31,1435 man contractor
4 vork-z:rca is equivalent to 36,576 Army personnel.

Twenty of the 55 contracts are in excess of $1,00OO0 tetX ated annual
coat. miese 20 (which are described in detail on the attached table) account
for $132,?16,0o0 or 97% of the total cost and 30,136 personnel or 96% of
the total -orak-force.

Eight of the 20 contracts are with U.S. c~anies ($104,484,000); 10
are with Vietnamese coeanies ($21,500,000) and 2 are with Korean companies
($6932000)-

Of the 8 with U.S. firms, 5 are cost-plus fixed tee ($97,464,000), I is
cost-plus incentive tee ($2,000,000) and 2 are fixed price (45,02O,O0)0
Of the 10 with Vietnamese coapaunies, 9 are fixed price, indefinite quantity
contracts ($20,000,000) and I iS tifze price ($1,500,000). The two with
Korean companies are fixed price contracts.
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he largest contract is -. I"c Architects mad Erngieers (PrAE)
Wi the arount of $5,000,00 ........ . -the ;erformnarce of R & U (Repsir
and Utilitie3) functions, o-e.: : ss 1I ani IV dapts a.-n equipment a/

maintenance. Thin single co'.nra:- '.-='-.Lnts f'or 4• of the cost and 6Z4%
of the personnel associated "th • •5 AL-.q contracts. P;3&E's employment
of 20,000 personnel is only 17,CC. fewer tha, the RM1 - B!;J country-wida
construction contract which ow has 37,CCO personnel.

The second largest coatractcr is the Vinnell Corporation which has
three contracts with a total val.e •f. $38,3C0,000 a year. These contracts
include the services of power dis-rfbution and across-the-board sat Logistic
Co=aand functions at Cam Ranh Bay, inn-uding stevedoring, trucking, equipment
naintenance and Irmy depot operations.

In view of the extent anc ty-es of services being performed by contractors
instead of by Azry units, contix'.. ionitoring of contracts should be
mainta-ned to furnish a basis for e:'aluating existing farce levels and any
new deployment requests. If relit-=e an contractors is considered feasible
in planning for future contingencies, division sliens should be appropriately
revised.

I ~ .4

4f

:a_7 Class 2supplies are Too, =ission essential equipment (e.g.,
veapana, clothing and equip.ant). Class 4 sup..lies are materials
required for special missions (e.g., barbed vire, specialized

Sclothing, and equipment for ap-bibious operations).
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Lacking a uniform set of criteria forl dentifying personnel jn combat, (
combat support an4 co=bat service support functions, an attempt has been
made to alocate the Ama 30, 1967 force levels in M between two cat(*.orieg:
(1) combat and 11zrectly rolatei tunetions and (2) all other support.

included in *combat and directly related activities" are functions
such as: manaver battalions, air defense, combat engineers, artillery,
headquarters at Division and bwl.o tactieal commuications, Special Forces,
ete. Included in Nall othir suppovt" are function. such an: treansportation,
supply, maintenance, constmetioa, finance, medical, *rdnance, headquarters
above division, 4semcal, etc.

The re'lts of tl-A allocations were as faoi'ws:

Total fSratth Percebt in Combat '& Percent in Other
Servi.i. inS' T Directly Related i.nations" Sup9or. I netions

An'r 283,720 49.9 50.1 •

SAVY7/N ie• , ,1.04,R•.5 62.7 37.3

Air ftrce 55 * 2' 214.6 7.

TOM )44,784 49.T 50.3

.Sed on June 30, 1967 strangtba, excluding patients and tranients
Waere separately identified.

V e k '/Vudes NPrsoQ=01 &float in 7th Fleet unita.

The data t iet be iaterpreted with futl rvc4ltio% that differenaes
inm organizations mission and equipment account, for somw of the variations
apng the Services. Other differences undoubtedly occur because of the
aiscessary arbitrary Criteria used to classify units and personnel in
the cateohies. For example, because bomb loaders are in amuinition
dumps but artillery loaders rare in cobat units, this contributes to the
relatively low combet to support ratio of the Air Torce. IfoVever, as is
well-known, relatively large n•ubers of bobb loaders are absolutely
a ssentlal... .- --

In addition to the substintial organic military support cqpelUlity.
a recent MACV brief.ing identified the following support aumnetatton in
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K OPOD vsOTAL

7th AF u ,836 3C6 12,1)42

!JsAR 80s265 8.3fj 88,628

Nk4R 10pavZ ,187 1,820 12OO

ozco4,15 3,1781.

46,268 7W17 7#015

11Data om U.S. versoazel. fros VLV agg O&18M3 Aug 67. X* distwr.but1.ofl
by compIonent incu1idad.

NVAVMZ frncludas 'mf WI.
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